SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAND
REGISTRY: BRJSBANE
NUMBER: BS 10478 OF 2011
IN THE MATTER OF EQlJITITRUST LIMITED ACN 061 383 944
Applicant:

EQUITITRUST LIMITED ACN 061 383 944
AND

Respondents:

THE MEIVIBERS OF THE EQUITITRUST INCOl\1E FUND ARSN 089 079
854 AND THE MEMBERS OF THE EQUITITRUST PRIORITY CLASS
INCOME FUND ARSN 089 079 729
AFFIDAVIT

I, DAVID \VHYTE of Level 10, 12 Creek Street, Brisbane in the State of Queensland, Official
Liquidator, say on oath:
1.

I am an Official Liquidator, a Registered Liquidator and a Partner of the firm BDO. I am an
affiliate member of the Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand and an associate
member of the Australian Restructuring Insolvency and Turnaround Association (formerly the
Insolvency Practitioners Association of Australia).

2.

By Orders of this Honourable Court made on 21 November 2011 and 23 November 2011 (the
Orders) I was appointed:
(a)

pursuant to sections 1101B(l) and 601NF(2) ofthe C01porations Act 2001 (Cth) (the
Act) as the receiver of the property of the Equititrust Income Fund ARSN 089 079 854
(ElF) and the property of the Equititrust Priority Class Income Fund ARSN 089 079 729
(EPCIF) (collectively, the Funds); and

(b)

pursuant to section 601NF(l) ofthe Act, to take responsibility for ensming that the Funds
are wound up in accordance with the Funds' constitutions.

3.

Now produced and shown to me and marked "DW-1" is a true and correct copy of the Orders
under which I was appointed and the Reasons for Judgment of Justice Applegarth.

4.

I now make an application for the approval of my remuneration for acting as the receiver of the
property of the ElF, and as the person responsible for ensuring that the ElF is wound up in
accordance with its constitution for the period 1 February 2015 to 30 September 2015 (the
relevant period).

5.

This is my sixth application for approval of my remuneration for acting as the receiver of the
property of the ElF and as the person responsible for ensming the ElF is wound up in accordance
with its constitution.

6.

My first application was heard on 25 October 2012, and the Honourable Justice Mullins made an
order fixing my remuneration for the period 22 November 2011 to 31 August 2012 in the amount
of$837,103.85 (inclusive ofGST).
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7.

My second application was heard on 12 June 2013, and the Honourable Justice Douglas made an
order fixing my remuneration for the period 1 September 2012 to 30 April2013 in the amount of
$842,843.10 (inclusive of GST).

8.

My third application was heard on 28 November 2013, and the Honourable Justice Dalton made
an order fixing my remuneration for the period 1 May 2013 to 31 October 2013 in the amount of
$667,795.70 (inclusive ofGST).

9.

My fourth application was heard on 3 June 2014, and the Honourable Justice P Lyons made an
order fixing my remuneration for the period 1 November 2013 to 30 April 2014 in the amount of
$503,435.35 (inclusive of GST).

10.

My fifth application was heard on 5 March 2015, and the Honourable Justice Martin made an
order fixing my remuneration for the period 1 May 2014 to 31 January 2015 in the amount of
$573,226.50 (inclusive of GST).

11.

Now produced and shown to me and marked collectively "DW-2" are true and correct copies of
the Order of Justice Mullins dated 25 October 2012, the Order of Justice Douglas dated 12 June
2013~ the Order of Justice Dalton dated 28 November 2013, the Order of Justice P Lyons dated 3
June 2014 and the Order of Justice Martin dated 5 March 2015.

12.

In support of this application, I have set out in this affidavit the background to my appointment,
as well as details of the tasks that I have undertaken (both in the course of the receivership and as
the person responsible for ensuring that the ElF is wound up in accordance with its constitution)
for the relevant period, and an explanation as to why these said tasks were necessary.

13.

Throughout this affidavit, where I refer to "my role", I am referring to my role as receiver of the
property of the ElF and as the person appointed under section 601NF(l) of the Act as the person
responsible for ensuring the ElF is wound up in accordance with its constitution.

Background - Summary of the Responsible Entity and the Funds
Equititrust Limited
14.

Equititrust Limited ACN 061 383 944 (In Liquidation) (Receivers and Managers Appointed)
(EL) is the Responsible Entity (RE) ofthe Funds.

15.

EL holds an Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL) to operate the ElF, EPCIF and EPF.
On or about 9 December 2011, I became aware that the Australian Securities and Investments
Commission (ASIC) suspended EL's AFSL on 7 December 2011. However, that suspension does
not prevent EL from providing financial services that are reasonably necessary for, or incidental
to, the winding up of the Funds, or are reasonably necessary for, or incidental to, the orderly
winding up of the Equititrust Premium Fund.

16.

The directors ofEL are David Rickie, :Mark Mcivor and Ross James Honeyman.

The ElF
17.

The ElF is a first mortgage fund, meaning that EL as RE of the ElF pooled investors' funds and
loaned them to third parties. Usually EL as RE of the ElF took first mortgages over real property
as security for these loans.

18.

There are approximately 1,600 investors in the ElF. As at the date ofmy appointment, the
written down balance of the 29loans that remained outstanding was $127 million (that is, the
written down value of the loans after provisions for loss). As at 31 January 2015, I had caused all
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loans that remained outstanding to be written down to a balance of nil, as I had formed the view
that the borrowers would not repay these loans.
19.

The ElF had provided the majority of these 29loans in relation to the acquisition and/or
development of residential land in Queensland, New South Wales and South Australia, although
two of these loans also had trading businesses associated with them.

20.

Upon my appointment I became aware that only one loan for approximately $300,000 was being
serviced by the borrower. The remainder of the loans had been in default for some time.

21.

Now produced and shown to me and marked "DW-3" is a true and correct copy of the
Consolidated Constitution for the ElF dated 3 June 2011 that I obtained following my
appointment.

22.

Upon my appointment, I became aware from the books and records of the ElF that:
(a)

the ElF had been a 'frozen fund' since October 2008, in that no redemptions of units by
investors had been permitted since then; and

(b)

the ElF had ceased making distribution payments to investors in February 2011.

The EPCIF
23.

The EPCIF has five members. Those investors invested a total amount of $4.6 million. Its only
asset is units it holds in the Equititrust Premium Fund. My investigations reveal that the
anticipated current value of this asset is nil.

24.

Now produced and shown to me and marked "DW-4" is a true and correct copy of the
replacement constitution for the EPCIF dated 30 November 2010 and Deed Poll dated 13
December 2010 (which varies the constitution) that I obtained following my appointment.

25.

Given the EPCIF has only five members and relatively minimal assets, the majority of my role
has been as receiver of the property of the ElF and overseeing the winding up of the ElF. The
application I have made and this supporting affidavit seeks approval for remuneration in respect
of work performed in relation to the ElF only.

TheEPF
26.

EL is also the manager of the Equititrust Premium Fund (EPF), which is an unregistered
managed investment scheme. The Bank of Scotland International appointed receivers and
Managers to the EPF on 21 February 2012. On or about July 2012 the securities held by BOSI
were assigned toMS Asia Debt Acquisition Ltd 1767181 (a company registered in Hong Kong)
(MSA). On 27 August 2012, MSA appointed Michael Richard Pel dan and Christopher Richard
Cook (jointly and severally) as receivers and managers pursuant to the securities.

27.

I have not been appointed in any capacity to the EPF or its property.

Appointment of Voluntmy Administrators and Receivers to EL
28.

On Wednesday, 15 February 2012, Blair Pleash, Richard Albarran and Glen Oldham of the finn
Hall Chadwick (the administrators) were appointed administrators ofEL.

29.

On Thursday, 16 February 2012, the National Australia Bank Ltd (NAB) appointed William
Colwell and Greg Moloney of the firm Ferrier Hodgson (the receivers) receivers and managers of
EL. This appointment was in respect of EL only, not in respect of the
or the EPCIF. The
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receivers remain appointed as receivers and managers ofEL.
30.

After the appointment of the administrators and the receivers to EL, I sought and obtained an
order from this Honourable Court (with the consent of the then administrators and the receivers)
which (without derogating from my appointment or my powers pursuant to the Orders of Justice
Applegarth of21 November 2011 and 23 November 2011) authorised me to inter alia:
(a)

take all steps necessary to ensure the realisation of property of the ElF held by EL as RE
of the ElF, by exercising any legal right ofEL as RE of the ElF in relation to the property
of the ElF;

(b)

bring, defend or maintain any proceedings on behalf of the ElF in the name of EL as is
necessary for the winding up of the ElF in accordance with clause 9 of ElF's constitution;
and

(c)

take all steps necessary to effect the implementation of a NAB bank guarantee facility
and the replacement of the existing bank guarantee facilities with the Commonwealth
Bank.

31.

Now produced and shown to me and marked "DW-5" is a true and correct copy of the Order of
Justice Dalton dated 29 February 2012.

32.

Subsequently, at the second meeting of creditors of EL, which was held on Friday 20 April 2012,
the creditors of EL resolved that EL should be wound up and further resolved to appoint Blair
Pleash, Richard Albarran and Glen Oldham (the liquidators) liquidators ofEL. Glen Oldham
ceased being a liquidator ofEL on 17 July 2013. Mr Pleash and Mr Albarran remain appointed
liquidators to EL.

33.

Now produced and shown to me and marked "DW-6" is a true and correct copy of an historical
company search ofEL, which shows the appointment of the various insolvency practitioners to
EL.

Conduct of the winding up of the ElF
34.

By way of background, upon my appointment as receiver of the property of the EIF and as
appointee under section 601NF(l) of the Act I reviewed the books and records ofthe ElF, met
with the staff and senior management of EL, gathered infonnation about the assets and liabilities
of the ElF and took steps to ensure that EL put in place a strategy for the orderly winding up of
the ElF.

35.

In my role during the relevant period my staff and I undertook tasks which broadly fall within the
following five categories:

36.

(a)

Assets;

(b)

Administration;

(c)

Creditors;

(d)

Trade On; and

(e)

Investigation.

While my staff and I used the above categories to record time, certain items of work could have
fallen within more than one of the categories. For example, communicating with investors could
have been recorded under either Administration or Creditors. However, my staff and I only record,
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each task once, and we only record the time for carrying out each task once.
37.

As noted at paragraphs 6 to 10 above, I have already applied for and obtained orders fixing my
remuneration for the periods 22 November 2011 to 31 August 2012, 1 September 2012 to 30
April2013, 1 May 2013 to 31 October 2013, 1 November 2013 to 30 April2014 and 1 May 2014
to 31 1anuary 2015. This affidavit deals with the tasks undertaken for the relevant period 1
February 2015 to 30 September 2015. However, to the extent I have considered it necessary to
refer to matters prior to 1 February 2015 in order to give context to the present claim for
remuneration, I have done so.

Schedule of work performed during the period 1 February 2015 to 30 September 2015
38.

Particulars of the work my staff and I performed during the relevant period 1 February 2015 to 30
September 2015 are summarised in the Schedule, which is now produced and shown to me and
marked "DW-7".

39.

The Schedule records:
(a)

a description of each task undertaken under each of the above categories;

(b)

the name and position of the person who performed the task;

(c)

the date the task was undertaken;

(d)

the length of time it took; and

(e)

the amount charged.

40.

I have reviewed the Schedule on a line-by-line basis. From my knowledge of the work carried out
in relation to the winding up and my supervision of the tasks undertaken, I am satisfied that the
time recorded in the Schedule for each of the tasks is commensurate with what was required to be
undertaken and that the records are accurate.

41.

My staff and I record time on a daily basis. We enter our time in six-minute units, and we enter
the details of the time spent and the description of the tasks undertaken in an electronic system.
My staff and I review these time entries on a periodic basis.

BDO's charge out rates
42.

Now produced and shown to me and marked "DW-8" is a true and correct copy of the following
hourly charge out rates (which were applicable during the relevant period):
(a)

in respect of work undertaken by BDO Business Recovery & Insolvency (Qld)
charge out rates for the 2014/2015 and 2015/2016 financial years;

(b)

in respect of work undertaken by BDO Financial Management Consulting
charge out rates for the 2014/2015 and 2015/2016 financial years.

hourly

hourly

43.

The Partners of BDO Business Recovery & Insolvency (Qld) are members of the Australian
Restructuring Insolvency and Turnaround Association (ARITA), and we follow the ARITA Code
of Professional Practice for Insolvency Practitioners. In particular, I have followed the ARITA
Code of Professional Practice in this receivership.

44.

Now produced and shown to me and marked "DW-9" is a true and correct copy ofParts 14, 15
and 16 of the third edition of the ARITA Code of Professional Practice (which came into effect
on 1 1anuary 2014 and was amended on 18 August 2014) with respec
practitioner's claim for
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remuneration.
45.

As to the hourly charge out rates for BDO, I can say from my own knowledge and experience that
these rates are commensurate with what are charged by other insolvency practitioners and
accountants and indeed. are less than a number of our competitors' rates.

Utilisation of staff
46.

In order to ensure efficiency of cost, time and resources, where possible during the course of the
receivership I have delegated tasks to employees of BDO in order to ensure compliance with
statutory obligations and for accounting and reporting purposes.

47.

During the course of the receivership, in order to reduce costs, I terminated the employment of all
ElF staff with the exception of one portfolio manager who I retained as a consultant to provide
assistance where required from time to time.

48.

I have supervised all the work carried out under delegation, to the extent required by each task.
Due to the complexity of some of the issues involved in the winding up process I have had to be
directly involved in a number of the tasks.

Complexity of the receivership
49.

h1 order to further assist the Court, I set out in this affidavit an explanation as to
the tasks
detailed in the Schedule were undertaken and why these tasks were necessary for the proper
administration of the receivership of the ElF. Where I have considered it appropriate, I have also
deposed to the background the complexities and difficulties that have arisen during the course
of the
of the ElF and in my role as appointee under section 601NF(l) of the Act.

50.

For example, some of the main factors that have added to the complexity of the receivership
(during the relevant period) include:
(a)

the fact there are 1,600 investors in the ElF, and the need to communicate with such a
number of investors;

(b)

the number of legal disputes in relation to the properties the subject of securities held by
EL as RE for the

(c)
(d)
51.

proceedings; and
making interim distributions to investors.

The tasks undertaken in respect of each category are discussed in further detail below.

Assets
The ElF is a "first mortgage fund", meaning that EL as RE for the ElF pooled the investors'
funds and provided loans to third parties. As security for these loans, EL as RE for the ElF took
(inter alia) mortgages over real property.
53.

As stated above, all but one of these loans were in default at the time of my appointment. In the
course of the receivership, EL as RE for the ElF has sought to recover the moneys owing by
the
selling the real properties pursuant to the tern1s of the mortgages held by EL as RE
including taking possession of the properties with the intention of selling the properties as
mortgagee exercising power of sale or appointing receivers to realise the properties.

54.

Prior to 1 February 2015 (being the commencement of the relevant period), all of the properties
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that were the subject of these loans in default had been sold. During the relevant period, as
described in more detail below, my staff and I have continued to undertake tasks in·respect of
individual properties to recover monies owing to the EIF.
55.

Further details as to the steps my staff and I undertook during the relevant period, and the reasons
we undertook this work for individual properties, are set out further below.

Win·ina Cove, South Australia
56.

By way of background, Wirrina Cove is located on the Fleurieu Peninsula in South Australia. It
comprises a conference centre, restaurant, golf course, marina, caravan park, accommodation and
both residential and undeveloped land.

57.

The parcels of land at Wirrina Cove were owned or leased by ICA (South Australia) Pty Ltd (In
Liquidation) (Receivers and Managers Appointed) (Controllers Appointed) (ICA).

58.

Sunset Cove Developments Pty Ltd (now deregistered) borrowed funds from EL as RE of the EIF
and (separately) from Wirrina CorporationPty Ltd ACN 131 742 151 (WC) to develop and
construct on the land at Wirrina Cove. ICA guaranteed these loans and provided mortgages over
the land at Wirrina Cove to EL as RE of the EIF and to \VC as security for these loans.

59.

EL is the sole shareholder ofWC, owning 100% of the shares in WC. EL holds the shares in WC
in its capacity as RE for the ElF. Accordingly, the security WC held over the Wirrina Cove land
was ultimately held for the benefit of the EIF.

60.

EL incorporated WC and Marina St Vincent Management Pty Ltd (MSV) (a wholly owned
subsidiary ofWC) prior to my appointment for the purpose of operating the resort and marina.

61.

The loans made by EL as RE of the EIF and by WC in
represented a sizeable asset of the ElF as a whole.

62.

\Vhen I was appointed, the loans from EL as RE of the ElF and WC to Sunset Cove
Developments Pty Ltd were in default.

63.

By way of background, WC and I engaged agents to sell the assets at Wirrina Cove on or about 6
September 2012. Both WC and EL as RE for the EIF undertook a joint expressions-of-interest
campaign that closed on 19 December 2012.

64.

The sales campaign was extensive, as the properties being sold comprised:

of the land at Wirrina Cove

(a)

a marina head lease;

(b)

approximately 100 individual under leases for marina berths;

(c)

six undeveloped lots;

(d)

75 residential lots;

(e)

a caravan park;

(f)

a golf course; and

(g)

the resort and conference centre at Wirrina Cove.
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65.

The campaign resulted in approximately 500 enquiries, with 134 expressions of interest received.

66.

I caused the acceptable expressions of interest received to be converted to contracts of sale, and
negotiations with interested parties were also progressed.

67.

An auction campaign was subsequently undertaken with respect to the resort, conference centre

and golf course. The auction was held on 21 June 2013, at which time the property was passed
in. Following the auction, I continued negotiations with interested parties and, ultimately, a
contract of sale was entered into on or about 26 July 2013, which contract settled on 12 December
2013.
Sales of marina head lease and marina berths
68.

On or about 10 October 2013 I caused a new auction campaign to be undertaken with respect to
the remaining property at Wirrina Cove, which, at that time, comprised the marina head lease and
the remaining marina berths. An auction for this remaining property was held on 7 November
2013.

69.

Ultimately, a contract of sale was entered into with another purchaser for the sale of the marina
head lease on 9 April2014.

70.

The marina head lease contract settled on30 September 2014. This contract was subject to the
head lessor, the Minister for Transport of Adelaide (SA), approving the transfer. This approval
was granted on or about 1 September 2014.

71 .

Further, all the contracts of sale for the marina berths have settled.

72.

Total gross realisations for the sale of the marina head lease, and the marina berths, total
$1.627 million.

73.

As to the other lots at Wirrina Cove:

74.

(a)

all 75 residential lots have been sold;

(b)

as set out in paragraph 67 above, the sale of the resort, conference centre and golf course
settled on 12 December 2013; and

(c)

there have also been additional settlements for the surrounding land at Wirrina Cove,
including a caravan park and undeveloped land.

Gross realisations for the sale of these properties totalled approximately $8,673,000.

Work undertaken in the relevant period
75.

Following the sale of the real property assets, in the relevant period my staff and I have
undertaken the following tasks in respect of the Wirrina Cove asset, including:
(a)

reviewing correspondence to RevenueSA regarding a land tax objection that I caused to
be lodged in respect of the 2012/2013 financial year; and providing instructions to my
solicitors, in relation to their consideration of the prospects of appealing RevenueSA's
decision in relation to my land tax objection. By way of background, on or about 4
September 2014, the review valuer made a decision in respect of the applications for
review lodged with the Valuer-General with respect to the 2012/2013 financial year. That
resulted in a number of site values being reduced. However, as I was not satisfied with
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some of the decisions of the review valuer I engaged in correspondence with the ValuerGeneral in relation to the decisions of the review valuer. Following these discussions and
my subsequent investigations into the process for appealing the decision of the review
valuer, I determined that it was not commercial or in the interests of investors of the EIF
to pursue an appeal of the decision. In my view, the application for a review ofthe site
value of the allotments for the year 2012/2013 and the subsequent discussions with the
Valuer-General in relation to the decision of the review valuer were necessary to protect
the interest of the investors of the EIF in respect ofthe outstanding land tax that was
owed, and to maximise the realisation of this asset for the benefit of the investors of the
EIF;

335

(b)

reviewing correspondence regarding RevenueSA~s decision regarding a land tax
objection that I caused to be lodged in respect ofthe 2013/2014 financial year; providing
instructions to my solicitors regarding RevenueSA's decision in relation to that objection.
By way ofbackground, the Valuer-General had made a decision on my objection which
resulted in a reduction in the taxable site values for the financial year 2013114 of
approximately $1.6 million, which resulted in an estimated land tax refund of
approximately $59,000. In my view, the objection to the assessment of the site value for
the year 2013/2014 was necessary to protect the interest of the investors of the EIF in
respect of the outstanding land tax that was owed, and to maximise the realisation of this
asset for the benefit of the investors of the EIF;

(c)

liaising with WC and MSV regarding the audited marina outgoings, the final MYOB
accounts, the outstanding debt due to the Australian Taxation Office, the deed of
retirement of the receiver of the head lease and in relation to the members' voluntary
liquidation of WC;

(d)

reviewing and considering WC's and MSV's income tax returns and BAS lodgements;

(e)

preparing business activity statements and income tax returns for the EIF for the financial
years ending 2012, 2013, 2014 and 2015;

(f)

liaising with the controllers of ICA in relation to the execution and lodgement of ASIC
forms;

(g)

liaising with the financial controllers ofWC and MSV regarding BAS documentation,
including providing consent to short notice being given to the EIF in respect of the
members' voluntary liquidation ofWC and MSV;

(h)

reviewing the final remuneration and distribution for the controller of ICA;

(i)

de-registering ICA for GST and PAYG as at 30 June 2015;

G)

updating and reviewing the fixed asset register for the 2012/2013 financial year and
2013/2014 financial year for the purposes of completing the outstanding income tax
returns for the EIF and WC; and

(k)

reviewing a creditor's statutory demand filed against WC and liaising with the directors
of we in relation to it.

351 Beenleigh-Redland Bay Road, Cm·brook, Queensland

76.

This property was provided as security for a loan provided by EL as RE for the EIF.

77.

This property is a partially prepared townhouse development site with a total area of
approximately 2.092 hectares.
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2012.

78.

By way of background, I entered into a contract of sale for this property on 28
Settlement of the sale of this property occurred on 15 August 2013.

79.

In the relevant period my staff and I have continued to progress a claim against the valuer in
relation to this asset.

80.

For the purposes of this proceeding, in the relevant period my staff and I were required to
undertake tasks, including:

(a)

liaising with my solicitors and providing ongoing instructions

(b)
reviewing the books and records of the EIF for the purposes of disclosure in
proceedings;

(f)

inclusion
brief to the
summaries of

(j)

reviewing notices

with my solicitors in relation to a rnto•rl
solicitors in
for the TY'I~'r~>·<>'~'''"'.,....

U.<.UL'-'J.J•.lf">

(n)
81.

1

<>1"

1

rWl

instructions

preparing for, and attending at, the mediation.

This proceeding was settled at a mediation which took place on 15 July 2015.

Lots 1 & 65

67 "Eagle Street Estate", Collingwood Park Drive, CollingJ-1 10od Park,

This property was provided as

83.

This is an englobo residential development site with a total area
77 hectares.
The site has
approval for high-density housing (1,966 lots), a comn1ercial
component and over 30 hectares of open space.

84.

By way of background, I caused a . ..u...............,,~.L.Ll'"' campaign for this ....... r'""""'ri'"' to be conducted in
2012.

85.

for a loan provided

EL as RE for the EIF.

82.

on 13
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86.

In the relevant period my staff and I have continued to progress a claim against the valuer in
relation to this asset.

87.

For the purposes of these proceedings, in the relevant period my staff and I were required to
undertake tasks, including:
(a)

liaising with my solicitors and providing ongoing instructions regarding the proceedings;

(b)

reviewing orders made regarding the ongoing conduct of the proceedings;

(c)

reviewing the books and records of the ElF for the purposes of disclosure in the
proceedings;

(d)

liaising with my solicitors regarding
considering a

-rPr!H PC1"

evidence;

for

S01lCHOfS ill

U)
(k)

reviewing

list of witnesses and witness statements;

with my solicitors relation to a mc~Ql;atH)n,
solicitors in
for the mediation;

instructions to

_..,_,..,,...,,u.,,f',

88.

These pr<Jce~edm~~s were settled a mediation on 15
u_;:;.. <-q.J.t-'-" 79 to 81 above as both orc•ee(~Qll1Q:S

rVindsor
89.

is a turf
aor,ro;.amate.lv 100.32
~.,.,..,,~""..r·u

individual allotments

total area of

h"""''~-"'.,.'""'

90.

Prior to my appointment, EL as RE for the ElF had appointed a receiver to realise this
which is the
of a
held by EL as
for the ElF.

91.

way
on 20 March 2014 I executed a contract of sale for the sale
property (and the associated
on behalf ofEL as RE for the ElF as mortgagee.
2014.
Settlement of this contract was effected on 22

92.

During
relevant
I have continued to liaise with the
settletnent obligations and the finalisation of the
tasks including:
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(a)

receiving the report of the appointed receiver regarding finalisation of the receivership,
and reviewing receipts and payments, legal fees and outstanding receiver's fees; and

(b)

considering a request for funding, and processing funding to the receiver to finalise post
settlement obligations.

Current court proceedings

93.

In addition to the

I, as receiver of the
(b)

and/or

EL as RE for the EIF;

are (or have
Queensland and
(c)

of the

PI

involved in a number of proceedings in various jurisdictions (both in
which relate to:

C,P.urnp~·p

the recovery of outstanding moneys owed to the ElF; and/or
and/or

Gloucester
(b)

95.

the other

of these
are
to take some time to
I
ea11sauo11S will be achieved for the benefit of investors of the EIF.
in my
it was necessary for my staff and me to undertake work in order
funds for the benefit of
investors of the EIF.

Other matters

have

96.

of a guarantor:

(a)

pu1rsu.ant to

(iv)

reviewing 1\1YOB accounts to
trustee in bankruptcy.

the reimbursement of legal fees from the

This matter has now been resolved
on
2015 to the
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(b)

reviewing a notice of meeting of the creditors of a bankrupt guarantor;

(c)

reviewing a verification statement in relation to the discharge of certain security;

(d)

in relation to potential claims that the ElF may have:

(e)

(i)

considering potential claims on behalf of the EIF;

(iii)

with the solicitors for the investors of the EIF regarding documents
and
claims;
required for an

in relation to performance bonds the ElF provided as security for certain works it
performed:
rP'''1""'u 1T'1,...,.

CtDrr~estiOndeilce
UL0'CU.HUUJ.F,

received from the Council and the secured .creditor
p,ertorrnm1ce bonds;

(ii)
(iii)

(f)

97.

All of the tasks set out
were, my
necessary for the proper administration of
in order maximise realisations and recover funds for
benefit of investors of
the EIF.

Administration
98.

my staff and I have
rlfl"',fro 1 C'h··~t1r.n

"

various
that can be described
and were recorded within this
r"''l1"C:.nef""\"""''

99.

In essence, the remuneration claimed under this
for the relevant
includes work
my staff and I undertook that was necessary for the proper and efficient administration
and to ensure proper accounts and records were maintained.

100.

The main tasks my staff and I undertook in the relevant period are set out further below.

101.

way of background, upon my
I became aware that there was a loan spreadsheet
this loan
did
all
relevant
available in respect of the EIF.
not include a summary of the
details for each of the loans made by the EIF and, in pmiicular,
"'""'f""".,., held for each loan, the strategies for realising the
loan and the relevant details
for insurance purposes. Tins forn1 of spreadsheet was not
for me to use as receiver of
EIF.
1
''"
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102.

In light of this, I caused my staff to create a master spreadsheet containing a summary of the
loans, the security held and other relevant details for insurance purposes. During the relevant
period my staff has continued to maintain and update the master spreadsheet to monitor the
realisation of securities and compliance with ASIC requirements (where EL is mortgagee in
possession). My staff and I also use the spreadsheet for insurance purposes.

103.

As noted at paragraphs 17 and 19 above, there were 29 separate loans made by the EIF that
remained outstanding at the date of my appointment and which had to be recovered.
Accordingly, in addition to the above work, my staff created separate MYOB accounting records
for each relevant loan from the data collated.

Relevant period

104.

In addition to the work referred to in paragraph 102 above, in the relevant period my staff has
continued to maintain and input data to the MYOB records, in order to apply receipts and
payments correctly to the respective loan accounts and for ASIC reporting purposes.

105.

Further, in the relevant period, my staff and I have also continued to maintain and update the
ElF's loan database and associated financial accounts in order to keep those financial records
current, with a view to producing final accounts that are required to be audited on completion of
the receivership.

106.

In the relevant period, my staff and I have also been responsible for:

(a)

reviewing and reconciling invoices;

(b)

updating cashbook entries; and

(c)

reconciling the loan/bank accounts.

Applications/or approval of remuneration
107.

As discussed at paragraph 10 above, my application was heard on 5 March 2015 for approval of
my remuneration for the period 1 May 2014 to 31 January 2015, being my fifth application for
approval of my remuneration.

108.

For the purposes of my fifth application (which was filed in this proceeding on 20 February
20 15), my staff and I were required to undertake tasks including collation of time narrations that
were exhibited to the affidavit I swore in support of my fifth application. I was also required to
liaise with and provide instructions to my solicitors in respect of this application; in particular, in
relation to the preparation of my supporting affidavit and in preparation for the hearing of the
application.

109.

By Order of Justice Martin dated 5 March 2015, the costs of and incidental to my fifth application
were ordered to be part of the winding up and the receivership of the EIF and are to be paid out of
the assets of the EIF.

ASIC

110.

During the course of the receivership and as appointee pursuant to section 6011\.TF (1 ), in the
relevant period I have been required to consider and ensure adherence to ASIC requirements
where EL as RE of the EIF was the mortgagee in possession of security properties. This has
included undertaking the following tasks:
(a)

preparing the receipts and payment annexures for the statutory fom1s;
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111.

(b)

preparing and reviewing statutory forms for lodgement with ASIC;

(c)

lodging all statutory forms with ASIC on an on-going basis; and

(d)

liaising with ASIC in respect of statutory lodgements.

As stated at paragraph 155 below, work undertaken in relation to preparing the receipts and
payment annexures for the statutory forms and attending to the lodgement of the statutory forms
may be recorded in this category, or in Trade On (discussed further below). However, time for
carrying out each task has only been recorded once.

Payments
112.

13.

114.

A further matter to which my staff and I have continued to attend in the course of the
administration of the receivership in the relevant period is requests for payments.

In my role, during the relevant period, my staff and I have been required to consider, approve and
process payments in respect of a multiplicity of matters involved with the receivership, including:
(a)

consultancy fees;

(b)

legal fees;

(c)

insurance costs;

(d)

council rates, land tax and other statutory obligations; and

These tasks are, in my

necessary for the proper and orderly conduct of the receivership.

Job management
115.

116.

In the relevant period, my staff and I have conducted internal meetings and discussions in order to
discuss:
(a)

the progression of the job;

(b)

efficient job administration and management;

(c)

the appropriate response to investor communications; and

(d)

other general day to day management.

Again, I consider that such tasks are necessary for the proper administration of the receivership.

Insurance
117.

During the course of the receivership, I arranged to put in place open cover insurance through
Blue Insolvency, which is now part of Arthur J. Gallagher. This is necessary to cover property
and other general insurance risks.

118.

During the relevant period, my staff and I have provided information to Arthur J. Gallagher on an
ongoing basis, as required, both to maintain appropriate insurance cover and/or to effect the
cancellation of same (where necessary).
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Investor relations and communications
119.

I refer to paragraph 144 below.

120.

As stated therein, during the course of the receivership and in the relevant period my staff and I
have attended to answering investor enquiries, and issuing investor communications to keep
investors updated as to the status of the receivership, including the process of asset realisation
being undertaken and the expected return to investors.

121.

During the relevant period, my staff and I have also continued to:

122.

(a)

maintain and update investor records with updated details as advised by investors;

(b)

correspond with investors (and/or their solicitors or representatives) regarding the
changes to their details, if required;

(c)

scan and save such correspondence to the investor database; and

(d)

maintain and update the investor database as necessary.

For the purposes of the investor communications, including my reports and letters to the
investors, my staff and I have been required to:
(a)

collate all relevant material for these reports, including "work in progress" and
remuneration reports;

(b)

compile the reports; and

(c)

attend to the issue of these reports to each investor.

123.

I consider that these tasks are necessary to keep investors of the EIF properly informed as to the
progress of the receivership and the winding up of the EIF.

124.

Work undertaken in relation to communications with investors may be recorded in more than one
category, that is, under Creditors and/or Administration. However, time for carrying out each
task is only recorded once.

Second and Third Interim Distributions
125.

During the relevant period my staff and I made the necessary arrangements to effect second and
third interim distributions of 3 cents in the dollar per unit to investors.

126.

In calculating the funds that were available for the distributions to investors, I was required to
take into account the ElF's secured creditors, land tax, rates, receiver's fees and the unsecured
creditors that remain outstanding, and the monies that I needed to retain in order to pay future
liabilities that may arise.

127.

The distributions were made in June 2015 and September 2015 and were paid into investors'
bank accounts, or were paid by cheque to the investors. Correspondence was also sent to each
investor detailing the interim distributions.

128.

In the relevant period, in order to effect the interim distributions to investors my staff and I were
required to undertake tasks including:

(a)

liaising with investors regarding the timing and quantum of the interim distribution;
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(b)

considering distribution amounts and issues relating to a potential equalisation payment
for certain investors, as well as the impact of the interim distribution on the units held by
these investors. By way of background, the equalisation payment relates to investors who
received either monthly or annual interest payments. Those investors who received
monthly payments obtained an advantage over those who received annual interest
payments for the last year that distributions were made due to the timing of the
distributions made;

(c)

liaising with the designers of certain computer software, to enable the distribution to take
place;

(d)

reconciling the interim distributions, and searching for and liaising with investors in
relation to returned payments;

(e)

considering manual payments required to be made by cheque in relation to the interim
distribution (plus related correspondence); and

(f)

liaising with investors regarding the payment received.

129.

I consider that these tasks were necessary for the progress of the receivership and the winding up
of the ElF.

130.

As noted at paragraph 151 below, work undertaken in relation to the interim distribution to
investors may be recorded in more than one category, that is, under Creditors and/or
Administration. However, time for carrying out the task is only recorded once.

General
131.

132.

In addition to the specific matters listed above, my staff and I also continued to perfonn the
following tasks in the relevant period:
(a)

considering and reviewing issues relating to claiming reduced GST input tax credits;

(b)

liaising with the ElF's IT consultant;

(c)

reviewing and attending to correspondence as required;

(d)

maintaining an appropriate filing system and filing correspol).dence;

(e)

reviewing and considering GST obligations and preparing, lodging and amending BAS
returns for the months of October, November, December 2014 and January, February,
March, April, May and June 2015;

(f)

liaising with the Australian Taxation Office in respect of a discrepancy with a 2012 BAS;

(g)

considering costs orders obtained in favour of the ElF; and

(h)

archiving, reviewing, collating and retrieving (where appropriate) documents held by the
ElF and third parties, for the purposes of ongoing matters involving the ElF.

I consider that each of these tasks was necessary for the proper administration of the receivership.

Creditors
133.

In my role, my staff and I have undertaken various tasks that can be described as falling within
the category "Creditors". In the relevant period, I have:
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134.

(a)

considered, approved and corresponded with my solicitors regarding payment of legal
fees;

(b)

processed payments for legal fees, disbursements, scheme expenses and distressed loan
expenses;

(c)

reviewed and considered correspondence from my solicitors and Tucker SF Pty Ltd (a
member of the EIF and one of the parties to the proceeding before Applegarth J, referred
to at paragraphs 2 and 3 above), regarding the assessment of costs pursuant to the Orders;

(d)

corresponded with the relevant council and/or consultants regarding bank guarantees held
as bonds for uncompleted works and attending to settlement in respect to same;

(e)

liaised with the receivers of EL regarding an outstanding bank guarantee held with
National Australia Bank Limited;

(f)

corresponded with receivers appointed to MM Holdings Pty Ltd, regarding the repayment
of a hardship distribution made to certain EIF investors;

(g)

considered outstanding claims between EL and the EIF, corresponded with the liquidators
of EL regarding the potential for resolution of those outstanding claims, reviewed
correspondence regarding the proposed resolution of claims and provided instructions to
my solicitors regarding same;

(h)

considered correspondence from the receivers and managers of EL in respect of their
claim for an indemnity from the EIF, liaised with my solicitors in relation to that claim,
and provided instructions to my solicitors; and

(i)

liaised with and provided instructions to my solicitors in respect of the assessment of
costs awarded to EL as RE for the EIF.

In addition to the above
in the following paragraphs I depose to specific steps my staff and
I undertook in the relevant period with respect to communicating with investors, and the reasons
for such communications.

Communications

~1Jith

ElF investors

135.

In my opinion, in the relevant period it was appropriate for me to continue to advise investors
about what was currently occurring in relation to the operation and winding up of the EIF.

136.

As stated above, during the course of the receivership and in the relevant period my staff and I
have attended to answering investor enquiries, and issuing investor communications to keep
investors updated as to the status of the receivership, including the process of asset realisation and
the expected return to investors.

137.

Between the date of my appointment and 1 February 2015, I had published twenty-two reports to
investors on the EL website and the EIF website, updating investors regarding the ongoing
winding up of the EIF.

138.

In my twelfth report dated 18 Apri120 13, I advised investors that I would now issue reports every
two to three months in an effort to minimise costs, and on the basis that the majority of the
remaining properties were subject to contract.

139.

During the relevant period, I have continued to publish reports to investors.

140.

On 6 May 2015, I published my twenty-third report to investors on the EL website and the EIF
Taken by:
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website updating them as to the ongoing winding up of the EIF (Twenty-third Report). Now
produced and shown to me and marked "D\V-10" is a true and correct copy of the Twenty-third
Report to investors. The matters stated in that report are, to my knowledge, true.
141.

On 10 August 2015, I published my twenty-fourth report to investors on the EL website and the
EIF website updating them as to the ongoing winding up of the EIF (Twenty-fourth Report).
Now produced and shown to me and marked "DW-11" is a true and correct copy of the Twentyfourth Report to investors. The matters stated in that report are, to my
true.

142.

In each report, I also provided investors with a summary of:

(a)

the receipts and payments of the ElF;

(b)

the realisation of the assets;

(c)

the status of the legal proceedings;

(d)

an updated estimate of the return to

and

my remuneration.
143.

and I were required to undetiake tasks for the purposes

(a)

drafting and reviewing
in respect of the loan accounts;

(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)

and
advances.
144.

In addition to the

to investors set out
facsimile

staff and I have also been contacted by

queries
145.

the relevant
my staff and I have also liaised with the beneficiaries and/or trustees
of deceased investors' estates in respect of the investor's
in the EIF. Where
appropriate we have liaised with the
trustees and/or their solicitors to effect a
transfer of the unitholding at the request of the investor's estate. !v1y staff and I were required to
undertake tasks including
the
for a transfer of units,
the
documentation provided in
of such requests, and
such transfers.

146.

In the relevant
my staff and I were also required to correspond with investors and scan and
save such cmTe~mond,em~e to the investor
as well as maintain and update the investor
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database as necessary.
Second and Third Interim Distributions

147.

I refer to my discussion of the interim distribution at paragraphs 125 to 129 above.

148.

As a result of notice being given to investors in relation to the second and third interim
distributions, my staff and I were required to address a number of queries from investors in
relation to the second and third interim distributions and address a number of matters in order to
effect the second and third interim distributions.

149.

In particular, in the relevant period, my staff and I were required to undertake tasks including:

(a)

considering EIF books and records in relation to payments to investors for the purposes of
making the second and third interim distributions;

(b)

reviewing and considering further matters to be resolved for the purpose of making the
second and third interim distributions, including the amounts owing to different classes of
investors;

(c)

reviewing and analysing the funds required to make the second and third interim
distributions, and the funds I was required to maintain for the payment of contingent
claims;

(d)

reviewing, amending and issuing correspondence to investors regarding the second and
third interim distributions;

(e)

reviewing correspondence from investors with change of bank account details, for the
purposes of making the second and third interim distributions;

(f)

preparing for the payment of the second and third interim distributions through MYOB
and the bank account; and

(g)

liaising with a computer software provider regarding the distribution to investors by EFT.

150.

I consider that these tasks were necessary for the progress of the receivership and the winding up
of the EIF.

151.

As noted at paragraph 130 above, work undertaken in relation to communications with investors
may be recorded in more than one category, that is, under Creditors and/or Administration.
However, time for carrying out the task is only recorded once.

152.

I consider that all of the tasks set out above were necessary for the proper administration of the
receivership in order to keep the investors properly informed as to the continuation of the winding
up of the EIF, and to try to minimise the number of direct inquiries from investors requesting the
same information.

Trade On
153.

The remuneration claimed in this application includes work my staff and I undertook in respect of
the administration of the receivership and in my role as overseeing the winding up of the EIF,
which I would describe as "trade-on".

154.

Generally, this "trade-on" work relates to work for the relevant period which is incidental to the
receivership and the specific matters discussed within this affidavit, and includes:
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(a)

considering and approving expenses of the EIF;

(b)

preparing receipts and payments to accompany the lodgement of ASIC statutory forms;

(c)

reviewing cashflow forecasts;

(d)

the preparation and lodgement of Business Activity Statements for the months of October
2014, November 2014, December 2014, January 2015, February 2015, March 2015, April
2015, May 2015 and June 2015 including reviewing source documents;

(e)

reviewing and considering MYOB entries and cashbook entries;

(f)

reviewing insurance cover and invoices in respect of insurance cover, and authorising
payments;

(g)

reconciling MYOB accounts;

(h)

updating and reconciling receipts and payments;

(i)

updating the EIF records (including records maintained on the loan management and
finance databases) with details of loan transactions and receipts and payments;

U)

reviewing and considering accounts payable; and

(k)

reviewing and approving payment oflegal expenses and consultants' expenses.

15 5.

Work undertaken in relation to "trade on" may be recorded in more than one category. For
instance, work undertaken in relation to preparing the receipts and payment atmexures for the
statutory forrns and attending to the lodgement of the statutory fom1s may be recorded in this
category, or in Administration (as set out in paragraph 111 above). However, the work undertaken
is only recorded once.

156.

All of the tasks set out above, were, in my view, necessary for the proper administration of the
receivership in order to maximise realisations and recover funds for the benefit of investors of the
EIF.

Investigation
157.

During the course of the receivership, and in my role, my staff and I have undertaken various
tasks that can be described as falling within the category ''Investigation."

158.

In essence, the remuneration claimed in this application under this category for the relevant
period includes the following work:
(a)

considering the tem1s of the insurance policy held by EL and notifications made in
respect of potential claims under it;

(b)

reviewing and collating documentation for the purposes of ongoing proceedings; and

(c)

considering conespondence from, and liaising with, the solicitors for the liquidators of
EL regarding their claim against the fonner directors of EL and the auditors of EL in so
far as it relates to EL in its capacity as RE of the EIF and to assist in their prosecution of
the claim. Any successful action is likely to result in a recovery for the benefit of the
investors of the EIF.
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I consider that these tasks were necessary for the proper administration of the receivership of the
EIF.

Write-offs
160.

As stated at paragraph 41 above, my staff and I review time entries on a periodic basis. As a
result of my review, in the relevant period, I have written-off work in the amount of$5,628.00.
This written-off time relates largely to additional administrative work my staff were required to
undertake, and also includes work undertaken by my staff which I decided, in my role, was not
appropriate to be included in this claim for remuneration.

Receipts and payments
161.

Exhibit "DW-12" is a true and correct copy of a receipts and payments schedule for the period of
my appointment to 30 September 2015.

Status of receivership
162.

Since my appointment, I have caused 46 properties to be realised, with a total gross realisation of
approximately $59.26 million.

163.

There are no more properties remaining to be sold.

164.

Given the complexities involved with this receivership, I believe that the sum of $356,952.20
inclusive of GST represents a fair and reasonable claim for remuneration, and that the work
undertaken to which the remuneration relates was necessary for the proper conduct of the
receivership pursuant to the Orders.

165.

I respectfully request this Honourable Court to make orders that my remuneration for the period 1
February 2015 to 30 September 2015 be determined in the amount of$356,952.20 inclusive of
GST.

166.

As the receivership is ongoing there will be a need for further applications for approval of
remuneration. In particular:

167.

(a)

two proceedings are still ongoing (see paragraph 94 above), with other proceedings still
in contemplation; and

(b)

various tasks will need to continue to be undertaken in order for the winding up to be
completed as required by the Court orders.

I estimate that it will take about 12 months to complete the necessary work to wind up the ElF.

ALL THE FACTS and circumstances above deposed to are within my own knowledge save such as are
deposed to from infonnation only and my means of kriow ledge and sources of information appear on the
face of this my Affidavit.
SWORN by DAVID WHYTE on this 2nct day
of November 2015 at Brisbane in the presence
of:

Solicit
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3.
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-2(a)

have access to the books and records of Equititrust Limited which
concern the ElF and the EPCIF;

(b)

be indemnified out of the assets of the ElF in respect of any
proper expenses or costs incurred in effecting the winding up of
the ElF;

(c)

be indemnified out of the assets of the EPCIF in respect of any
proper expenses or costs incurred in effecting the winding up of
the EPClF;

(d)

be entitled to claim remuneration in respect of the time spent by
him and by any servants or agents of BOO who perform work in
the winding up of the ElF at rates and amounts to be approved by
the Court and be indemnified out of the assets of the ElF in
respect of such remuneration; and

(e)

be entitled to claim remuneration in respect of the time spent by
him and by any servants or agents of BOO who perform work in
the winding up of the EPCIF at rates and amounts to be approved
by the Court and be indemnified out of the assets of the EPCIF in
respect of such remuneration.

Pursuant to sections 1101 8(1) and 1101 8(5) of the Act, Mr Whyte
appointed as:-

(a)

a receiver of the property of the

(b)

a receiver of the property of the EPCIF,

and

until 4:00pm on Wednesday 23 November 2011, or further earlier order.
5.

That nothing in this Order prejudices the rights of the National Australia
Bank Limited, Commonwealth Bank of Australia Limited or Bank of
Scotland International Ltd, pursuant to any securities any of them hold
over Equititrust Limited or the ElF.

6.

That by 4pm on Tuesday 22 November 201 , Equititrust Limited publish
on its website (www.equititrust.com.au), in pdf form, by way of notice to
members of the ElF and EPCIF a copy of this Order, which publication
shall be sufficient notice to members of the ElF and EPCIF of this Order.

7.

There be general liberty to apply to any person affected by these Orders,
including liberty to apply for further directions in accordance with section
601 NF(2) of the Act.

8.

The parties appearing on this application, save for ASIC, be paid their
costs of and incidental to this Application, to be assessed on the
standard basis, out of the ElF.

9.

The oral application of ASIC be adjourned to 10:00am on Wednesday 23
November 2011.
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Signed:
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REGISTRY: Brisbane
NUMBER: BS 10478 of 2011

AND

Before:

Justice

Date:

23 November
document:

filed 15 November 2011 and Oral
November 2011

OF THE COURT

Act 2001

1. Pursuant to s.11 018(1) of the
be
as:
receiver of the

David

of the

Income Fund

of the

Class
be

to s.601
a receiver of the

and

as:

Income Fund

of

Class Income Fund

a receiver of the

Intervener
Form 59 Rule 661

Level

240 Queen

Brisbane Q!d 4000
Tel: (07) 3867 4 700
Fax: (07) 3867 4725
K
(1

3. Pursuant to s.1101 B(1) of the Act, Mr Whyte have, in relation to the property for which he is
appointed receiver pursuant to Order 1 above, the powers set out in s.420 of the Act in
addition to the powers set out in s.11 01 B(8)(a) to (c) of the Act.
4. Pursuant to s.601 NF(2) of the Act, Mr Whyte have, in relation to the property for which he is
appointed receiver pursuant to Order 2 above, the powers set out in s.420 of the Act and the
powers set out in s.1101B(8)(a) to (c) of the Act.
5. Pursuant to s.11 01 B(1) of the Act, Mr Whyte in respect of the appointment made in Order 1
above:
(a) be indemnified out of the assets of the ElF in respect of any proper expenses or
costs incurred in acting as receiver of the property of the ElF;
(b) be indemnified out of the assets of the ElF in respect of any proper expenses or
costs incurred in acting as receiver of the property of the EPCIF;
(c) be entitled to claim remuneration in respect of the time spent by him and by any
servants or agents of BOO who perform work in the receivership of the property of
the ElF at rates and amounts to be approved by the Court and be indemnified out of
the assets of the ElF in respect of such remuneration;
(d) be entitled to claim remuneration in respect of the time spent by him and by any
servants or agents of BOO who perform work in the receivership of the property of
the EPCIF at rates and amounts to be approved by the Court and be indemnified out
of the assets of the EPCIF in respect of such remuneration.
6. Pursuant to s.601 NF(2) of the Act, Mr Whyte in respect of the appointment made in Order 2
above:
(a) be indemnified out of the assets of the ElF in respect of any proper expenses or
costs incurred in acting as receiver of the property of the ElF;
(b) be indemnified out of the assets ofthe ElF in respect of any proper expenses or
costs incurred in acting as receiver of the property of the EPCIF;
(c) be entitled to claim remuneration in respect of the time spent by him and by any
servants or agents of BOO who perform work in the receivership of the property of
the ElF at rates and amounts to be approved by the Court and be indemnified out of
the assets of the ElF in respect of such remuneration;
(d) be entitled to claim remuneration in respect of the time spent by him and by any
servants or agents of BOO who perform work in the receivership of the property of
the EPCIF at rates and amounts to be approved by the Court and be indemnified out
of the assets of the EPCIF in respect of such remuneration.
7. That nothing in this Order prejudices the rights of the National Australia Bank Limited,
Commonwealth Bank of Australia Limited or Bank of Scotland International Ltd, pursuant to
any securities any of them hold over Equititrust Ltd or the property of the ElF.
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8. That by
on Thursday 24 November 2011, Equititrust Ltd publish on rts website
form,
way of notice to its members of the ElF and EPCIF
(www.equititrust.com.au), in
shall be sufficient notice to members of the ElF and
a copy of this Order, which
EPCIF of this Order.

9. That the parties ~ .......,,.,,.,,,.., .... ,.., on this
save for ASIC, be
their costs of and
incidental to this
to be assessed on the standard basis, out of the ElF.
10. There be general
to
to any person affected
for further directions in accordance with s.601

these Orders,
of the Act.

to
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On Monday, 21 Noven1ber 2011 I made certain orders following a hearing which
was held on short notice and in circumstances of urgency. These are my reasons for
making those orders. The circumstances of urgency included the fact that two
insurance policies covering officers of Equititrust Ltd (the company) were due to
expire at 3.00 pm that day. They were unlikely to be renewed and alternative
insurance could not be sourced. In those circumstances, the recently-appointed
directors of the company were not prepared to remain on the board and proposed to
resign shortly before 3.00 pm.
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[2]

By an originating application filed on 15 November 2011 the company sought the
following two orders:

"1.

The Equititrust Income Fund be wound up pursuant to section
601ND of the Cmporations Act (Cth) 2001;

2.

The Equititrust Priority Class Income Fund be wound up
pursuant to section 601ND of the Cmporations Act (Cth)
2001."

It also sought an order pursuant to s 601FN of the Corporations. Act (Cth) 2001 ("the
Act") that:
"Equititrust Limited be replaced as the Responsible Entity of the
Equititrust Income Fund and the Equititrust Priority Class Income
Fund ('Funds') by a temporary Responsible Entity, with that entity to
wind-up the Funds and take steps to call a meeting of members to
ratify its appointment".
The company also sought an order pursuant to s 601NF that a comn1ittee consisting
of Mr Jeff McDermid, Mr Paul Vincent and Mr Nick Combis be appointed to
responsibility for ensuring that the funds are wound up
accordance with their
constitutions
that
directions be made to effect that
up.
[3]

Upon the hearing of the application the company initially sought only an order
to s 601 FN of the Act that it be replaced as the responsible entity of the
two funds. However, it submitted that if I did not appoint a temporary responsible
entity to replace it, I should order that the funds be wound up.

[4]

The Australian Securities and Investments Commission (ASIC) intervened in the
proceeding and
an oral application for the appointment of a receiver to
funds pursuant to s 1101 B of the Act.

The application for the appointment of a temporary responsible entity
[5)

There was a jurisdictional in1pediment to the tnaking of an order under s 601 FN for
the appointment of a temporary responsible entity. That section entitles ASIC or a
member of a registered scheme to apply to the Court for the appointn1ent of a
temporary responsible entity of a scheme under s 601FP if the scheme "does not
have a responsible entity that meets the requirements of s 601 FA". Section 60 1FA
requires the responsible entity of a registered schetne to be a public company that
holds an Australian financial services licence authorising it to operate a managed
investment scheme. At the time of the con1pany' s application and at the time of the
hearing it met both of these requirements. The fact that it was in breach of the terms
of its financial services licence and faced the prospect of having that licence
terminated or suspended did not alter the fact that it still held its licence.

[6]

This jurisdictional impedin1ent was, in part, the result of the con1pany seeking from
ASIC and obtaining an adjournment until 22 November 2011 of a hearing to show
cause why its licence should not be terminated.

[7]

Counsel for ASIC helpfully drew my attention to Regulation 5C.2.02 of the
C01porations Regulations 2001 (Cth), although the company did not make any
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application under that regulation. For the reasons given by ASIC, it is questionable
whether that regulation provides a source of power for the Court to appoint a
temporary responsible entity other than in the circumstances provided for in
s 601 FL or s 601FN.
[8]

In the result, the Court's power to appoint a temporary responsible entity upon an
application under s 601FN was not invoked.

[9)

This makes it unnecessary to address the question of whether the appointment of a
temporary responsible entity was in the interests of the members, and a contentious
issue as to whether the replacement of the company by such an entity would result
in a reconversion of subordinated units held by the company in its own right, and a
decrease in the value of units held by other members.

The application under s 601ND to wind up the funds
[10]

The company submitted that if I did not appoint a temporary responsible entity to
replace it as the responsible entity for each fund, then I should make the orders
sought in paragraphs 1 and 2 of its originating application for each of the funds to
be wound up pursuant to s 601 ND. ASIC supported this application. So
a
member of the Equititmst Income Fund, Tucker SF Pty Ltd. The only opposition to
Mr Martin SC
making orders under s 601 ND came from seven members for
and Mr Drew of counsel appeared. The basis for that opposition was to enable
the Income Fund
members to call a meeting and to vote upon a proposal to wind
to s
of the Act.

1'\ll,rC'H-:ln"t

[1 1]

It is necessary to outline certain factual matters by way of background to explain
why I reached
conclusion that it was just and equitable to make an
directing the responsible entity to
up each fund, and why I considered that
such an
should be made promptly rather than delayed for some uncertain
period to allow the men1bers to vote on a resolution to
up the Income Fund.

[12]

The company is
responsible
of three managed schen1es, two of which are
registered. The third, being
Equititmst Premium Fund ("EPF"), is not registered
and is not required to be registered under the Act. The two registered managed
investment schemes are known as the Equititmst Income Fund ("EIF") and the
Equititrust Priority Class Income Fund ("EPCIF''). The ElF has some 1,400
members and net assets in excess of $I 00,000,000. The EPCIF has only five
members,
apparently associated
the company's sole shareholder,
Mr Mcivor. EPCIF holds 13,636,478 units in the

[13]

As its nan1e suggests, the ElF was intended to be an "income fund" which provided
monthly interest payn1ents on most investments and the redemption of capital.
\Vhere a member invests for a period of I2 months the entitlement to redemption
arises on the mmiversa1y of the allotment ofunits after a request is made to redeem.
The fund no longer achieves its purposes. The fund has been frozen since October
2008 in that no redemptions of units have been permitted since then. Since April
20 II the fund has ceased paying interest to me1nbers.

[14]

The company was beset by discord between directors and the company's sole
shareholder, Mr Mcivor~ during 20 I1. It is unnecessary to describe fully the nature
of the discord. An application was brought by the superannuation fund of a former
director, Mr Tucker, seeking an order for the winding up of the ElF. The
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application was adjourned on the basis of certain undertakings, given by Mr Mcivor
to the Court, not to seek to appoint any new director or ren1ove any existing director
from the board of the con1pany without giving notice to the existing board and to
ASIC, and seeking leave of the Court. These undertakings were given on 27
October 2011 in circumstances in which the company had been placed in the hands
of a newly appointed board of directors. The newly appointed board comprised Mr
Paul Vincent, Mr Jeff McDermid, Mr Troy Bingham and Mr Warwick Powell. Mr
Vincent is a Fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants, and has 30 years
experience as a Chartered Accountant. He and his fellow directors familiarised
themselves with the operations of the company and considered how the funds might
best be wound up. The new board considered the best realisation strategies.
[15]

On 12 October 2011 a differently constituted board had unanin1ously resolved:
(a)

that Equititrust Lin1ited as the responsible entity of the Equititrust Income
Fund considers that the purpose of the Equititrust Income Fund catmot be
accomplished (within the meaning ofs 601NC(1) ofthe Cmporations

(b)

that Equititrust Limited as responsible
of the Bquititrust Income Fund
steps to wind up the Equititrust Incon1e
within the meaning of
s 601NC(1) and in accordance
its constitution.

(c)

that the chief executive officer prepare notices to give to men1bers of the
schen1e
to ASIC in accordance with s 601NC(2) of the Cmporations Act.

A similar resolution was passed the san1e day in respect of the EPCIF, namely that
purpose cam1ot be accomplished and that it should be wound up.
[16]

The new board would have preferred to continue with the process of winding up
that had been instigated, being a process provided for under s 60
of the Act.
However, the expiry and non-renewal of insurance policies on 21 Noven1ber 2011
pron1pted then1 to have the company apply for winding up orders pursuant to
s 601ND.

[17]

Mr Vincent, in an affidavit sworn on 18 November 2011, assessed
financial position of the company as at 31 October 2011 as follows:

approxin1ate

"a.

BTL [Equititrust Ltd] has assets in its own right
approximately $26,498,000;

b.

ETL has liabilities in its own right in the approximate sum of
$26,470,000;

c.

has assets that it holds for the EIF in the approximate sum
of $120 million;

d.

BTL has liabilities in its capacity as responsible entity for the
BIF in the approxi111ate sum of $9 million;

e.

BTL has therefore net assets in the EIF in the approximate sum
of $111 million;
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f.

ETL has liabilities in its capacity as Responsible Entity for EPF
in the approximate sum of $12.5 n1illion;

g.

ETL has assets that it holds for the EPF of approximately $13
million;

h.

ETL has therefore net assets in the EPF in the approximate smn
of $0.5 million."

[18)

The company has borrowings on its own behalf and also on behalf of the funds.
The secured lenders include the Commonwealth Bank, the National Australia Bank
and the Bank of Scotland International. The borrowings are secured by various real
property mortgages and charges over assets of the company in its own right and also
over assets of the funds. The total borrowings are approximately $17 million, owed
by ElF as to $9 million and by EPF (the unregulated fund) as to
million. The
company's assets and liabilities are more fully summarised in Mr Vincent's
affidavit sworn on 18 November 2011. That affidavit was supplemented by an
affidavit sworn on 21 November 2011 which corrected paragraph 6 of the earlier
affidavit by stating that the company in its capacity as responsible entity for the
EPCIF holds 13,636,478 units in the EPF.

[19]

Importantly for present purposes, according to Mr Vincent's assessment
net assets of about $111 million.

[20]

Based upon his work as a director since his appointment, Mr Vincent was "clearly
of the view that the Funds should be wound up". His reasons were summarised as

"a.

the Funds have been
since October 2008, in that no
redemptions of units have been permitted since then;

b.

since April 2011, the Funds have ceased paying interest on the
units to 1nembers of the Funds;

c.

the disharmony between Mr Tucker and Mr Kennedy on the
one hand and Mr Mcivor on the other hand over the past 12
months or so, as more fully described in the affidavits of Mr
Tucker, Mr Kennedy and Mr Mcivor filed in BS9534/2011, has
destabilised the Funds to such a degree that it is extremely
unlikely that the Funds could regain the possibility of resuming
trading;

d.

the vast majority of the loans owed to ETL as responsible entity
for the ElF are in default and require intensive managen1ent so
as to maxi1nise the value realisable form those loans;

e.

as indicated in paragraph 8 of my earlier affidavit, I have
received widespread support from members for the winding up
and no objections.
I am aware of an indication, by
correspondence from Piper Alderman as solicitors for a nun1ber
of members who have mooted a potential
action against
ETL and its former directors, that there 1nay be some opposition
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to the winding up, but I have not yet seen the details of any
such opposition and am accordingly unable to comment on the
reasons for such opposition; and
f

against this background, it is clear to me that the purpose for
which each of the EIF and EPCIF were established can not be
accomplished."

[21]

Mr Vincent and his fellow directors reached the conclusion that it is in the best
interests of members of the EIF and the EPCIF that each fund be wound up
forthwith.

[22]

It is unnecessary to canvass the board's preference for the appointment of a
temporary responsible entity pursuant to s 60 I FP to enable the winding up to
proceed subject to oversight by a com1nittee. Mr Vincent's affidavit indicated that
if a responsible entity was not able to be appointed to replace the company as the
responsible
November 2011, then
board recon1mended
that an independent insolvency practitioner be appointed to wind up each fund in
accordance with the
of its constitution.

[23]

The assessment by Mr Vincent and his fellow-directors of what is in the best
interests of members of each fund was undertaken in difficult circumstances. I
accepted the considered
of the new board that it was in the best interests of
members of each
that each fund be wound up forthwith.

[24]

As noted, the only opposition to such an order was advanced
counsel on
of a sn1all number of members
according to their Notice of Appearance, hold
units in the EIF totalling $2,433,743.11. Those men1bers also obtained leave to file
an application seeking a variety of orders including a declaration that certain notices
given pursuant to s 60
of the Act were
and an order
to
s 252E(l) of the Act that a meeting of the members of the
be called to consider
and vote on an extraordinary resolution directing the responsible entity to
up
the EIF. I took into account the sub1nissions made on behalf of these members as to
the desirability of allowing the members to meet and consider a resolution to
up the EIF. I was not in a position to n1ake any assessment of the merit of a
subn1ission made by 1\1r Tucker to the effect that the opposition to an order to
up the funds forthwith was to achieve some collateral advantage in cmmection with
foreshadowed proceedings against the company and its former officers. I declined
these members' application to adjourn the company's application and decided to
n1ake orders directing that each fund be wound up pursuant to s 60IND because
such a course appeared to be in the best interests of members of the funds. Any
advantage in allowing the n1embers to vote on a resolution to wind up the ElF at a
yet-to-be convened meeting at some uncertain future date was outweighed by the
disadvantages associated with delaying orders for the winding up of each fund.

[25]

In addition to the matters supporting a winding up forthwith identified by
Vincent is the fact that the board intended to resign prior to 3.00 pm on Monday, 21
November 20 ll in the event that the company was unable to obtain insurance
coverage. Such a course would leave the company without directors unless and
until Mr Mcivor obtained a release from the undertakings given in relation to the
appointment of directors. There is evidence from fonner directors of the con1pany
that Mr Mcivor does not wish the company to properly pursue a winding up of the
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funds. There was no proposal for directors who were independent of Mr Mcivor to
be appointed as directors. The task of winding up the funds, including the recovery
of loans upon which there has been default, should be undertaken by an independent
person who is appointed pursuant to s 601NF to take responsibility for ensuring that
each fund is wound up in accordance with its constitution, and any orders made
under subsection 601NF(2).
[26]

Part 5C.9 of the Act creates a framework for the winding up of registered schemes.
In general terms, a registered scheme may be wound up:
(a)

as required by the scheme's constitution pursuant to s 601NA;

(b)

at the direction of members after a members' meeting to consider and vote on
an extraordinary resolution directing the responsible entity to wind up the
scheme, as envisaged by s 601NB;

(c)

to s 601NC, if the scheme's purpose is either accomplished or
catmot be accomplished
the responsible entity gives members of the
scheme and ASIC the written notice provided for
s 60 1NC(2) and if no
meeting is called within 28 days of the responsible entity giving the notice to
the members;

(d)

pursuant to s 60 1ND, by order of the Court either on the ground that the
Court thinks that it is just and equitable to make an order directing the
responsible entity to wind up the scheme or because of an unsatisfied
judgn1ent against
responsible entity in its capacity as
scheme's
responsible entity.

[27]

The company resolved accordance with s 601NC that the funds should be
up. Winding up under s 601NC could not commence until 25 November 2011 at
the earliest, being 28 days after certain notices were given to members. However, a
number of members requested a meeting of members to consider the proposed
and to vote on an extraordinary resolution directing that the
winding up of the
fund be wound up pursuant to s 601 NB of the Act.

[28]

In short, the company's proposal that the funds be wound up
to s 601 NC
had been overtaken by events, and such a winding up would not commence until
some uncertain future date, depending upon the calling of a meeting and the validity
of certain notices. A winding up at the direction of members in accordance with s
601NB could not commence until the calling of a members' meeting to consider
and vote on such a resolution. The date upon which such a meeting would occur
was uncertain and the pending resignation of directors made uncertain the means by
which such a meeting would be held. All parties, including ASIC, appeared to
agree that the funds should be wound up. I was not persuaded that there was any
particular advantage to the n1embers of the fund by a delay in the commencement of
the winding up of the funds. The circumstances that had arisen by 21 November
2011 made it appropriate to direct that each fund be wound up forthwith.

[29]

Section 601ND(l)(a) authorises the Court to order that the responsible entity of a
registered scheme wind up the scheme if the Court thinks it is "just and equitable to
make the order". The principles concerning the winding up of companies on the
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1
just
equitable
the application of this
A registered
up on the
and equitable
because
scheme may be
2
administration and original
have broken down. The Court may
up a
on
ground if it is in
public ,.._,,,"'.,."'<'"~"
to do so. 3

[30]

The

has broken down

(b)

1 ~"''"'"""'.,.

2008 and the funds
1 April 2011;

(d)

(g)
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[31]

For these reasons, I made orders on the afternoon of Monday, 21 November 2011
pursuant to s 601 ND of the Act that:
(a)

Equititrust Limited ACN 061 383 944 be directed to wind up the
Equititrust Income Fund ARSN 089 079 854, established by Deed Poll
dated 9 August 1999; and

(b)

Equititrust Limited ACN 061 383 944 be directed to wind up the
Equititrust Priority Class Income Fund ARSN 089 079 729 established
by Deed Poll dated 9 August 1999.

Appointment of a person to take responsibility for the
[32]

of the funds

Section 601ND empowers the Court, by order, to direct the responsible entity to
wind up the scheme. Section 601NE provides that
responsible
must
ensure
the scheme is wound up in accordance
constitution and any
orders under
601 NF(2) if, among other things, the Court
an order
directing it to wind up the scheme. Section 601 NF provides:
orders about
(1)

The Court may, by order, appoint a person to
for ensuring a
scheme is
up in accordance
constitution and any orders under
(2) if
it necessary to
reason
to exist or is not ...,.,.,.,_..,,.,.,
discharging its obligations in relation to
winding up).

is to
so (including
constitution are inadequate or impracticable).
c:!v.l!lY.LLL'-'

or (2) may
(a)
responsible
or
(b) a director of the responsible
(c)a
ofthescheme; or
(d)
[33]

on

or

In the circumstances that presented themselves on 21
2011, including
jurisdictional
to
appointment of a
responsible
pursuant to s 601 FN and
pending resignation of recently appointed n1embers of
the company's board, I considered it necessary
a person to
responsibility for ensuring that each fund was wound up in accordance with its
constitution and any orders made under subsection 601NF(2). No party argued
against such a course. The pending resignation of the company's directors made it
necessary to appoint an independent person to
responsibility to
up each
fund. The parties accepted that an independent insolvency practitioner
appointed
to wind up each fund. Different persons had indicated their preparedness to be
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appointed. After hearing submissions I decided to appoint Mr David Whyte, who is
an experienced insolvency practitioner.
Powers conferred by s 601NF
[34]

Given the time constraints that applied in hearing the application and making
appropriate orders on Monday, 21 November 2011, I was not in a position fully to
consider that day the extent of the powers conferred upon Mr Whyte by virtue of his
appointment to take responsibility for ensuring that each fund is wound up in
accordance with its constitution, and the extent of the Court's power to make orders
pursuant to s 601NF(2) to facilitate the performance of his responsibility to ensure
that each fund is wound. up in accordance with its constitution. Having heard
submissions, my provisional view was that orders might be made pursuant to
s 601 NF(2) directing that Mr Whyte act as a receiver of the property held by the
company as:
of the

and

(a)

responsible

(b)

responsible entity of the EPCIF

I deferred making any orders pursuant to s 60INF in this regard so
might consider relevant authorities concerning the power to
such
pursuant to s 601

to s 1101B of the Act
(35]

Soon after the com1nencement the hearing on 21 November 2011, ASIC made an
an order appointing a receiver
oral application pursuant to s 1101B of the Act
property
each fund. The
and submissions
that
company had
its Australian financial
services licence, and that upon
coverage would
another condition. In the circumstances that I have
related
concerning
need to appoint a
to
responsibility for ensuring that
act as a
funds were
up, and in the absence of a specific order that Mr
.,.."'"'"n"'".,. of the
of each fund, I
an
order under s 1101 B
appointing hi1n:
(a)

a receiver of the property of ElF; and

(b)

a receiver

property of

until 4.00 p1n on Wednesday, 23 November 2011 or further
order. I was
satisfied that such an order would not unfairly prejudice any person, and that such an
order was in the interests of the members of each fund.

Further
[36]

I have now had an opportunity to consider whether in lieu of a further order
pursuant to s 110 IB, or in addition to an order made under that section,
Mr Whyte should be ordered pursuant to s 601NF to act as a receiver ofthe property
of each fund and whether an order should be made as to the powers which he has to
act as
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[37]

I have set out the text of s 601NF above. The exercise of the power to appoint a
person to take responsibility for ensuring a registered scheme is wound up in
accordance with its constitution and any orders made under subsection 601NF(2)
may arise for consideration in a wide variety of circumstances. For example, the
originating application in this matter envisaged the appointment pursuant to
s 601 NF of a capable and competent temporary responsible entity pursuant to
s 601 NF to wind up the funds and for a committee consisting of Mr McDem1id,
Mr Vincent and a partner ofMr Vincent to be appointed to s 601NF to oversee the
winding up. In other circumstances a responsible entity will not exist or will not be
capable of winding up the registered scheme under the oversight of a person
appointed pursuant to s 601NF. Section 601NF(l) contemplates such situations.
One such situation is where the responsible entity "has ceased to exisf'. As ASIC
submits, in such a case, unless a person appointed under s 601 NF is empowered to
deal with the assets of the scheme, that person will have no means to effect the
winding up and the appointment would be rendered meaningless.

[38]

The terms of s 601 NF(l) by which the Court may, by order, appoint a person "to
take responsibility for ensuring" a registered scheme is wound up may be thought to
necessarily carry with the appointment the authority to do such things as are
necessary to wind up the registered scheme in accordance with its constitution and
any orders made under subsection (2). McPherson SPJ
his Honour
m
Re Crust (N' Crumb Bakers (FVholesale) Pty
stated that:
up is a process that consists of collecting the
realising and reducing them to money, dealing
proofs of
creditors by admitting or rejecting them, and distributing the net
proceeds, after providing for costs and expenses, to the persons
entitled."
This statement has been approved by the Court of Appeal in A1ier v Flv Management
6
Pty Ltd5 and by the Full Court of
Federal Court in Joye v Beach
Accordingly, an appointment pursuant to s 60 lNF may be said itself to authorise the
appointed person to cause assets to be collected, realised and other steps taken so as
to wind· up the scheme in accordance with its constitution and any orders made
under s 601 NF(2). In general terms, the constitution of the EIF provides for the
winding up to involve the conversion of the funds' assets to money and, after the
payment of debts, the payment to members in proportion to the amount of the
members' interests in the scheme.

[39]

Depending upon the circumstances of a particular case, the responsibility for
ensuring that a registered scheme is wound up may involve the appointed person
ensuring that the responsible entity undertakes these kind of tasks. In other
circmnstances) for example, because the responsible entity has ceased to exist or is
incapable of doing these tasks, the appointed person may need to undertake them or
engage someone else to do so.

[40]

The nature and extent of the powers which s 601NF confers upon an appointed
person by virtue of his or her appointment is not clear from the tem1s of the statute.
The matter is not clarified or illuminated by the Explanatory Memorandum to the
[1992] 2 Qd R 76 at 78.
[2006] 1 Qd R 339 at 347, [2005] QCA 408 at [15].
(1996) 67 FCR 275 at
290.
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Managed Investments -Bill 1997 (Cth) which simply stated in respect of proposed s
601NF (which is .in identical tenns to s 601NF as enacted) that:
"The Court may make other such orders as it sees fit."
But the section, as enacted, is not in such simple tenns. Instead, it provides for the
appointment of a person pursuant to s 601NF(l), and goes on to provide that
Court may "by order" give directions about how a registered scheme is to be wound
up if the Court thinks it necessary to do so. I note that subsection 601NF(2) is not
Court making
not
simply a power to
directions. 7 It contemplates
simply directions.
that might be made under s 60 1NF(2) are not
confined to directions about winding up the scheme in accordance with its
constitution. The section does not specify all of the circun1stances under which it
may be necessary to give directions, but the circumstances include the fact that
provisions in the scheme's constitution are inadequate or impracticable.
[41]

tem1s of s
INF rnight
contrasted
the ten11s of s 1EE(2) in respect
ofunregistered
investment schemes. Section 601EE(2) provides in such a
case that the Court may make
orders it considers
for the
up
the scheme."

[42)

was
to empower
s 601NF(2) gave power to make
is to
wound up,
winding up may
provided for by the scheme's constitution.
[43]

In that matter

to
for ensuring that the scheme was wound up. The
plaintiff
conferral
a
range of powers on such persons.
included the power to conduct examinations in the same way that liquidators of
companies have those powers. White J observed that the plaintiff had adapted the
of the
Act dealing
the
up of companies to
circumstances of
could be
conferred on
responsible persons, obligations
rights of creditors restricted to bring the winding up of
into line with
10
winding up of companies.
His Honour observed that Part 5C.9
for
winding up of a registered scheme in accordance with its constitution
is a
what is
the Court might
under s 601NF(2). Where the
envisaged by the winding up of a scheme is the realisation of its property,
payment by the responsible entity of liabilities incurred on behalf
scheme or
the retention by it of
which to rneet its liabilities,
of
members' entitlements, and the distribution of the trust assets to the
m
quite
accordance with their entitlements. 11 The winding up of a trust was said to
a different thing from winding up a company, with the liquidation of a company
being a matter governed
statute. His Honour observed that none of the detailed
1lYl't'\"''""rl

lO
ll

cf. the power of a Court to give directions under a .,.,.,.1'\,""""'n such as the Trusts Act 1973, s 96 (Qld).
(2005) 219 ALR 532, [2005] NSWSC 753.
Ibid at 541, [37].
Ibid at 537, [19].
Ibid at
[42].
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provisiOns of
Corporations Act that relate to the liquidation of a company
applied to the winding up of a scheme.
[44)

The facts of that case are materially different to this proceeding. The plaintiff in
that case sought the appointment of registered liquidators to provide the expertise
which the plaintiff did not have in handling administrations. White J observed that
persons as
the responsible entity was entitled under s 60IFB to appoint
agents, or otherwise engage those persons, to do what
plaintiff was authorised to
do in connection with the scheme. There was no necessity for an order under
s 601NF(I). His Honour observed that such an order might be necessary if the
plaintiff were
1n
to wind up the scheme,
was no suggestion
of that.

[45]

As to the proper scope for orders to be made under s 60 I NF(2 ), \Vhite J
that
the power was limited to giving directions about "how a
is to be
wound up". It did not authorise the Court "to confer additional powers upon a
responsible
to
third
would be made
or to
2
the rights which third
would otherwise enjoy."l
Honour went on to
conclude that Parliament
did not apply the
for the
up of
companies to the winding up of registered
did not read the
power to
"in the
way
contends as,
the court, by order, to UJ.J.If.J'-'~''"'
regime on the winding up of a particular
and thereby
with
and
on third
" 13 I
for me to
It is necessary,
of orders which are of a different kind.

'-'VJ. .l.;Jl''-''-'J.

H''"'"'"~"'"c. ...

s 60 I NF

rnrt-hA.,-,("<,:>f'

the

.UlUL'..H.lf:..

[47]

In Re
scope of
power to
orders
matter
was a direction that
costs of winding up be borne by the responsible
such direction was found to exist. The direction was not one which
away any right
a third
had, or would
a third
to
The
any form of compulsory process for production of
case was made.
order
plaintiffs in
Stacks
Investments
J gave as an example
s 601NF(2) "the making of directions of a kind which would be made in an
administration
for the purpose of settling the entitlements
mernbers".
\Vhite J was not intending to
an exhaustive account of
McDougall J
the
of the statutory power.
McDougall J and \Vhite J, I do not -n.,·n.-nnc~P.
to canvass the full extent of the power to give directions under s 601NF(2). My
s 601NF authorises the Court by order to give a direction
is to
wound up by giving a
that the
about
a
person to take responsibility for ensuring that the registered
is
up has
the power to act as a receiver of the property held by the company as responsible
ofthe fund.

12

Ibid at 544, [52].
Ibid at 545,
(2009) 74 ACSR

l3
14

NS\VSC 1068.
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[48]

In Mier v FN Management Pty Ltd15 , Keane JA (as his Honour then was, and with
whom McMurdo P and Douglas J agreed) was concerned with the power conferred
by s 60 IEE(2) in relation to the getting in: realisation and distribution of the
property of an unregistered managed investment scheme. Because the Act did not
explicitly lay down a method for the winding up of an unregistered scheme,
Keane JA stated that it must be assumed that, in general, the Court would be guided
by analogies with the law relating to the winding up of companies, partnerships and
trusts when deciding on the appropriate procedure for the winding up of a scheme.
His Honour went on to observe that the best analogy might be thought to be the
winding up procedure applicable to a registered scheme and continued:
"Unfortunately for present purposes, the Act, beyond directing that a
registered scheme be wound up in accordance with its constitution,
also leaves the detail of the winding up of a registered scheme in
the hands of the Court, which may make such orders as it 'thinks
16
necessary to do so' ." (emphasis added)
7

[49]

In Capelli v Shepari the Victorian Court of Appeal made a passing comment in
the context of a submission that the Court might give directions about whether the
scheme property included certain trees. The Court did not think it appropriate to
exercise the power under s 601NF(2) as suggested. Its first reason was that the
question was not in terms
in the appeal. Its second reason was that the Court
as this
be used to
rights to
was "not at all confident that a power
The Court observed that it "may be that 'directions as to how a
registered scheme is to be wound up' are limited to procedural rather than
substantive matters." The Court did not develop this point or attempt to define the
difference between procedural and substantive matters.

[50]

I am not concerned with an application of
kind
White J rejected in Re
rf"'''rT"''"' Investments Ltd. The application does not seck an order that would
property of
person appointed pursuant to s 601NF(l) powers in relation to
third parties. The application docs not seek to adapt and impose detailed provisions
dealing with the winding up of companies to the circumstances of a registered
scheme.

[51]

I am concerned
a
of whether s 601NF authorises the person who I
have appointed to take responsibiUty for ensuring the funds arc wound
to act as a
receiver of
property of each fund. There may be doubt as to whether the
appointment itself confers such a power. It may be thought necessary to n1akc an
order pursuant to s 601NF(2) directing the appointed person to act as receiver since
such an order is one which gives directions about
a registered scheme is to
wound
. Such an order will be made only if the Court thinks it necessary to do
so. For example, the occasion to make such an order may arise if the responsible
entity is either unable or unwilling to wind up the scheme, or itself to appoint a
person to collect the property of the scheme, realise it and otherwise undertake the
winding up of the scheme in accordance with its constitution.
I am satisfied that in an appropriate case s 60 I NF(2) gives the Court power,
order, to give directions that the person appointed to take responsibility for ensuring

15
16
17

[2006] 1 Qd R 339, [2005] QCA 408.
Ibid at 348-349, [18] (footnotes omitted).
(2010) 264 ALR 167 at 197, [2010] VSCA 2 at (146].
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a registered scheme is wound up act as a receiver of the property of the scherne.
The Court rnay exercise the power if it thinks it necessary to do so and one such
circmnstance rnight be if the property of the scheme was in jeopardy because the
responsible entity was unable or unwilling to collect the property) realise it and do
the other things necessary to wind up the scherne.
[53]

The present application is concerned with property that is held on trust The person
that I have appointed pursuant to s 601 NF to take responsibility for ensuring that
each fund is wound up in accordance with its constitution is required to ensure that
a trust is wound up, but cannot necessarily rely upon the responsible entity itself to
perform that task. In the analogous situation of a private trust in which trustees fail
to get in trust property, a receiver may be appointed on the application of one of the
trustees or of any beneficiary where the appointment is required for the safety of the
trust property (the basis of the jurisdiction being the jeopardy of that property). 18
The Court may appoint a receiver of trust property where that is necessary for the
of trust property where
well-being of the trust. 19 The Court will appoint a
that property is in jeopardy through misconduct, waste, improper disposition, breach
20
of a trustee's duty or the unsuitable character of the trustee. The case in favour of
appointment of a receiver must be a strong one but in assessing the risk to the trust
21
the Court will apply a qualitative judgrnent In my
the
of the power
appointed to take
conferred by s 601 NF(2) to order that the person who has
responsibility for ensuring that the registered scheme is wound up act as a
of
property should be
with a
caution, and only where
a strong case is made out for the need for such an order.

[54]

Having now had
opportunity to consider
authorities cited to me at the
hearing on 21 Novetnber 2011, I consider that s 601NF(2) provides a source of
power to
an order giving directions that Mr Whyte act as a receiver of
property of each fund.

[55]

On the

of Wednesday, 23
2011, I heard subrnissions as to
it is appropriate to extend Mr Whyte's appointment as a receiver pursuant
to s 1101B and to
a similar orderpursuantto s 601NF(2). I decided to
such orders and my reasons for doing so follow.
to
In this matter the Court
directed
responsible entity, narnely the
wind up each scheme. In the circumstances
outlined, it was necessary to
appoint an independent person to
responsibility for
that each fund is
wound up in accordance with its constitution and any orders made under subsection
601NF(2).

[57]

The appointment of a
of the property of each fund pursuant to s 11 OlB on
ASIC's application and also pursuant to s 601NF(2) was supported by ASIC, and
the members of the funds for whom Mr l\1artin SC and 1vfr Tucker respectively
appeared. On this morning's hearing it was opposed by the company and by l\1r
Mcivor for whom Mr Peden of Counsel appeared. Following the resignation ofMr

18

Yunghanns v Candoora No. 19 Pty Ltd (No 2) (2000) 35 ACSR 34 at 47, [2000) VSC 300 at [66];
J.D. Heydon and M.J. Leeming, Jacobs' Lmv of Trusts in Australia, 7th ed (Chatswood: LexisNexis
Butterworths, 2006) at 625, [2305].
Ibid.
Yunghanns v Candoora No. 19 Pty Ltd (No 2) (2000) 35 ACSR 34 at 52, [2000] VSC 300 at [84].
Ibid.
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Vincent, Mr McDermid, Mr Bingham and Mr Powell at 2.50 pm on Monday, Mr
Mcivor as sole shareholder of the company appointed himself, his wife Ms Stacey
Mcivor and Mr Ross Honeyman as directors.
[58]

Whereas on Monday, 21 November, the company did not oppose the appointment
of Mr Whyte as a receiver of the property of the funds, it now does so. Mr Peden
submitted on its behalf and on behalf of Mr Mcivor that there was no need to
appoint Mr Whyte as a receiver pursuant to s 1101 B(l) or s 601 NF(2).

[59]

ASIC made submissions as to
there was such a need. ASIC's submissions
were adopted by Mr Martin SC on behalf of the members
represents. Mr Tucker
also supported Mr
appointment as a receiver
essentially
same
reasons.

[60]

ASIC
reliance upon the affidavits upon
it
and on its previous submissions in this proceeding and in proceeding BS9694 of
2011, being a proceeding which it brought against
company. In summary, ASIC
is no dispute that the con1pany is in
of a
of
Australian financial
it hold a
tangible assets
company to
compliance with the VVJ,H~HU-J.,LVv
which ASIC
particularly an
submissions detail the circumstances of these

[61]

nn1"T,r><OY\"I"I"<T

concerned
the
the Act that it issued a Notice of ...... ..., .

of
and
under s 915C

U.U..L,"'-,

any time

without notice.

[62)

The
Ms
is a substantial
and f'f"\,·,t<:>,r.C'
justified ASIC's concern that Mr Mcivor may not deal
the best interests of members. The material relied upon by ASIC that supported
concen1
this
included documents that recorded the concerns
the board
of the cmnpany in September
October 2011 about Mr
conduct.
included the then board's view
Mr Mcivor "was responsible
making all
the current problem loans". It also included claims that he had den1onstrated
extremely poor judgment in recent times
by emails
to an
affidavit
proceedings brought against the company
a borrower that had
acquired a unit in the EIF and commenced proceedings to wind up the con1pany). It
included the directors' view
Mr Mcivor had
to deal on an
unauthorised basis with some borrowers. Mr Mcivor was said to be in ongoing
conflict with the board and senior management and to have made a series of
against staff.

[63]

Exhibits to
Gentles's affidavit provided
from a fanner . _,. . .,.,.UJ..
fanner director
a former CEO of the company about the

U.,

.U .....
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of his ability to change the company's personnel and directors without notice and
without consultation.
[64]

ASIC sought relief in the proceedings that it brought against the company and
submitted on that occasion that such relief was appropriate in circumstances where:
(a)

the company was, by its own admission, in breach of
imposed by its licence;

(b)

the company had failed, despite specific requests by ASIC, to notify ASIC of
its current NTA position;

(c)

the company had failed to lodge audited financial reports allowing ASIC to
make an assessment of its financial position;

(d)

the company had breached provisions of the Act in failing to lodge audited
financial reports and audited reports of its compliance with compliance plans
for both funds;

(e)

the board of the company had been in a state of upheaval, with Mr I\1civor
rather than simply
apparently focused on ways to develop the assets of
proceeding with an orderly winding up.

NTA requirements

matters were said to pose an increased
that the company might seek to
the EIF in a manner which was not the best interests members.

1""\....,,,.,.."',r""
[65]

On 27 October 2011, Martin J made consent orders in relation to the operation of
the EIF and the EPCIF on ASIC's application.

[66]

In the application brought
Tucker SF Pty Ltd there were many allegations of
misconduct by Mr Mcivor. Mr Mcivor's affidavit sworn 26 October 2011 stated
Tucker'·s numerous allegations against him:
in respect
"I am deliberately not responding to those allegations as I do not
consider them relevant to the present application.
response to
those matters will occur in the fullness of time. By not responding to
them in this affidavit I should not be taken as accepting the
correctness of what Mr Tucker has said."
I am not in a position to resolve the allegations made by Mr Tucker against
Mcivor.

[67]

The concerns raised by ASIC include concerns based upon facts, about which there
is no dispute, relating to the company's failure to comply with the conditions of its
licence and the requirements of the Act.

[68]

Mr Mcivor gave undertakings to the Court on 26 October 2011 that he
not
appoint a new director to the board of the company, or remove a director or seek to
remove a director from its board without giving seven days' notice to the existing
board and to ASIC, and seeking the leave of the Comi after expiry of that notice.
He also gave an undertaking that he would not seek to interfere with the conduct of
the board in its business and the discharge of its responsibilities on the basis that it
properly documented proposals before the
was clear that he was entitled to
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board for its consideration. Mr Mcivor stated that he gave these undertakings to
"safeguard any concerns which may be held regarding the independence of the
Board and Board members being subject to influence".
[69]

Following the resignation of the directors on Monday, I released Mr Mcivor from
these undertakings so that the company would have directors. There is no
indication that Mr Mcivor will not remain a director of the company. There is no
indication that he intends to resign as a director and replace himself with other
directors who are clearly independent of him.
There is no evidence that
independent directors would be prepared to assume such a role, and with the expiry
of relevant insurance policies there is every reason to suppose that independent
directors would not be willing to accept appointment in the absence of the kind of
insurance cover that Mr Vincent and his fellow directors were unable to obtain.

[70]

The matters raised by ASIC in the proceedings conm1enced by it, and also in these
proceedings, raise serious concerns about the ability of the company while it
remains under Mr Mcivor's control, and while he remains a director:
(a)

to operate each fund in a manner that will comply
conditions of its Australian financial services licence; and

(b)

to act in a manner which is in the best interests of the members

the Act and the

each

I am not persuaded that the company
wind up the
in a n1atmer that is in
the best interests of their n1embers.
the contrary, the matters relied
ASIC and the men1bers
support the appointment
Mr Whyte as a receiver
raise a strong case that the appointment of a receiver is necessary to ensure that each
scheme is wound up in accordance with its constitution and any orders n1ade under
subsection 601 NF( 1).
[71]

Whereas the company on Monday did not oppose the making of orders for the
appointment of a receiver, it now submits that such an appointment is premature and
unfairly prejudicial to the interests
members. It and
Mcivor subn1it that I
should not assume that there will be problems in the orderly conduct of the winding
up that I have ordered, that the con1pany should be given the opportunity to wind up
each schen1e in accordance with its constitution and that Mr Whyte should only be
appointed as a receiver if and when problems arise. They submit that it is not in the
interests of n1embers for Mr Whyte as receiver to assert control over the property of
the funds and that the property of the funds should
left in the control of the
company as a responsible entity, subject to the responsibility that Mr Whyte has by
virtue of his appointment pursuant to s 601NF to take responsibility for ensuring
that each schen1e is wound up in accordance with its constitution.

[72]

I do not accept this submission. I conclude that the best interests of most members
of the funds, and the winding up of each scheme in accordance with its constitution,
will be served by the appointn1ent of Mr \Vhyte as a receiver. Such an appointment
will avoid confusion and possible disputes over the control of property. Placing the
property of the funds under the control of Mr Whyte as a receiver is likely to
facilitate its realisation and the winding up of each fund for the benefit of its
n1embers. The appointment of Mr Whyte as receiver does not preclude him from
having employees of the company (past, present and future) undertake tasks that are
required to wind up each fund. As I mentioned more than once during the course of
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argument, the best interests of members would appear to be served by relying upon
the knowledge, skill and experience of persons who are familiar with the company's
affairs, including persons who have taken steps to realise its property in the best
interests of members. I am not, however, persuaded that the property of each fund
should be left under the control of the company, subject only to the oversight of Mr
Whyte by virtue of an appointment under s 601NF(l). The company's history of
non-compliance with its statutory obligations, breaches of the conditions of its
licence and the evidence pointed to by ASIC in relation to Mr Mcivor present a
strong case for the appointment of a receiver of each fund's property. The orderly
conduct of the winding up of each fund will be facilitated by clarification of the fact
that Mr Whyte is not only responsible for ensuring that each scheme is wound up in
accordance with its constitution and any orders under subsection 601 NF(2), but that
he has the power to do so, including the power of a receiver to take control of the
property to which he has been appointed receiver and to deal with that property in a
way that facilitates the winding up of each fund in a manner, and within a
tirneframe, that realises the property of each fund in the best interests of members.
[73]

I am not satisfied that Mr Whyte will be able to ensure that each fund is wound up
in a timely, efficient and cost-effective manner unless he is appointed as a receiver
of the property of each fund. I consider that it is in the interests of the members that
the property of the
under his control.
In
the circumstances that made it necessary to appoint an independent
person to
responsibility
ensuring that each fund is wound up in accordance
with its constitution and any orders made under s 601NF(2) also
me
it
is in the best interests
each fund that the same person be appointed as receiver of
its property. I am persuaded that the appointment of a receiver is necessary for the
well-being of the property which is held on trust by the company, and to ensure that
the winding up of each fund occurs in accordance with its constitution and any
orders made
s 601NF(2).

[75]

Mr Peden also submitted that I should not appoint Mr
as a receiver V'-''-'""u.'''"'
such an order would cut across the legislative framework governing the winding up
of a registered scheme. I do not agree with that subn1ission.

[76]

First, insofar as an appointment as receiver pursuant to s 11 01 B( 1) is concerned, the
company's contravention of the Act and its contravention of conditions of its
Australian financial services licence justifY the appointment of a receiver in the
circun1stances. There is nothing inconsistent with the legislative framework
the
winding up of a registered scheme in exercising a power conferred under
s 110 I B. Such an order may aid the winding up of a registered scheme.

[77]

Secondly, I
not consider that the legislative framework of Part 5C.9 precludes
the appointment of a receiver pursuant to s 601NF(2) if it is necessary to do so. I
have concluded in the circumstances of this matter than an order giving a direction
that Mr Whyte be appointed as receiver of the property is necessary.

[78]

I raised during argument the issue of whether it was necessary for Mr Whyie to be
appointed as a receiver pursuant to s 1101 B(l) and also pursuant to s 601 NF(2) of
the Act. However, the parties supporting his appointment favoured such a course,
and I intend to make such orders. To the extent that there may be some doubt
concerning the extent of the Court's power to appoint a receiver pursuant to
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s 601NF(2), I consider that the best interests of the members will be protected by
making an order under s 1101B(1) of the Act. Even with an appointtnent as
receiver under s 1101 B(l ), I think that it is necessary also to appoint Mr Whyte as a
receiver pursuant to s 60 1NF(2). Such an appointment makes clear that one source
of his power to act as receiver is s 601 NF. It is appropriate that, in carrying out his
responsibility for ensuring that the registered scheme is wound up in accordance
with its constitution, he have powers that are sourced in the section of the Act that
imposes that responsibility. Further, the possibility exists that in the future the
Court may rescind or vary the order made under s 1101B, or suspend its operation,
pursuant to s llOlB(ll). If that occurs Mr Whyte should continue to have the
powers and responsibili6es associated with appointment as a receiver pursuant to s
601NF(2).
[79]

Mr Whyte's appointment as receiver should not be perceived to be based solely
upon the contraventions by the company which attract the operation
s 110 lB. It should be clear that Mr Whyte is also being appointed a receiver of the
property of each fund because such an appointment is thought necessary to facilitate
each scheme is wound up in
the perfom1ance of his responsibility for ensuring
accordance with its constitution. The winding up of each fund will be facilitated by
an order that indicates that one purpose of the appointment ofMr \Vhyte as receiver
of the property
each fund is to facilitate the fund being wound up in accordance
with its constitution. 1v1r Whyte, in discharging his responsibilities which arise
of his appointment under s 601NF(l), will have the power to receive
the company, its employees and
property of each fund, and the directors
power which he is given to
parties should understand that a source of
He
the responsibility imposed upon
by s 601 NF(l) is s 60
the power of a receiver and the order should state that one source of that power is an
order made under s 60 1NF(2).

[80)

If I had acceded to the subn1issions made by the con1pany and Mr Mcivor this
mon1ing and not appointed Mr Whyte as a receiver, then there would have been
scope for dispute and disagreement between Mr Whyte and individuals in control of
the company, including Mr
concemjng the control of the
of each
of Mr Whyte as a
fund. I consider that
for such disputes.

[81]

In short, an
to s 601NF(2) directing that Mr Whyte be appointed as a
EPCIF is in
receiver of the property of the ElF and a receiver of the property of
the best interests of members and is necessary to facilitate the winding up of each
fund.

[82]

A copy of the orders made by me on 21 N overnber 2011 and a copy of the orders
made by n1e today are set out as annexures to these reasons.
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(c)

be indemnified out of the assets of the EPCIF in respect of any
expenses or costs incurred in effecting the winding up of the EPCIF;

(d)

be entitled to claim remuneration respect of the time
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(b) a receiver of the property of the Equititrust Priority Class Income Fund

(EPCIF).
3. Pursuant to s.l
Act, Mr Whyte
to the property
is appointed receiver pursuant to Order 1 above, the powers set out
of the Act in
to the powers set out in s.ll01B(8)(a) to (c) of the Act
4. Pursuant to
which he is
Act and

'=l"Y\ 1"\A 1 -n1"t::•r1

5.

r?'>f'P,l1:7~>r

o·ursumlt

for
s.420

Mr

6. Pursuant to s.60 I
Order 2 above:

expenses or
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7. That nothing in this Order prejudices the rights of the National Australia Bank
Limited, Commonwealth Bank of Australia Limited or Bank of Scotland International
Ltd, pursuant to any securities any of them hold over Equititrust Ltd or the property of
the EIF.
8. That by 4pm on Thursday 24 November 2011, Equititrust Ltd publish on its website
in pdf form, by way of notice to its members of the EIF and
EPCIF a copy of this Order, which publication shall be sufficient notice to members of
the EIF and EPCIF of this Order.
9. The parties appearing on this application, save for ASIC, be paid their costs of and
incidental to this application, to be assessed on the standard basis, out of
EIF.
10. There be general liberty to apply to any person affected by these Orders, including
liberty to apply
directions in accordance with s.601NF(2) of the Act.
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AND

THE MEl\1BERS OF THE EQUITITRUST INCOME FU~l) ARSN 089
079 854 AND THE MEMBERS OF THE EQUITITRUST PRIORITY

Respondents:

CLASS

L~COME

FUND ARSN 089 079 729
ORDER

Before:

The Honourable Justice Mullins

Date:

25 October 2012
Document:

THE ORDER OF THE COURT IS TI-TAT:

1.

Pursuant to

of the Order ofthe Honourable Justice

November 2011 and subparagraphs 5(c) and 6(c) of the Order of the Honourable Justice
Applegarth made on 23 November 2011, the remuneration of David
be fixed in the amount

November 2011 to 31

for the period 22
103.85 (inclusive

and

2.
winding up and the

t'.O.f'C>n,c.:>rc

of the Equititrust Income Fund, to be

out of the assets of

the Equititrust Income Fund.

GADENS LA \VYERS
Level 11, 111 Eagle Street
BRISBANE QLD 4000
Tel No.: 07 3231 1666
Fax No: 07 3229 5850
SZC:JSK:20 1204 781

court appointed receiver

B~t:DOCS

Order of Justice ivfullins dated 25 October 2012
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ORDER OF THE COURT

THAT:
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November 2011 and
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and 6(c) of the Order of the Honourable Justice

made on 23 November 2011, the remuneration of David
2013 be fixed in

amount

and

2013 be costs in the
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of the Equititrust Income

to be

out of the assets of the

Income Fund.

GADENS LA WYERS
Level 11, 111 Eagle Street
BRJSBANE QLD 4000
Tel No.: 07 3231 1666
Fax No: 07 3229 5850
SZC:JSK:201204781
BNEDOCS Draft Order dated 12 June 2013 (2) (2)
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EQUITITRUST LIMITED (RECEIVERS AND MANAGERS
APPOINTED (IN LIQUIDATION) ACN 061 383 944

Applicant:

AND
Respondents:
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ORDER

Before:

Justice Dalton

Date:

28 November 2013

THE ORDER OF THE COURT IS THAT:
1.

Pursuant to subparagraph 3(d) of the Order of the Honourable Justice Applegarth made on 21
November 2011 and subparagraphs 5(c) and 6(c) of the Order of the Honourable Justice
made on 23 November 2011, the remuneration of David

for the

1

2013 to 31 October 2013 be fixed in the amount of$667,795.70 (inclusive ofGST); and

2.
winding up and the receivership of the Equititrust lJ1come Fund, to be paid out of the assets of
the Equititrust Income Fund.

Signed:

Deputy Registrar

on
of the court appointed receiver
Fmm 59 R. 661

GAD ENS LA \VYERS
Level 11, 111 Eagle Street
BRISBANE QLD 4000
Tel No.: 07 3231 1666
Fax No: 07 3229 5850
SZC:JSK:201204 781
BNEDOCS Draft Order dated 28 November 2013
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ORDER
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Document:
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L
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IN THE MATTER OF EQUITITRUST LIMITED ACN 061 383 944
Applicant:

EQUITITRUST LIMITED ACN 061 383 944
AND

Respondents:

THE MEMBERS OF THE EQUITITRUST INCOME FUND ARSN 089
079 854 AND THE MEMBERS OF THE EQIDTJRUST PRIORITY
CLASS INCOME FUND ARSN 089 079 729
ORDER

Before:

Justice Martin

Date:

5 March 2015

Initiating Document:

THE ORDER OF THE COURT IS TIIA T:

1.

Pursuant to subparagraph 3(d) of the Order of the Honourable Justice
November 2011 and

made on 2

5(c) and 6(c) of the Order of the Honourable Justice

Applegarth made on 23 November 2011, the remuneration of David Whyte, for the period 1
May 2014 to 31 January 2015 be fixed in the amount of$573,226.50 (inclusive ofGST); and

2.

The costs of and incidental to the application filed on 20

2015 be costs in the

winding up and the receivership ofthe Equititrust Income Fund, to be paid out of the assets of
the Equititrust Income Fund.

Order
Filed on behalf of the court appointed receiver
Form 59 R. 661
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Deed poll
Dated

By
383 944
of 67 Thomas Drive, Chevron Island, Queensland

In favour
Members

A.

The Manager is the responsible entity of the Equititrust Income Fund ARSN 089 079 854
estabrished by Deed Poll dated 9 August 1999 as amended from time to time.

B.

Pursuant to a request from ASIC under section 601GC(3) of the Corporations Act the M::~r\:::.ru::..r
lodges this consolidated copy of the Constitution. This consolidated Constitution is an ::lm~~,,~m
of the
Deed Poll and all subsequent amendments to that Deed Poll.

C.

This Constitution is made with the intent that the Manager and each Member will be bound

(a)

it.

Nothing expressly or impliedly contained in this consolidated Constitution (Including the
recitals) rs effective to confirm, declare or othervvise acknowledge the trust declared
under the original constitution, or to impress any new or additional trusts upon property
held on trust as at the date of this consolidated Constitution.
Certain clauses (as identified) in this consolidated Constitution are
(for the
purpose of explanation on!y), but do not replace or restate the existing clauses.

(c)

Nothing in this consolidated Constitution should be interpreted as creating any new or
further trust and at all times, the Scheme remains a simple trust.

Mana~Jer

and Members bound

The Manager and the Members are bound by the terms of the Constitution as amended
amending deed.

this

1
1.1
In this Constitution unless the context otherwise requires:
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'Accounting Standards' has the meaning given to that term in section 9 of the Law;
'Applicant' means a person who has completed and lodged with the Manager an Application,
pursuant to a Prospectus, and has paid the Application Money to whfch the Application refers, and
includes his or her successors in title and permitted assigns;
'Application' means a duly completed and signed appHcatlon to invest in the Scheme, lodged
with the Manager and accompanied by payment of the Application Money;

'Application Account~ means the Bank account established by the Manager under dause 3.3;
'Application Money' means all money paid by the Applicant pursuant to a Prospectus, accepted
by the Manager and held by the Manager in the Application Account;
'Approved Valuer' means any person or firm appointed by the Manager, to value any property
and who is independent of the Manager and includes a person employed or engaged by a
company or firm and who:
(a)

is authorised under any law of the State or Territory where the valuation takes place to
practice as a valuer; and

(b)

has at least 2 years continuous experience of valuation; or

(c)

because of their experience or qualifications, the fvianager considers is suitably qualified
to provide an assessment of the value of the relevant property.

means all assets and liabilities of the Scheme which are, or would be1 recognised as
assets or liabilities of the Scheme by the application of generally accepted accounting principles;

'As:soc:lat;e' means an associate as defined in division 2 of part 1.2 of the Law;
'Auditor' means the auditor for the

the Manager, as

under the

Law;
'Authorised Investments' means:
(a)

Mortgage Investments;

(b)

deposits at call or for a term with any

(c)

bills of exchange (including commercial bilis) issues, drawn acoeptE;d or endorsed by any
Bank or negotiable certificates of deposit issued by any Bank;

(d)

any authorised investment as defined in section 21 of the Queensland Trusts Act 1973.

'Bank' has the meaning given to an Authorised Deposit Taking Institution as that term in defined
in the Banking Act 1959 and also includes a bank constituted by or under a law of the State or
Territory and a 'foreign bank' as that term is defined in section 5 of the Banking Act 1959;

Benchmark Return' ls the relevant distribution hurdle rate for each Member (as nominated by
the tv1anager when the Member invests in the Scheme) which that Member must receive from
their investment in the Scheme before the Manager is entitled to receive the management fee
referred to in clause 21.1. The Benchmark Return is not a forecast or a representation that the
Member will receive this return or indeed any return from their investment in the Scheme;
'Business

means any day on which trading banks on the Gold Coast are generally open for

business;

'cash" includes cheques, currency notes, bank cheques, bank transfers and bank drafts in the
!awful currency of Australia or another country;

'Certificate' means a certificate or document issued by the Manager to the Applicant evidencing
the acceptance by the Manager of the Application;

12135891v4
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'Commencement Date' means the date on which the Constitution was originally registered by
the commission;
'Commission' means the Australian Securities and Investments Commission;

'Compliance Plan' means the compliance plan for the Scheme and registered by the
Commission and includes any approved amendments to the compliance plan from time to time;
'Constitution' means this Deed, and prior to thereto1 shall where the context permits, also
include the Former Constitution;

'Current Interest Value' means:
(a)

in relation to an Interest for the purpose of determining the Issue Price, the value of an
Interest at the relevant time computed by dividing the Current Value of the Scheme by
the total number of Issued Interests at that time and adjusted as provided in clause 3.16;

and
(b)

in relation to an Interest for the purpose of determining the Redemption Price, the value
of an Interest at the relevant time computed dividing the Current Value of the Scheme
by the total number of Issued Interests at that time and adjusted as provided in clause
11.19;

'Current Liabilities' in
of the Scheme includes all of those Liabilities of the Scheme that
would in the ordinary course of business be due and payable within 12 Months from the date on
which
are ascertained;
'Current Value' means in relation to the Scheme the amount derived
Value of the Assets of the Scheme:

deducting from the

(b)

the amount of all actual Liabilities of the Scheme (other than interest and those referred
to in paragraph (a) of this definition) owing but unpaid;

(c)

such amounts as the Mar1aaier thinks
outgoings and Liabilities
and (b) of this riarlnit!t"'n

(d)

thinks
or desirable to
or allow for
depreciation or the
down or replacement any
Investments of the
Scheme (including provision for amortising leasehold property) or for any other provisions
or allowances; and

(e)

all other amounts which the Manager considers should be deducted for the purposes of
making a fair and reasonable determination, in accordance with Accounting Standards, of
the Current Value of the ~r,.,,.arn,o·

nor•OCC'':>I'\/

to provide for all accrued and I'Yirltinrrot'fthose referred to in n::tl'::>f"''r'!:!l"'l"\r:"

Event' means a circumstance where any of the following exist:

(a)

the Scheme's cash reseNes fall and remain below 5°/o of the total assets of the Scheme
for 10 consecutive Business Days; or

(b)

if in any period of 90 days, the Manager received valid net redemption requests
to
10% or more of the Scheme's issued Interests and, during the period of 10 consecutive
days falling within the 90 day period, the Scheme's cash reserves are less than 10% of
the total assets of the Scheme; or
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(c)

the Manager is not satisfied that sufficient cash reserves are available to pay the
Redemption Price on the appropriate date and to pay all actual and contingent liabilities
of the Scheme; or

(d)

any other event or circumstance arise which the Manager considers In its absolute
discretion may be detrimental to the interests of the Members of the Scheme.

'Distribution Amount' means, in relation to the Scheme, the amount of any Income Warranty
applicable to the particular Member;

'Distribution Period' means the period referred to in clause 8.4;
'Dispute Resolution Service1 means the dispute resolution service approved by the
Commission which the Manager nominates from time to time;
'Distributable Inoomer means subject to clause 8.5 any amount determined by the Manager
from time to time to be distributed to Members, including (a)

the net income of the Scheme

(b)

other Income of the Scheme, and

(c)

any amount of capital of the Scheme.

'Distribution
provided in clause

means the surplus Income of the Scheme distributed in the manner

includes solicitors, barristers, accountants, bankers, financial advisers, an Approved
Valuer and other professionally qualified consultants;
•c:!:l~ ... ni+u Agreeme!nr means any agreement (including any borrowing arrangements) to which
the Manager Is a party which may limit the capacity of the Manager to deal with Subordinated
Interests;

'Fees' means all fees (including application and penalty), charges, late interest penalty payments
paid by borrowers to the Manager on

~1ortgage

Investments;

'Financial Statements' has the meaning given to that term in section 9 of the
'Financial Yea~ means the period of 12 months ending on 30 June in each year during the
continuance of this Constitution and includes the period commencing on the Commencement
Date and expiring on the next succeeding 30 June and any period between 30 June last occurring
before the termination of the Scheme;

'First

means a registered first mortgage over the Land;

'Former Constitution' means the Deed Polls dated 9 August 1999 and 6 September 1999 made
by the Manager and referred to in the Recitals;

'Gross Asset Value' means the aggregate of:
(a)

the Market Value of all investments of the Scheme including cash and amounts owing to
the Scheme;

(b)

any prepayment of expenditure; and

(c)

such other increments or decrements as the Auditor approves to be included;

'GST' means a tax, impost or duty on goods, services or other things introduced by the
Commonwealth, State or Territory either before or after the date of this Constitution;
'GST Act: means A New Tax System (Goods & Services Tax) Act 1999 as amended;

12135891v4
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,.Income' means all receipts from Authorised Investments which are paid into the Scheme
Account;

'Income Warranty' has the meaning given to that term under Clause 8;
'Interest' means an undivided share in the Scheme as provided in clause 2;

,.Interest Liabilities' means the liabliity of the Scheme to the Members for their undivided
interest in the Assets.

'Investment Deed is the deed by the holder of Subordinated Interests in favour of (amongst
others) the Manager (in its capacity as responsible entity of the Scheme) relating to the
acquisition, holding and redemption of Subordinated Interests;
"Issue Price' means in relation to the issue of an Interest1 an amount equal to the Current
Interest Value of the Interest at the time of issue plus:
(if any)

by the t-1anager in connection with the

(a)

the Statutory Revenue
issue of the Interest;

(b)

all other
and disbursements of the Manager rn connection with the issue of the
Interest not included in the Issue Provision; and

(c)

the Issue Provision;

'Issue Provision' means such amount (if any) as may from time to time be determined

the
Manager in respect of or as an allowance for costs and disbursements, commissions, expenses,
legal fees, brokerage, stamp duty, taxes and other costs that may be incurred or expected to be
incurred in connection with the conversion of Application Money into Authorised Investments;
Interests' means all Interests for the time

created and issued and not can!ce!:led;

'Land' means a freehold estate or interest in real property In any
of the Commonwealth
Australia or any State or Territory thereof and including buildings,·fixtures and fittings (including
furnishings) and other improvements erected or installed thereon;

'Law' means the Corporations Act 2001 and Corporations Regulation;
'Liabilities' in

of the Scheme includes:

(a)

unpaid administrative costs and expenses, including fees of the t"'anager;

(b)

accrued

in

(c)
(d)

amounts of all borrowings of the Scheme;

(e)

any provisions for Taxes
account; and

(f)

any other amounts required to meet liabilities or other expenditure which, in the opinion
of the Manager, should be taken into account and which have not otherwise been taken
into account fn determining the amount of the liabilities in any of the preceding
paragraphs of this definition;

'Manager' means Equititrust Ltd or any other person for the time being acting as manager,
provided that at all times the Manager is the responsible entity of the Scheme as defined in
sect1on 9 of the Law and the trustee of this trusti
~M~rlri':t~ Value' of an investment means the current market value determined in accordance
with a method agreed betvveen the Manager and an Approved Valuer or Expert. If there is a
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dispute between the Manager and the Approved Valuer, the decision of the Approved Valuer shall
prevail;
'Member' means a person whose Application is accepted and for the tlme being is registered
under the provisions of this Constitution as a member of the Scheme and indudes persons jointly
so registered;
'Minimum Investment Amount' is the minimum investment by the holder of a Subordinated
Interest as provided under the Investment Deed;
'Minimum Redemption Amount' means the minimum amount a Member
the Scheme at any time, as disclosed in the Prospectus;

can withdraw from

'Month' means calendar monthi
'M,u+~"'!:ilf'1IA Investmen~ means a loan secured by a registered mortgage over Land and other
property subject to the following provisions:

(a)

the mortgage will rank as a registered First Mortgage and/or Second Mortgage over the
mortgaged Land; and

(b)

the total of aH money advanced and secured over such Land and any other property£ shall
not exceed 80% of the value of the Land and other property that has been valued by an
Approved Value;r as shown in the valuation furnished by an Approved Valuer; and

(c)

the loan shall be for a maximum period of 30 years.

'Officer' means a person who is a director, secretary or executive officer of the Manager;
means a product disclosure statement or any offer document Issued by the
Manager inviting Applications or offers to join the Scheme established by the Constitution or
where the context requires, means the documentation that forms part of the disclosure inviting
Applications or offers to join the scheme established by the Constitution;
'Quarter' means each period of 3 months ending on the last days of Marchr June, September
and December in each year;

'Redemption Amount' means the number of Interests to be redeemed or repurchased
multiplied by the relevant Redemption Price less any Taxes;
'Redemption Date' means the date determined by the Manager in accordance with clause 11.1
or 11.17 with effect from which an Interest is to be redeemed or repurchased;

\Redemption Price' means in relation to the redemption of an Interest, an amount equal to the
Current Interest Value of the Interest at the time of redemption less:
(a)

the Statutory Revenue Charges (if any) payable by the Manager in connection with the
redemption of the Interesti

(b)

all other charges and disbursements of the Manager in connection with the redemption of
the Interest not included in the Redemption Provision; and

(c)

the Redemption Provision.

'Re~Ciemllttloln

Provision' means such amount (if any) as may from time to time be determined
by the !'v1anager in respect of or as an allowance for costs and disbursements/ commissions,
expenses, legal fees, brokerage, stamp duty, taxes and other costs that may be incurred or
expected to be incurred in connection with the conversion of Authorised Investments into cash;

'Register means the register of Members to be established and kept by the Manager under
clause 12.1;
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'Related Party' means a related party as defined in part 5C.7 of the Law;
'St:heme' means the scheme established in accordance with the Constitution;
'Scheme Accounts' means the Bank accounts of the Scheme established and maintained in

accordance with the Law and any ASIC policy;
'Second

Mortgage~

means a registered second mortgage over the Land;

'Statutory Revenue Charge' means a fee, tax, fine, duty, penalty, impost or other charge
imposed by statute, rule or regulation and incfudes any bank account debit or financial institutions
duty or tax;
,Subordinated Intere~ is an Interest in the Scheme with the special rights and restrictions as
provided in clause 2.12;
'Tax Ac;tt' means the Income Tax Assessment Acts of 1936 and 1997 (cth) and the regulations
made thereunder from time to time; and

'Taxes,. includes, without limitation, any:
(a)

present or future stamp or documentary taxes, or any other excise or property taxes,
GST, charges or similar levies, interest, penalties, fees or other amounts (if any) imposed,
!evied, collected, withheld or assessed which arise from any payment made to or by the
Manager under this Constitution or any other instrument delivered hereunder or which
are imposed on the Manager in respect of the Schemer a fv1embers Interest or any of the
Authorised Investments thereof;

(b)

taxes, levies, imposts, dutiesr deductions or withholdlngs (however called), Interest} GST,
penalties, charges, fees or other amounts (if any) imposed, levied 1 collected, withheld or
assessed of any nature whatever, whensoever and howsoever imposed, and all liabilities
with respect thereto which arise from any payment made to or by the Manager under this
Constitution or any other instrument delivered hereunder; or

(c)

taxes, interest, penalties{ charges, fees GST, or other amounts (if any) imposed, levied,
co!lectedr withheld or assessed upon:
(i)

Application Money;

(ii)

the Schemel a Members Interest1 Scheme Accounts, or the Income/ capital gains,
profits, transactions{ accounts, accruals, receivables or any change in the worth
or value of the Scheme1 a Members Interest, the Assets or the Authorised
Investments; or

(iii)

the Manager in Its capacity as manager of the Scheme,

(iv)

all such taxes and imposts to include, without limitation, all imposts made
pursuant to the Tax Act1 financial institutions duty1 debits tax/ withholding tax,
GST, stamp or documentary taxes/ or any other excise or property taxesr charges
or similar levies (howsoever called) imposed, levied, collected withheld or
assessed by Australia or any political subdivision in, or of1 Australia or any other
jurisdiction from, or to, which a payment is made by1 or on behalf of a Member or
pursuant to any legislation enacted, proclaimed or otherwise brought into
operation by any of the foregoing;

'Value' of an Asset when the value of that Asset is required to be ascertained or taken into
account under this Deed or the Scheme shall mean its Market Value as last determined.
'WhoJesale Client' has the meanfng contained in the Law;
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'Withdrawal Date, is the date from which a Member is entitled to have their Interests
redeemed by the t4anager as provided in clause 11.
'Withdrawal Request Form, means the request form prescribed by the Manager and given to
the Manager by a Member for the purposes of clause 11.

1.2

Interpretation
In this Constitution, unless the context otherwise requires:
(a)
(b)

words expressing the singular include the plural and vice versa;
words denoting a natural person include corporations and body corporates and vice

versa;
(c)

words denoting gender include both genders;

(d)

a reference to a part, clause, paragraph or schedule is a reference to a part, clause,
paragraph or schedule of this Constitution;

(e)

references to this Constitution are references to this Constitution as amended,
supplemented or varied from time to time;

(f)

a reference to writing includes printing, engraving, typewriting, lithography, photography
and any other mode of reproducing words in a visible form;

(g)

a reference to a thing or matter includes a reference to a part of the thing or matter;

(h)

headings are included for convenience only and do not affect interpretation;

(i)

references to a party to this Constitution Include the party's successors and

G)

references to a document or agreement include references to the document or agreement
as amended 1 novated, supplemented, varied or replaced from time to time;

(k)

a reference to a statute includes a reference to or citation of all enactments amending or
consolidating the statute and to an enactment substituted for the statute;

(I)

references to dollars and

(m)

the schedules to this Constitution form part of this Constitution; and

nor·,.,.,il-+""i

refer to amounts in Australian currency;

where any word or phrase is given a defined meaning in this Constitution, any other part
of speech or other grammatical form of that work or phrase has a corresponding
meaning.

altered but rep,rocluced]
The Constitution establishes the Equititrust Income Fund, which commences on the
Commencement Date.
2.2

Assets of the Scheme
altered but repirociuced]
The Manager declares that it holds and will at all times hold the Assets on trust for Members of
the Scheme subject to the provisions of the Constitution and the Law.

Mana11;1er to

of the Scheme

altered but ren~roclucedl
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The appointment of the Manager as manager of the Scheme is hereby confirmed and the
Manager agrees to manager the Scheme upon and subject to the terms and conditions contained
in the Constitution.
2.4

Manager to establish Scheme
[Not altered but reproduced]

The Manager shall, on the execution of the Constitution, lodge and hold the sum of one hundred
dollars ($100) to establish and constitute the Scheme. The Manager may, from time to time,
cause or cause to be received more cash by way of addition to the Scheme to be held upon the
trusts of the Constitution.

2.5

Interests
The beneficial interest in the Scheme shall be divided into Interests.

2.6

Different Classes of Interest
The Manager may issue Interests or classes of Interests with special rights or restrictions and
those rights and restrictions prevail over any inconsistent provision of this Constitution. The
rights or restrictions of particular Interest or class of Interest shall be disclosed in any disclosure
document offering investors the opportunity to invest in the Scheme.

Creation of Additional Interests
As and when an addition is made to the Scheme pursuant to this Constitution, additional
Interests equal in number to the number computed by dividing the amount of cash so added
the relevant Issue Price shall be created. The Manager may, instead of cash, accept Authorised
Investments as consideration for the issue of Interests in the Scheme provided that the Manager
shall be satisfied as to the Value of such Authorised Investments and the number of Interests to
be issued in
thereof shall be the Value of such Authorised Investments divided
the
relevant Issue Price at the date of issue of the Intere~..s.

Fractional Interests
The Manager may at its discretion create a fractional Interest in 100 parts for an amount less
than a whole dollar notwithstanding any other provision of this Constitution, the expression
'Interest'
where the context will
be deemed to include such a fractional Interest and
such
Interest shall carry with it the rights and obligations which attach to a whole
Interest and limited to the proportion of those rights and obligation which the numb€r of 100ths
in such fractional Interests bears to 1. A fractional Interest may also be created by the
redemption of part of a whole Interest.
Nature of Beneficial Interest

A Member shall be entitled as herein provided or as provided by the Law to a beneficial interest
in the Scheme but such interest shall not entitle the Member other than as provided by this
Constitution:
r~o~•Ht"\,.,~

(a)

to interfere w!th the rights or powers of the Manager in its
any part thereof; or

with the Scheme or

(b)

to exercise any rights, powers or privileges in respect of any Authorised Investment.

Minimum Investment Amounts and Ho1tan1gs

The Manager may at any time determine minimum amounts which may be invested and accepted
as Application Moneys in the Scheme including any minimum holding of Interests In the Scheme.

2.11

Effect of Constitution
This Constitution operates as a deed and is binding on the Manager and each Member and all
persons claiming through them as if they were parties to this Constitution, and each Applicant by
signing the Application 1 acknowledges being so bound.
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2.12

Subordinated Interests
The Manager may pursuant to clause 2.61 issue Subordinated Interests to itself or any other
person, provided that person is a Wholesale Client. The rights and restrictions of Subordinated
Interests are:
(a)

The holder of a Subordinated Interest will have the same rights to vote at meetings of
Members as the holders of Interests.

(b)

The holder of a Subordinated Interest has no entitlement to participate in any Income
Warranty.

(c)

The holder of a Subordinated Interest has the right to receive the Distribution Surplus to
be shared benveen the holders of Subordinated Interests in proportion to the number of
Subordinated Interests they hold when the Distribution Surplus is distributed in
accordance with clause 8.5.

(d)

The holders of Subordinated Interests must maintain the Minimum Investment Amount.

(e)

Subordinated Interests cannot be issued at an Issue Price which is less than the current
Issue Price for Interests which are not Subordinated Interests.

(f)

Subject to paragraph (d) above, the redemption of a Subordinated Interest can only
occur:

(g)

2.13

(i)

with the consent of the Manager; and

(ii)

all valid Withdrawal Request Forms have been processed and paid at a
Redemption Price of not less than $1.00 per Interest; and

(iii)

provided the redemption does not breach any existing Facility

(iv)

there being retained sufficient surplus in the Scheme to meet any Income
Warrant:{ for the current month; and

(v)

the Manager has a reasonable belief that:
(A)

any Income Warranty; and

(B)

any Benchmark Return,

(C)

will continue to be met.

l\rn·oo,...-.or,t·

In the event the Manager is removed as responsible entity of the Scheme {other than
with its consent) all Subordinated Interests will (subject to any existing Facility
Agreement) on its removal convert to Access Investment Interests in the manner
provided in clause 2.13.

Conversion of Subordinated Interests to Access Investment Interests
Where Subordinated Interests are converted to Access Investment Interests the following formula
applies:
A= B X (C/D)

(a)

Where;

(b)

A is the number of Access Investment Interests to which the Subordinated Interests are
converted.

(c)

B is the number of Subordinated Interests held by the Subordinated Interests holder.

(d)

Cis the Current Interest Value of the Subordinated Interests.

(e)

Dis the Current Interest Value of Access Investment Interests.
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3
3.1

Offer
The Manager may, in accordance with the provisions of the Law and this Constitution, invite
investment in the Scheme and issue a Prospectus 1n relation to such an invitation.

3.2

Applications
A person who wishes to invest in the Scheme must make an Application in the manner specified
in the Prospectus and pay the Issue Price associated with the Application Money payable.

3.3

Application Account
Unless otherwise required by the Law, the Manager must establish and maintain a Bank account
in the name of the Manager to be designated the Application Account for the Scheme. The
Application Account must be established and operated in accordance with the requirements of the
Law.

3.4

to be paid to Mamt!~er
The Manager must1 in each Prospectus and other representations relating to the Scheme, direct
how all cheques and other payment orders in respect of Applications are to be drawn on account
of the Scheme.

Where the Manager receives Application Money with a completed Application relating to a current
Prospectus, the Manager must pay the Application Money into the Application Account as soon as
praCticable after its receipt, but no later than the close of business on the next Business Day after
the day of receipt.
without cornplet:E~ APPI:icaition

Where the Manager receives Application Money that is not accompanied
a completed
Application relating to a current Prospectus it will, as soon as practicable, return the Application
Money to the Applicant or:

3.7

(a)

attempt to obtain the Application from the Applicant;

(b)

pay the Application

(c)

if interest accrues while the Application f\1oney is held in the Application Account, ask the
Applicant, in writing, whether the Applicant wants the interest to be dealt with as
additional Application Money or to be paid to the Applicant.

Deialinia

into the Application Account; and

with API'Iicaacm

Should the Manager pay the Application Money into the Application Account under clause 3.61 the
tl!anager will:
(a)

ho!d the Application Money on trust for the Applicant, until the Application is received;
and

(b)

if the Application is received by the Manager within 30
received:

(c)

12135891v4

after the Application Money is

(i)

apply the Application Money to the Scheme Accounts as soon as practicable after
receiving the Application; and

(ii)

deal with any interest accrued while the Application Money was held by the
Manager ln the Application Account in the manner disclosed in the Prospectus;
and

if the Application has not been received by the fvlanager within 30 days after the
Application Money was received, return the Application Money and Interest (if any) to the
Applicant as soon as practicable.
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3.8

Manager's discretion
The Manager has the sole discretion to determine whether to accept or reject an Application in
whole or in part without giving reasons. Where the Manager determines to reject an Application1
It must give written notice to the Applicant within a reasonable time after receipt of the
Application. The Manager must within a further 10 Business Days after the notice of rejection is
given, refund to the Applicant the Application Money.

3.9

may withdraw Prospectus

The Manager may in its safe discretion determine at any time to withdraw a Prospectus. The
Manager within 5 Business Days after the notice to withdraw the Prospectus is given, repay to a!l
Applicants all Application Money paid pursuant to that Prospectus and held in the Application
Account. Any interest that has accrued on Application Money In the Application Account shai! be
dealt with as disclosed in the Prospectus.

to Confirm Acc:ep1:anc:e

3.10
(a)

Once the Application is accepted the Manager must enter the Applicant on the KecHsti::r as

a Member.
(b)

The
Accounts.

must transfer the Application t"'loney of the Member

the Scheme

Issue Price
The issue price of an Interest shall be at the Issue Price and initially for each Interest shall be
one dollar ($1.00) of
Money.
The

M~!"'J:!n,or

(a)

may issue to each Member a Certificate as evidence of the Members' investment in the
-.:rnoma• and

(b)

may cancel existing Certificates and reissue new Certificates where the Manager has been
supplied with evidence to the satisfaction of the Manager that the existing Certificate has
been lost, or stolen.

Form of ce11:tfi:cat:e

The Certificate is to be ln the form as determined by the
3.14

M~,,.. ,,..,,c. ..

Joint Members
In the case

the person whose name appears first in the

~.~arnc::T,:tr

Is entitled

to a Certificate relating to that Members Interest.
Certificates

3.15

Replacement Certificates may be issued in the circumstances and
determined by the Marmo1:::r

to such conditions as

Issue Price A~JU!itlrtenlt
Where the Manager calculates the Issue Price of an Interest, and the Issue Price is less than
$1.00 per Interest the following will apply:
A = the Current Value of the Scheme

B = the total number of Issued Interests
C = the total number of Subordinated Issued Interests

NCB-C)= D
D- $1.00 = E
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If E is zero or a negative number then the Issue Price of Interests which are not Subordinated
Interests will be D and the Issue Price of Subordinated Interests will also be D.
If E is a positive number then the Issue Price of Interests which are not Subordinated Interests

will equal $1.00 and the Issue Price of a Subordinated Interest will also be $1.00.

4
4.1

4.2

Exercise of powers of the Manager
(a)

Subject to the provisions of this Constitution and the Law, the Manager has absolute and
uncontrolled discretion as to the exercise of its powers, authorities and duties1 in relation
to the manner, mode and tlme of exercise of those powers1 authorities and duties.

(b)

The Manager has all the powers of a natural person and a body corporate, inciuding the
power to invest and to borrow or raise money for the purposes of the Scheme
on
security of the relevant Assets.

Power to Appoint
(a)

The Manager has power to appoint an agent, or otherwise engage a person, to do
anything that it is authorised to do in connection with the Scheme.

(b)

For the purpose of determining whether:
(i)

there is a liability to the Membersi or

(ii)

the Manager has properly
section 601GA(2) of the Law;

its duties for the purposes

the fvlanager is taken
have done
failed to do) anything that the
(or failed to do) because of the appointment or engagement/ even
fraudulently or outside the scope of their authority or en~Jagement

4.3

A••irhn,..iit-u

for

of

has done

601fB(3))

An agent appointed, or a person othmwise engaged, by:
(a)

the agent or person referred to in clause 4.2; or
a person who is taken under this clause to be an agent of the

M!lr\!:'!l'lor•

to do anything that the
is authorised to do in connection with the Scheme is taken to
an agent appointed by the Manager to do that
for the purposes of clause 4.2.
uaiDIW::V of

If:
(a)

an agent holds any Assets on behalf of the

(b)

the

and

is liable to indemnify the

any loss or

that:

(i)

the Manager suffers as a result of a wrongful or negligent act or omission of the
agent; and

(ii)

relates to a failure by the M,,.,,...,,,,. to

l"''e:ll"tl"'!"n"'

its duties in relatlon to the

Scheme;
then any amount recovered under the indemnity forms part of the Assets.

4.5

Duties of Mana!lJer l ~~ron
In exercising its powers and ""' ..'"'
(a)

12135891v4
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out its duties, the

,,.,~,!:> ... ~,..,,e. ..

must:

act honestly;
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(b)

exercise the degree of care and diligence that a reasonable person would exercise if they
were in the Managerfs position;

(c)

act In the best interests of the Members and, if there is a conflict between the Members'
interests and the Manager's own interests, give priority to the Members' interests;

(d)

treat the Members of the same class equally and Members of different classes fairly;

(e)

not make use of information acquired through being the Manager in order to:
(i)

gain an improper advantage for itself or another person; or

(ii)

cause detriment to the Members of the Scheme;

(f)

ensure that the Constitution meets the requirements of sections 601GA and 601GB of the
Law;

(g)

ensure that the Compliance Plan meets the requirements of section 601HA of the

(h)

comply with the Compliance Plan;

(i)

ensure that the Assets are:

(j}

(i)

clearly identified as

(ii)

held separately from property of the
established under the· Constitution and the
investments scheme;

and
the assets of other Schemes
of any other mar1aae:c1

ensure that all payments out of the Assets are made in accordance with the Constitution
and the

(k)
(i)

relates

the Scheme; and

(ii)

has had, or is likely to have, a materially adverse effect on the interests of
Members;

as soon as ora1cti<Able after the f\1anager becomes aware of the breach; and
with any other duty1 not inconsistent with the
the Constitution.

(I)

An Officer of the

that is conferred

must:

(a)

act

(b)

exercise the degree of care and diligence that a reasonable person would exercise if
were in the Officer's position;

(c)

act in the best interests of the Members and, if there is a conflict betvJeen the Members'
interests and the interests of the
give priority to the Members' Interests;

(d)

n..-.n,oM-l\1•

not make use of information acquired through being an Officer of the Manager in order

to:
(i)

(i!)
(e)

12135891v4

an improper advantage for the Officer or another person; or
cause detriment to the Members;

not make improper use of their position as an Officer to gain, directly or indirectly, an
advantage for themselves or for any other person or to cause detriment to the ~1embers;
and
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(f)

take all steps that a reasonable person would take, if they were in the Officer's position,
to ensure that the Manager complies with:
(i)

the Law;

(ii)

any conditions imposed by the Manager's licence;

(Hi)

the Constitution; and

(iv)

the Compliance Plan.

Duties of Employees of the

(Section

An employee of the Manager must not:
(a)

(b)

make use of information acquired through being an employee of the r/fanager in order to:
(i)

gain an improper advantage for the employee or another person; or

(ii)

cause detriment to Members; or

make improper use of their position as an employee to gain 1 directly or
aavantaqe for themselves or for any other person or to cause detriment to the

Mornno.!'C

To the extent permitted by statute the Manager is indemnified out of the Assets for all
liabilities,
costs, Taxes, charges1 expenses and outgoings reasonably and properly
incurred by it in
proper performance of its functions and duties and
its powers
under this Constitution or at law,
ln the case of debts, liabillties1 damages/ costs,
charges, expenses or outgoings incurred or payable in
of or as a result of gross
deceit or a material breach of covenant of the M!!ir,:::~nt::.r

limitation
Except in the case of a failure to exercise care and diligence, the tv'lanager will not to the extent
normirtt:~rt by statute be liable to account to nor to indemnifY the Scheme, a Member or person
ri::>i!nll"lN under or on behalf of a f"'lember/ for anything done in good faith in the
Qf
its functions and duties and the exercise of its powers under this Constitution or at law
(a)

a failure to
or do an act or thing which or the Manager is hindered,
forbidden from doing or
by reason of any present or future law
otherwise); or

(b)

payments made by the Manager in good faith to a duly empowered fiscal authority of the
Commonwealth, a State or Territory for Taxes or other charges on the Schemel an
Authorised Investment or a Certificate, or with respect to any transaction reasonably and
ni"Anor·!u entered into under this Constitution, although the payment as a matter of law
or need not have been made; or

(c)

anything done in good faith re!ylng upon advice from an Expert instructed or
by the Manager and independent of the Manager; or

(d)

anything done in good faith by the Manager in respect of an Application or notice on
which there is a forged signature or inaccurate details provided that there were at the
time of the doing of the act, matter or thing no reasonable grounds to believe that the
signature or detail was not genuine or accurate.

Further limitation of

the

or
or

:::~nr\1"\ll'\t-ar~

Mana!~er

Except ln the case of the f-1anager's failure to exercise care and diligence, the Manager is not to
the extent permitted by statute liable to Members to any extent greater than the extent of the
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Assets vested in the Manager or received and/or held by it in accordance with the provisions of
this Constitution.

6.4

Transactions involving the Scheme
Subject to the Law and the Manager's duties to Members, the t.Jianager is entitled, in any capacity
other than as manager of the Scheme, to contract with a Member1 the Scheme or any Authorised
Investment or any property proposed to be acquired as an Asset, without any !!ability to account
to the Members only if:

6.5

(a)

the transaction is not In breach of any covenant contained in this Constitution; and

(b)

the rv'lanager acts in the transaction with good faith to the Members.

Further indemnity
If the Manager acquires an Asset the holding of which exposes or may expose the Manager to
personal liability or if the Manager enters into any contract, credit facility or other transaction on
behalf of the Scheme which exposes or may expose the Manager to any personal liability, the
Manager has a right of indemnity out of the Assets in
of that liability.
General

(a)

(b)

Related

Transactions

The Manager must comply with part 5C.7 of the Law in
transactions. In particular the Manager must
unless
financial benefit:

nal"mitt.;:~ti

(i)

to itself1 or to a Related Party, out of the

or

(li)

that could diminish or endanger the Assets;

Paragraph (a) does not
to an indemnity, in this

of all Related Party
by the
give a

the Manager from paying itself fees, and exercising
and under section 601GA(2) of the Law and the law.

the Ma11ag1er
Nothing in this Constitution prevents the Manager or any person associated with the Manager
from being a Member.

It is the role of the
Investments.

M,t.,!:>l"'!,,,.

to seek and invest the funds of the Scheme in

Mnn-n:~na

Imfestment Overs;igttt

The Manager shall implement practices, systems and procedures to monitor the performance of
Authorised Investments made by it and shall where considered prudent and appropriate take
whatever action as may be necessary to protect the capital value of the Authorised Investments
of the Scheme including institution of any recovery action under fYiortgage Investments or other
securities held In respect of Authorised Investments made in order to recover or maximise
recovery of the capital and any unpaid income component of any Authorised Investment.

7.4

Income w.::u·r~:~~nt"\1
(a)

12135891v4

The Manager may in a Prospectus or other offer document make provision for or
representations as to the payment to Members of a minimum rate of distribution to be
received by Members on their respective investments notwithstanding the percentage
rates of interest payable under Mortgage Investments or Authorised Investments which
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shall comprise Assets of the Scheme (in thfs and other clauses of the Deed to be called
an Income Warranty').
(b)

The terms of any such Income Warranty may vary for each Prospectus or other offer
document issued by the Manager on application to Applicants having regard to terms
made by the Manager and based on the Manager's estimates of the Schemets income,
liabilities and expenses to be taken into account in estimating the likely return to
t"lembers and Applicants for periods (if any) nominated by the Manager in each
prospectus or other offer document issued by it. The Manager may determine that the
percentage rate of any Income Warranty be specified or provided for in any Application
under a Prospectus or offer document issued by it or may leave such rate blank in any
Application, with the Manager reserving the right to complete and/or accept an
Application dependent upon the prevailing percentage rate of Income Warranty
determined by and acceptable to the Manager at the time. Any Income Warranty given
shall be deemed to be given by the Manager personally and shaH not be binding on nor
affect the Scheme notwithstanding that references to an Income Warranty may be
included in an Application.

Arr1enc:Ur1a the Income Wa1rra:ntv
The Manager may at any time amend the Income Warranty. In such circumstances the
amendments must be notified to the Applicants before or at the time they complete their
Application,

will collect, receive and get in the Income of the Authorised Investments and will
will make all
relating to the Scheme
from the Scheme Accounts.

The

pay it into the Scheme Accounts. The

Decision of

final

The decision of the Manager in consultation with the Auditor as to whether any amount to be
distributed to Members ls Income or
shall
final.

Distribution to Me:mbers
shall distribute to the Members (excluding the holders of Subordinated lht-.':~t'o<'+"'
Amount within
of the end of the Distribution Period for that Member.

The
the

Distribution
The Distribution Period for each Member (excluding the holders of Subordinated Interests) shall
be:
(a)

quarterly, monthly1 half yearly, or yearly as disclosed by the Manager in the Prosoe:ctus;
or

(b)

if the Manager so provides1 as agreed between the Member and the Manager at the time
the Members AppHcatlon is acc:eot:ea.

Distribution c;;: ...~... ~~~~
Following the payment in each Distribution Period to each Member (excluding the holders of
Subordinated Interests) 1 their Distribution Amount, any remaining surplus Income of the Scheme
shall be paid in the following order of priority and subject to the provisions of clauses 2.12 and
21.5:

(a)

in payment of Scheme expenses;

(b)

payment to each Member a distribution up to their particular Benchmark
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(c)

in payment of the Managers management fee; then the balance

(d)

as a distribution to the holders of Subordinated Interests as betvveen those Members in
proportion to the number of Subordinated Interests they hold,

Manager to keep separate accounts
The Manager may keep separate accounts of different categories and sources of Income and
allocate the Income from any category or source to any Member.

8.7

Reinvestment of income entitlement
(a)

The Manager may invite Members in the Scheme to reinvest any or all of their Distribution
Amount by way of application for additional Interests in the Scheme. The terms of any
such invitation will be determined by the Manager and may, amongst other things,
provide that unless a Member otherwise directs the Manager! that Member will be
deemed to have elected to reinvest all or part of their Distribution Amount. Any invitation
may be withdrawn or varied by the Manager.

(b)

Interests so applied for will be deemed to have been issued on the first day of the
Distribution Period immediately following the Distribution Period In respect of which the
Distribution Amount has accrued or such other date determined by the Manager.

8.8
In accordance with clause 8.51 at the end of each Distribution Period the Members will be
presently entitled (within the meaning of the Tax Act) to all Distributable Income derived
the relevant Distribution Period.

altered but rep1ro(IUCedJ

Subject to clause 9.2, the Scheme will terminate 80 years from the Commencement Date unless
otherwise specified in the Prospectus for the Scheme.
Defined Event of Windiina
The Manager must wind up the Scheme or cause the Scheme to be wound up on the occurrence
of any one of the following circumstances:

(a)
(b)

the Manager uses the mechanism

for in Section 601NC of the

(c)

the Members decide in a meeting called in accordance with this Constitution and the Law
to wind up the Scheme;

(d)

the Scheme comes to the end of its term (as set out In clause 9.1);

(e)

any of the circumstances set out in Section 601NE of the Law apply such that the
Manager is required to wind up the Scheme; or

(f)

a court orders the Scheme to be wound up pursuant to Section 601ND of the Law.

P~Kedul~furVVindiina

(a)

Unless otherwise required by the Law, the Manager is responsible for winding up the
Scheme.

(b)

The Manager must convert to money all Assets, deduct all proper costs and then
distribute the money to each ~1ember in proportion to the t-1embers Interests in the
Scheme. The Manager may make interim distributions during the winding up process.
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(c)

The t-1anager must proceed with the winding up efficiently, diligently and without undue
delay. The ro~~anager must complete the winding up process within such time frame as it
considers is available to do so, whilst complying with its duties under this Constitution.

(d)

The Manager may retain from the proceeds of winding up:
(i)

sufficient funds to meet future obligations which the Manager reasonably believes
will fall due after a distribution is made to Members; and

(ii)

to pay its own remuneration expenses for work to be done following the
realisation of the Assets.

(e)

During the winding up of the Scheme, the Manager may terminate any agreements or
arrangements it has entered into with Members which relate to the Scheme. The
Manager must give notice to the Members of the termination of those agreements or
arrangements.

(f)

Once the Manager believes the winding up is complete, the Manager must engage a
registered company auditor to audit the final accounts of the Scheme, The Manager
must send a copy of any report made by the auditor to Members within 30 days after the
Manager receives the
from the auditor.

(g)

The operation of this clause is subject to the priority obligations in clause 9.4.

9.4
In the winding up of the Scheme the realisation of the assets of the Scheme will be applied in the
priority:
(a)

must apply the assets of the Scheme, or the
Liabilities (excluding Interest Uabilities)i then

of their realisation, to pay any

(b)

pay to the holders of Interests (excluding the holders of Subordinated
equivalent to their Issue Price for their Interests;

(c)

pay to the holders of Subordinated Interests the sum equivalent to their Issue Price for
their Subordinated Interests; and thereafter

(d)

distribute the remaining assets or the net proceeds to all Members in
number of Interests of which they are the
holder on the date
the Scheme.

the sum

limitation of liabilities
A Member is not liable to contribute towards the debts or liabilities of the Manager and is not
Hable to
the Manager or any creditor or either of them in the event of any deficiency of
the Scheme.
only rights, if any, of indemnity of the Manager and their respective creditors
shall be limited to the Assets. The limitation of liability of Members set out in th!s clause 9.5 also
apply to any liability which is incurred by the Manager as a result of any directions or requests of
the Members.

(a)

12.135891v4

A Member may transfer their Interests only in accordance with the provisions of this
Constitution and, in particular:
(i)

the transferee must agree to be bound by the provisions of this Constitution; and

(ii)

a stamped transfer of the Interests in the Scheme must be delivered to the
Manager together with the certificate or Certificates in respect of the Intere~LS to
be transferred.
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(b)

The Manager will not be required to effect any transaction or dealing in any Interest on
behalf of or for the benefit of or at the request of any Member unless the Member has
paid or otherwise provided for, to the Manager's satisfaction, all duties, Taxes,
governmental charges, transfer fees, registration fees, brokerage fees and other charges
(whether similar to the foregoing or not) which may have become or may be payabfe in
respect of the transaction or dealing. The Manager is entitled, if it thinks fit, to pay and
discharge all or any of those duties and charges on behalf of the Member concerned and
retain the amount so paid out of any moneys to which the Member may be, or become,
entitled.

(c)

The rv1anager may decline to register any transfer during the
closed pursuant to clause 12.6.

(d)

Every instrument of transfer of an Interest which is registered will be retained by the
Manager for such period as the Manager may determlne1 after which (subject to the
provisions of any law or this Constitution to the contrary) the Manager may destroy it.

(e)

Where the Manager refuses to register any instrument of transfer, within 2 tw1onths after
the date on which the instrument was deposited with the Manager, the i'-1anager will give
notice of the refusal to the person who deposited it and any instrument of transfer which
the t>'ianager refuses to register will (except in the case of suspected fraud) be returned
to the person depositing it upon request by such person wlth1n 2 months of the giving of
the notice.

(f)

The l\1anager may refuse to register or fail to register or give effect to any transfer of an
Interest without assigning a reason.

(g)

Upon the registration of a transfer of any
the Manager will within one rv1onth
after the date of such registration issue to the transferee or transmittee written
confirmation of the transfer or transmission.

Form

that the Register is

transfer

The transfer of an Interest shall be form in the nominated by the Manager. The form will have
regard to the need for the transferee to be bound to this Constitution and any other
arrangements which go to the integrity of the Scheme.

Transmission
(a)

in the case of the death of any Member the survivor or sutVivors
the deceased
was a joint holder) or the executors or administrators
the
was the sole
holder) are the only persons recognised by the Manager as having any title to or interest
in the Interests registered in the deceased 1S name;

(b)

any person
entitled to any Interests in consequence of the death or bankruptcy
of a Member may upon:
(i)

producing to the Manager evidence of the
in which
under the provisions of this clause or of their titie to the Interest..s as
deems sufficient;

(ii)

in the case of the death of the Member,
to the Manager evidence of
of any duties the Manager may require; and

(iii)

delivering up to the Manager for cancellation the Certificate for the Interests,

be registered as the holder of the Interests and the
shall cancel the existing
Certificate for Interests and issue a new Certificate for Interests in their name;
(c)

12135891v4

any person becoming entitled to any Interests because of the death or bankruptcy of a
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them but are not entitled to receive notices of or to attend or vote at any meetings of
Members until they have become registered as a Member in respect of such Interests.

11.1

Obligation to redeem
(a)

The Withdrawal Date applicable to each Member who invests for a fixed 12 month
investment term will be each annual anniversary of the date that Members Application
was accepted by the Manager and Interests are issued. For the avoidance of doubt, if a
Members Application is accepted by the Manager and Interests are issued on
2 December 1999, then the first Withdrawal Date for those funds invested by that
Member will be 2 December 2000 or if this is not a Business Day, the next Business Day
thereafter. If a Member does not lodge a Withdrawal Request Form within the time
prescribed by this clause 11, then the Member's next Withdrawal Date will be 2
December 2001 or if this is not a Business Day, the next Business Day thereafter.

(b)

A Member or a Members duly authorised agent approved by the Manager, must at !east
30 days before the Withdrawal Date give the Manager a Withdrawal Request Form
specifying the number of Interests to be redeemed and such notice is to be accompanied
the relevant Certificates (if any).

(c)

Subject to the following provisions of this clause 11 and the existence of a Delay
on receipt of a Withdrawal Request Form and certificates (if any), the Manager must
within 180 days of the Withdrawal Date redeem the required Interests out of the Scheme
at the
Price applicable on the date the tvlembers Interests are redeemed by
the Manager
that Member. The date the ~1embers Interests are redeemed the
Manager
to this clause is the
Date for that l\1ember.
Subject to the Manager's
under clause 11.7, the
and times specified in clauses
11.1 and 11.2 may be varied upon not less than 60 days' notice to t'lembers.

(e)

riVI..'C>::t:11

Notwithstanding this clause 11.1, the Manager may at its discretion allow the Member to
withdraw from the Scheme all or
of the Member's funds at any time, in accordance
with clause 11.18.

and

can Investment Tnf'Dil!'ac~

Pursuant to clause 2.6 the l\1anager has created a separate class of Interes'"I.S referred to
as the Access Investment Interests and the 7 day call Investment Interests. Members
who hold Interests of these
may lodge Withdrawal Request Form with the
Manager at any time they wish their Interest to be redeemed by the l\1anager on behalf
of the Scheme.
from the date of this amendment 7 day call Investment Interests will thereafter be called
and also referred to in this Constitution, as Access Investment Interests. The redemption
provisions applying to Access Investment Interests apply equally to 7 day call Investment

Interests.
Subject to the following provisions of this clause 1L2 and the existence of a Delay Event
the Manager will generally redeem an Access Investment Interest within 7 days of receipt
of that Members Withdrawal Request Form with respect to that Access Investment
Interest. However/ the Manager has up to 180 days from receipt of the Withdrawal
Request Form{ to redeem that Access Investment Interest and pay the Redemption
Amount to the holder of the Access Investment Interest. ·
(d)

12135891v4
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11.3

Extension of Redemption Date
(a)

Notvvithstanding clauses ll.l(c) and 11.2, in the circumstances of a Delay Event the
Manager must redeem Interests within 360 days of receiving a valid Withdrawal Request
Form. Nothing in this clause 11.3 prohibits the Manager from redeeming Interests within
these maximum timeframes.

(b)

The Manager is not required to process a redemption request where:
(i)

the provisions of this Constitution relating to appropriate evidence of title have
not been satisfied; or

(ii)

the redemption would cause the Members Interests to fall below any minimum
investment balance, as disclosed in the Prospectus.

(c)

The date the Manager redeems the Members Interests as provided in this clause 11.3 is
the Redemption Date.

(d)

In satisfying redemption requests the Manager must treat all Members of the same class
equally and as between classes fairly. Where the Manager holds more than one valid
Withdrawal Request Form of the same class, it shall process them in order of receipt.

The Manager may suspend the
of Interests for such period as it determines where it
is impractical to calculate the Redemption Price due to:
(a)

the closure of a securities exchange or trading restrictions on a securities

(b)

an emergency or other state of

(c)

the declaration of a moratorium in a country where the Scheme has investments;
a dosure of or restrictions on trading in the relevant foreign

(e)

or

the realisation of investments not being able to be effected at
which would be
realised if Investments were realised in an orderly fashion over a reasonable period in a
stable market.

No
may exceed 30 days unless longer period is permitted by the
having
regard to the circumstances. All outstanding redemptions with Redemption Dates which fall
within that period of suspension and any Withdrawal Request Form received while the
redemption of Interests is suspended, shall be reactivated with effect from the first Business
after the suspension ceases.
11.5

Other

of redem!Pticm ol!lligaticm

The f'v1anager is not obliged to cause the redemption of Interests in the Scheme in any of the
following circumstances:
(a)

the person making the request holds more than the i'<'linlmum Redemption Amount in the
Scheme and the
relates to less than the Minimum Redemption
or

(b)

carrying out the redemption will result in the person making the
the Minimum Redemption Amount in the Scheme; or

(c)

the request is made:

holding less than

(i)

after any notice convening a meeting of Members to vote on whether to wind up
the Scheme has been sent by the
and before those eligible to vote have
so voted; or

(ii)

while the Scheme is being lavvfully wound up, whether pursuant to a resolution to
wind up the Scheme or in accordance with the Constitution or otherwise;

The Manager will remain entitled in its absolute discretion to or cause the redemption of Interests
in accordance with clause 11.1 in the above circumstances.
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11.6

Staggering of Redemption Dates
Despite any provision of this Constitution, the Manager may determine more than one
Redemption Date for Interests to be redeemed pursuant to a Withdrawal Request Form and such
Interests will be redeemed over those days in such proportions as the Manager determines,
provided that all such Interests are redeemed within the time specified in clause 11.1.

11.7

Funding of redemption
To fund the redemption of Interests out of the Scheme1 the Manager may apply or realise part of
the Assets, and/or raise or borrow money, either unsecured or secured against Assets.

11.8

Time for Payment of Redemption Amount
The Manager will pay or cause to be paid to the Member the Redemption Amount in respect of
any Interests within 90 days of the Redemption Date.

11.9

of Interests by Mana~Jer

Resale and

Where the Manager holds Interests for its own benefit, it may redeem those Interests out of the
Scheme. This clause 11 will apply, with the necessary changes, to that redemption.

11.10 Cancellation of Interests
Interests which have been redeemed out of the Scheme wiil be cancelled and the
record the cancellation in the Register.

11el1 Transfer of

will

assets

The Manager may determine that the Redemption Amount will be satisfied wholly or in part by
the transfer of investments of the Scheme at their Market Value. Expenses incurred in respect of
the transfer must be paid by the i~ember.
(;OinPILIIStt:arv

retlleiTtPtiion of smalllloliclin~;;s

If the Redemption Price of all Interests in the Scheme held
a Member is !ess than the
Minimum Redemption Amount, the Manager may compulsorily redeem those Interests.

11.13

of

Price and

of accrued distributions

(a)

Unless the Manager otherwise notifies a Member whose Interests are
the
Redemption Price paid to that Member will comprise capital only. The Manager may
notify a Member that the Redemption Price comprises part capital and part Income.
Where the Redemption Price paid to a Member comprises Income and capital 1 the
Member will be presently entitled (within the meaning of the Tax Act) to the Income
component and the Manager must notify the Member of the Income component of the
Redemption Price paid to them. This notice may be given at the time of redemption but
must in
case be
within 3 months of the end of the Financial Year of the Scheme
in which
redemption occurs.

(b)

Where an Interest is redeemed after a right to a distribution, whether income or capital1
has accrued in respect of that Interest, that distribution may be paid to the holder of the
Interest at the time of payment of the applicable Redemption Price nohvithstanding that
the distribution has not been
at that time to holders of other Interests.

No I"PP'IUil~ c:tispo.sat

A Member is not required to dispose of its Interests except as otherwise
Constitution and the Corporations law.

in this

11.15 Early R.el;;tel1nption
Notv.Jithst..anding
(a)

12135891v4
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A Member shall have no right of withdrawal during any period of t:vvelve months following
the application of funds by that Member other than as provided in clause 11.1.
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(b)

Notwithstanding the foregoing, the Manager may at its complete discretion allow a
Member to withdraw during the first six months following acceptance by the Manager of
the Member's Application or during the first six months of any annual anniversary of a
Member1S Investment. In such circumstances, the Manager may charge the Member an
early withdrawal fee as disclosed to the Member at the time of the request. In such
circumstances the Redemption Date for the Member will be the date nominated by the
Manager.

(c)

Notv1ithstanding the foregoing/ the Manager may at its complete discretion allow a
Member to withdraw during a period not otheJWise provided in clause 11.111.15(a) or
11.15(b). In such circumstances{ the Manager may charge the Member an early
withdrawal fee as disclosed in the Prospectus. The Redemption Date for the Member in
those circumstances shall be the date the Manager receives from the Member the
Withdrawal Request Form.

LiquicJiity Protection Rules

NobNithstanding any provision in this clause 11, the Manager may withhold or suspend payment
to a Member or Members of a Redemption Amount or Redemption Amounts payable and/or
withhold or suspend for further processing, any Withdrawal Request Forms then on hand if:
(a)

The Manager in any 30 day period receives Withdrawal Request Forms from a Member or
Members where the Redemption Amount or Redemption Amounts is equal to or greater
than 5% of the total value of the Assets of the Scheme; or

(b)

During a period of 10 consecutive days falling within a 90 day period, the Scheme's cash
reserves are less than 5% of the total value of the Assets of the Scheme.
In these circumstances1 the Manager may refuse to accept any new Withdrawal Request
Forms and may refuse to accept any new Applications for such period not exceeding 12
months as may be required to realise, in an orderly manner1 the Assets of the Scheme.

Additional Investments

(a)

Notwithstanding any other provision of clause 11, the Manager may (at its discretion)
allow a Member to invest additional amounts to their 12 month investment for up to 30
days from the date their initial investment is accepted
the Manager and Interests
issued. Where this occurs the Redemption Date for both the initial Interest and
subsequent Interests will be the 12 month anniversary of the issue of the initial Interests.
For example, the Member inve~tS $201 000 on 1 February 2006 and acquired 20,000
Interests (assuming the Issue Price is $1.00 per Interest), and the Member (with the
consent of the Manager) contributes a further $15,000 and is issued 15,000 Interests on
25 February 2006 (assuming the Issue Price is ($1.00 per Interest). In this circumstance
the Redemption Date (assuming the Member has lodged a valid Redemption Withdrawal
Request Form) of all the Members Interest is 31 January 2007.

(b)

The Manager (at lts discretion) may also allow Members to add to their 12 month
investment during the 30 days prior to their Redemption Date. In this instance such an
additional investment will constitute the early terminatton of their initial investment with
both their initial and subsequent investments being deemed to be reinvested for a further
full 12 months. For example, the Member invests $20,000 on 1 February 2006 and is
issued 20,000 Interests (assuming the Issue Price is $1.00 per Interest). On 25 January
2007 the Member advises the manager that the f'.1ember wishes to invest an additional
$15,000 In the Scheme as an additional investment to their original investment and not as
a new investment. Then with the consent of the Manager, the origina! Interests of the
fviember are redeemed by the Manager on the Redemption Date nominated by the
Manager (which for the purpose of this example is 25 Januar{ 2007) 1 and (assuming the
then Redemption Price and Issue Price of Interests is $1.00 per Interest) 35,000 new
Interest are issued by the tllanager on 25 Janual)l 2.007 with a new Redemption Date of
24 January 2008.
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(c)

Notwithstanding any other provision in this Constitution, the Manager in exercising its
discretion in this clause 11 or as othervvise contained in the Constitution:
(i)

must do so in accordance with its obligations under the Corporations Act 2001;

and
(ii)

nothing in any way obliges or requires the Manager to exercise its discretion in
favour of the Member or redeem the Members Interests before their original
Redemption Date.

11.18 Early Redemption
Notwithstanding anything else contained in this clause 11:
(a)

A Member who invests pursuant to clause 11.1 shall have no right of withdrawal during
any period of twelve months following the application of funds by that Member other than
as provided in clause 11.1.

(b)

Nof:\Nithstanding the foregoing, the Manager may at its complete discretion allow a
tllember to withdraw during the first six months following acceptance by the Manager of
the Member's Application or during the first six months of any annual anniversary of a
Member1s Investment. In such circumstances, the Manager may charge the Member an
early withdrawal fee as disclosed to the Member at the time bf the request. In such
circumstances the day the Manager allows the Member to withdraw early will be the
Withdrawal Date (as provided in clause 11.1) and the process and timing of the
withdrawal will be undertaken in the manner provided in clauses 11.1.

(c)

Not\Nithstanding t.he foregoing, the Manager may at its complete discretion allow a
Member to withdraw during a period not otherwise provided in clauses 11.1 or 11.2. In
such circumstances the day the Manager allows the Member to withdraw early will be the
Withdrawal Date (as provided in clause 11.1) and the process and timing of the
withdrawal will be undertaken in the manner provided in clause 11.1.

11.19 Rettfer.nption Price Ad]iustm4::mt
Where the Manager calculates the Redemption Prlce of an Interest, and the Redemption Price is
less than $1.00 per Interest the foHowlng will apply:
A ;:;:: the Current Value of the Scheme
B =the total number of rssued Interests
C = the total number of Subordinated Issued Interests

A/(B·C) = D
D- $1.00

=E

If E is zero or a negative number then the Redemption Price of Interests which are not
Subordinated Interests wlll be D and the Redemption Price of Subordinated Interests will be nil.
If E is a positive number then the Redemption Price of Interests which are not Subordinated
Interests will equal $1.00 and the Redemption Price of Subordinated Interests will be H,
calculated as:
(B-C) X $1.00

=F

A-F=G
G/ total number of Subordinated Issued Interests = H.
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12

REGISTERS

12.1

Member Register
The Manager will keep and maintain an upwto-date Register at the registered office or principal
place of business of the Manager in such form and containing such particulars as are required by
the Law or any declaration, exemption or ruling granted or made thereunder, and such other
particulars as the Manager may from time to time considers appropriate.

12.2

Details on Register
Subject to clause 12.3, there will be entered in the Register:

12.3

(a)

the names and addresses of the Members from time to time;

(b)

the number of Interests from time to time held by each Member;

(c)

the date on which the name of each Member was entered in the Register/ and

(d)

the date on which any person ceased to be a tv1ember.

Expunging Information
The information relating to a Member (or any of it) may be expunged from the Register at any
time after the first day of the Financial Year occurring 7 years after the Financial Year in which
the Member ceased to be a Member.

12.4

In!iPectlc:ltn of Re~lisb:!r

The Manager need not allow inspection of the Register or any
where:

thereof

any person except

(a)

the person seeking inspection is a Member or representative of a Member and the
inspection relates to that part of the Register that contains particulars of the Member's
Interest relevant to that person; or

(b)

the person provides to the Manager a written undertaking duly signed by the person and
to the effect that inspection of the Register will not be used for any purpose other than
the purpose of:
(i)

calling a meeting of tv1embers;

(ii)

notifying a Member of a matter relating to the
out
functions and duties under the provisions of the Law or this """""' ,.,~, .."" ..'"'' ,,

(iii)

any other purpose approved in writing by the Commission.

Coraies of Re~Usbar

12.6

(a)

If any person has the right to inspect the Register then that person also has the right to
obtain copies of those parts of the Register inspected. The costs of copying and handling
will be a rate set by the Manager but shall not exceed $2.50 per page,

(b)

Paragraph {a) does not require the Manager to make available or provide copies of the
Register in excess of its obligations to do so under the Law having regard to any
declaration or exemption made or given by the Commission.

Closure of RE!!ilistt!r
The Manager may close the Register or part of the Register for any time or times but so that no
part of the Register may be closed for more than 30 days in the aggregate in each calendar year.
rk. .... - .......

of Member Details

Each Member will give the t"lanager notice of any change of name or address on the part of such
Member and the Manager, upon receiving such notlfication 1 will alter the Register accordingly.
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13.1

Managers Power to call Members Meeting (Section 252A)
The Manager may call a meeting of the Members at any time.

13.2

Members power to call a meeting (Section 2528}
(a)

(b)

The Manager must call and arrange to hold a meeting of the Members to consider and
vote on a proposed special or extraordinary resolution on the request of:

(i)

Members with at least 5% of the votes that may be cast on the resolution; or

(ii)

at least 100 Members who are entitled to vote on the resolution.

The request by the Members must:
(i)

be ln writing; and

(ii)

state any resolution to be proposed at the meeting; and

(iii)

be signed by the r/fembers proposing to move the resolution.

(c)

The request may be accompanied by a statement about the proposed resolution
the Members making the

(d)

Separate copies of a document setting out the request and statement
any)
used for signing by Members if the wording of the
and statement (if
identical in each copy.

(e)

The percentage of the votes that Members have is to be worked out as at the midnight
before the
is given to the Manager.

nrr'l'lfirlt:Hi

be
is

Tne
must cal! the
within 21
after
meeting must be held not later than 2 months after the
(g)

The iv1anager must give to each of the Members a copy of the proposed resolution and
st--atement (if any) at the same time1 or as soon as practicable afterwards, as it gives
notice of the meeting. The Manager must distribute the copies in the same way In which
gives notice of the meeting.

(h)

The Manager does not have to distribute a· copy of the resolution or statement if either ls
more than 11 000 words long or defamatory.

(i)

The Manager is responsible for the expenses of calling and holding the
making the distribution. The Manager may meet those expenses from the Assets.

Failure of

to call

and

of the Members (Sed:ictn

(a)

Members with more than 50% of the votes carried by interests held by the Members who
make a request under section 252B of the Law may call and arrange to hold a meeting of
the Members and distribute the statement (if any) if the Manager does not do so within
21 days after the request is
to the Manager.

(b)

The meeting must be called and the statement is to be distributed in the same wayr so
far as is possible1 in which meetings of the Members may be called by the Manager and
information is distributed to Members by the Manager. The meeting must be held not
later than 3 months after the request is given to the Manager.

(c)

To call the meeting the Members requesting the meeting may ask the Manager for a copy
of the Register. The Manager must give the Members requesting the meeting the copy of
the Register without charge.

(d)

The Manager must pay the reasonable expenSBs the Members incurred because the
Manager failed to call and arrange to hold the meeting and to make the distribution (if
any). The Manager must not pay or be reimbursed those expenses from the Assets.
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13.4

calling of meetings of Members by Members {Section 25.20}
(a)

Members who hold interests carrying at least 5% of the votes that may be cast at a
meeting of Members may call and arrange to hold a meeting of the Members to consider
and vote on a proposed special resolution or a proposed extraordinary resolution. The
Members calling the meeting must pay the expenses of calling and hofding the meeting.

(b)

The meeting must be called in the same way, so far as is possible, in which meetings of
the Members may be ca!!ed by the Manager.

(c)

The percentage of the votes carried by interes'"LS that Members hold is to be worked out
as at the midnight before the meeting is called.

At least 21 days notice must be given of a meeting of Members.
14.2

Notice of
(a)

of Members to

directors and auditors (SE~!on

Written notice of a meeting of Members must be given to:
(i)

each Member entitled to vote at the meeting;

(ii)

each director of the Manager;

(iii)

the Auditor; and

(iv)

the auditor of the Compliance Plan,

(b)

Notice to joint Members need only be given to the joint Member named first in the
Register.

(c)

The Manager may give notice of the

to a Member:

(i)

personally; or

(li)

by sending it by post to the address for the Member in the Register or an
alternative address (if any) nominated by the
or

(Hi)

by sending lt to the fax number or electronic address (if
Member.

nominated by the

(d)

A defect In the notice given or failure to receive the notice does not invalidate a meeting.

(e)

A notice of meeting sent by post is taken to be given 3 days after it is posted. A notice of
meeting sent by fax, or other electronic means, is taken to be given on the business day
after it is sent.

The Manager must give the Auditor and the auditor of the COmpliance Plan all communications
relating to the meeting that a Member is entitled to receive.

14.4

Contents of notice of

of Members l:SE:co:on

A notice of a meeting of Members must:
(a)

set out the place, date and time for the meeting (andr if the meeting is to be held in 2 or
more places, the technology that will be used to facilitate this);

(b)

state the general nature of the meeting's business;

(c)

if a special or extraordinary resolution ls to be proposed at the meeting, set out an
intention to propose the special or extraordinary resolution and state the resolution; and

(d)

contain a statement setting out the following information:
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14.5

(i)

that the Member has a right to appoint a proxy;

(H)

that the proxy does not need to be a Member; and

(Iii)

that if the Member appoints 2 proxies the Member may specify the proportion or
number of votes the proxy is appointed to exercise.

Notice of adjourned meetings (Section 252K}

When a meeting is adjourned, new notice of the adjourned meeting must be given if the meeting
is adjourned for one month or more.

(a)

(b)

The following Members may give the f'.1anager notice of a special or extraordinary
resolution that they propose to move at a meeting of Members:
(i)

Members with at !east 5% of the votes that may be cast on the resolution: or

(ii)

at least 100 Members who are entitled to vote at a

of Members.

The notice must:
(i)

bein

set out the wording of the proposed resolution; and
(iii)

(c)

be signed by the Members giving the notice.

copies of a document setting out the notice may be used for signing
fv1embers if the wording of the notice is identical in each copy.
The percentage of the votes that Members have is to be worked out as
before the rvtembers give the notice.

15.2

Mana~;~er giving

the

l'VItrii,..,,,.,. ..

notice of Members' resolutions {Section

(a)

If a Manager has been given notice of a special or extraordinary resolution under section
252l of the Law, the resolution is to be considered at the next meeting of Members that
occurs more than 2 months after the notice is given.

(b)

The Manager must give all the Members notice of the resolution at the same time, or as
soon as practicable afterwards, and in the same way, as it gives notice of a meeting.

(c)

The Manager is responsible for the cost of giving Members notice of the resolution if the
Manager receives the notice in time to send it out to Members with the notice of meeting.

(d)

The Members requesting the meeting are jointly and individually Hable for the expenses
reasonably incurred by the Manager in giving Members notice of the resolution if the
r~tanager does not receive the Members! notice in time to send lt out with the notice of
meeting. A resolution may be passed at a meeting of Members that the t.Jtanager is to
meet the expenses out of the Assets.

(e)

The Manager need not give notice of the resolution:
(i)

if it is more than 1,000 words long or defamatory; or

(ii)

if the Members making the request are to bear the expenses of sending the
notice out, unless the Members give the Manager a sum reasonably sufficient to
meet the expenses that it will reasonably incur in giving the notice.

Members 1 statements to

(a)
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(b)

(c)

(i)

a resolution that is proposed to be moved at a meeting of Members; or

(ii)

any other matter that may be properly considered at a meeting of Members.

The request must be made by:
(i)

Members with at least 5°/o of the votes that may be cast on the resolution; or

(ii)

at least 100 Members who are entitled to vote at the meeting.

The request must be:
(i)

in writing; and

(ii)

signed by the Members making the request; and

(iii)

given to the Manager.

(d)

Separate copies of a document setting out the request may be used for signing by
Members if the wording of the request is identical in each copy.

(e)

The percentage of the votes that Members have is to be worked out as at the midnight
before the request is given to the Manager.

(f)

After receiving the request, the Manager must distribute to all the Members a copy of the
statement at the same time, or as soon as practicable afterwards, and in the same way,
as it gives a notice of a meeting.

(g)

The Manager is responsible for the cost of making the distribution if the Manager receives
the statement in time to send it out to Members with the notice of I'YH:.ot!r,,.,

(h)

The Members making the request are jointly and individually liable for the expenses

reasonably incurred by the Manager in
the distribution if the
does not
receive the statement in time to send it out
the notice of meeting. A resolution
be passed at a meeting of the Members that the rv'lanager is to meet the expenses out
the Scheme's Assets.
(i)

The Manager need not comply with the request:
(i)

if the statement is more than 1,000 words long or defamatory; or

(li)

if the Members
the
are responsible for the expenses of the
distribution1 unless the Members give the Manager a sum reasonably sufficient to
meet the expenses that it will reasonably incur in making the distribution.

A meeting of Members must be held at a reasonable time and place.

16.2

(section
A Manager may hold a meeting of the tvtembers at 2 or more venues using any technology that
gives the f'.1embers as a whote a reasonable opportunity to participate.

(a)

The quorum for a meeting of Members is 2 Members and the quorum must be present at
all times during the meeting.

(b)

In determining whether a quorum is present, each individual attending as a proxy or body
corporate representative is to be counted separately. However, if a Member has
appointed more than one proxy or representative, these proxies or representatives only
count as one person. If an individual is attending both as a Member and as a proxy or
body corporate representative they shall a!! only be counted as one individual.
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(c)

(d)

16.4

A meeting of Members that does not have a quorum present within 30 minutes after the
time for the start of the meeting set out in the notice of meeting is adjourned to the dater
time and place the tllanager specifies. If the Manager does not specify one (1) or more of
those things, the meeting is adjourned to:
(i)

if the date is not specified-the same day in the next week; and

(ii)

if the time is not specified-the same time; and

(Hi)

if the place is not specified-the same place.

If no quorum is present at the resumed meeting within 30 minutes after the time for the
start of the meetrng1 the meeting is dissolved.

rh.::!!il"iinn

meetings of Members

{St~cti:on

(a)

The Manager may1 in writing, appoint an individual to chalr a meeting called under
section 252A or 2528 of the Law.

(b)

The Members present at a meeting called under section 252A or 2528 of the Law must
elect a Member present to chair the meeting (or part of it) if:

(c)

(i)

a chairperson has not previously been appointed to chair the meeting; or

(ii)

a previously appointed chairperson is not available, or declines to act for the
meeting (or part of the meeting).

The Members present at a meeting called under sections 252C, 252D or 252E of the Law
must elect a Member present to chair the meeting.

Auditors' right to be heard at

of Members tSectlctn

(a)

The Auditor and the auditor of the Compliance P!an are entitled to attend any meeting of
the Members.

(b)

An auditor is entitled to be heard at the meeting on any part of the business of the
meeting that concerns the auditor in their capacity as auditor.

(c)

An auditor may authorise a person in writing as their representative for the purpose of
attending and speaking at any meeting of the Members.

(a)

A resolution passed at a meeting resumed after an adjournment is passed on the day it
was passed:

(b)

Only unfinished business is to be transacted at a meeting resumed after an adjournment.

Who can appoint a proxy (Section

(a)

A Member who is entitled to attend and cast a vote at a meeting of Members
appoint a person as the Memberls proxy to attend and vote for the Member at
meeting.

(b)

The appointment may specify the proportion or number of votes that the proxy may
exercise.

(c)

A Member may appoint one or 2 proxies. If the Member appoints 2 proxies and the
appointment does not specify the proportion or number of the Member!s votes each
proxy may exercise, each proxy may exercise half of the votes.

(d)

Fractions of votes resulting from the application of paragraphs (b) and (c) are to be

disregarded.
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17.2

Rights of proxies (Section 252W)
(a)

17.3

A proxy appointed to attend and vote for a Member has the same rights as the Member:
(i)

to speak at the meeting; and

(ii)

to vote (but only to the extent allowed by the appointment).

(b)

A proxy is entitled to vote on a show of hands.

(c)

A proxy's authority to speak and vote for a Member at a meeting is suspended while the
Member is present at the meeting.

Manager sending appointment forms or lists of
(Section 252X)

nl":fi•vite.c

must send to aU Members

If the Manager sends a Member a proxy appointment form for a meeting or a list of persons
willing to act as proxies at a meeting:

(a)

if the Member requested the form or list-the Manager must send the form or list to all
Members who ask for it and who are entitled to appoint a proxy to attend and vote at the
meeting; or

otherwise-the Manager must send the form or list to all its Members entitled to appoint

a proxy to attend and vote at the meeting.
17.4

AP!POIIntU1Q a

(a)

proxy (Section

An appointment of a proxy is valid if it is signed by the Member making the
and contains the following information:
(i)

the Member's name and addiess;

(ii)

the Scheme's name;

(iii)

the proxy's name or the name of the office held

(iv)

the meetings at which the appointment may be used.

::.nrtt'\ir•t-""'"'..-.1-

the proxy; and

(b)

An appointment of a proxy remains valid even if paragraph (a) is not strictiy complied
with, provided in the reasonable opinion of the Manager the intentions of the Member is
clear.

(c)

An undated appointment Is taken to have been dated on the
Manager.

(d)

An appointment may specify the

it is given

the

way the proxy ,is to vote on a particular resolution. If it

does:
(i)

the proxy need not vote on a show of hands, but if the proxy does so, the proxy
must vote that way; and

(H)

if the proxy has 2 or more appointments that specify different ways to vote on
the resolution-the proxy must not vote on a show of hands; and

(iii)

if the proxy is the chairperson-the proxy must vote on a poll, and must vote that

way; and
(iv)
(e)

if the proxy is not the chairperson-the proxy need not vote on a pol!1 but if the
proxy does so, the proxy must vote that way.

If a proxy is also a !\1ember, this clause does not affect the way that the person can cast

any votes they hold as a Member.
(f)

The appointment of a proxy does not have to be witnessed.

(g)

The later appointment of a proxy revokes an earlier appointment, if both appointments
could not be validly exercised at the meeting.
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17.5

Proxy documents (section
(a)

(b)

For an appointment of a proxy for a meeting of Members to be effective{ the following
documents must be received by the Manager at !east 48 hours before the meeting:
(i)

the proxyls appointment; and

(ii)

if the appointment is signed by the appointor's attorney, the authority under
which the appointment was signed or a certified copy of the authority.

If a meeting of Members has been adjourned, an appointment and any authority received
by the Manager at least 48 hours before the resumption of the meeting are effective for
the resumed part of the meeting.

(c)

(d)

A Manager receives an appointment authority when it Is received at any of the foilowing:
(i)

the Manager's registered office;

(ii)

a fax number at the Manager's registered office; or

(iii)

a place, fax number or electronic address specified for the purpose in the notice
of meeting.

An appointment of a proxy is ineffective if:
(i)

the Manager receives either or both the appointment or "'''r·r.'"''r'l"t' at a fax
number or electronic address; and

(ii)

a requirement (lf any) in the notice of meeting that:

(A)

the transmission be verified in a way soecit!E~d in the notice; or

(B)

the proxy produce the appointment and

(if any) at the

rno.ar!rv'l

is not complied with.
vai!U.:mi:Y of proxy vote (Secticm

(a)

Unless the Manager has received written notice of the matter before the start or
resumption of the meeting at which a proxy votes, a vote cast by the proxy will be valid
even if, before the proxy votes:
(i)

the appointing Member dies; or

(ii)

the Member is mentally incapacitated; or

(i!i)

the Member revokes the proxy's appointment; or

(iv)

the Member revokes the authority under which the proxy was appointed by a
third party; or

(v)

the f'.1ember transfers the Interest in respect of which the proxy was given.

(b)

A proxy who Is not entitled to vote on a resolution as a Member may vote as a proxy for
another Member who can vote if their appointment specifies the way they are to vote on
the resolution and they vote that way.

(a)

A body corporate may appoint an individual as a representative to exercise all or any of
its powers at a meeting of Members. The appointment niay be a standing one.

(b)

The appointment must set out what the representative is appointed to do and may set
out restrictions on the representative1S powers. If the appointment is to be by reference
to a position held, the appointment must identify the position.

(c)

A body corporate may appoint more than one representative but only one representative
may exercise the body's powers at any one time.
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(d)

Unless otherwise specified in the appointment, the representative may exercise, on the
body corporate's behalf, all of the powers that the body could exercise at a meeting or in
voting on a resolution.

MEMBERS
18.1

18.2

How many votes a Member has (Section 253C)
(a)

On a show of hands, each Member has one vote.

(b)

On a poll, each Member has one vote for each dollar of the value of the total interests
they have in the Scheme.

Jointly held interests (Section
If an interest is held jointly and more than one Member votes in respect of that interest, only the
vote of the Member whose name appears first in the Register counts.

18.3

Mana~Jer and

associates cannot vote if interested in resolution

The Manager and its Associates are not entitled to vote their interest on a resolution at a ma.a.rlr!n
of Members if they have an interest in the resolution or matter other than as a Member.
18.4

How to work out the value of an interest (Section
The value of an interest of a Member in the Scheme Is the amount that the Manager determines
in writing to be the price that a willing but not anxious buyer wou!d pay for the Members Interest
if it was sold on the Business Day immediately before the day on which the poll is taken.
A challenge to a right to vote at a meeting of Members:

18.6

(a)

may only be made at the meeting; and

(b)

must be determined by the chairperson, whose decision is final.

Votes need not all be cast in the same way (5ec:ticln
On a poll a person voting who is entitled to 2 or more votes:
(a)

need not cast aU their votes; and

(b)

may cast their votes in different ways.

How

18.8

is carried out

(a)

A special or extraordinary resolution put to the vote at a meeting of Members must be
decided on a poll.

(b)

Any other resolution put to the vote at a meeting of Members must be decided on a show
of hands unless a poll is demanded. The resolution is passed on a poll if it has been
passed by at least 50% of the votes cast by Members entitled to vote on the resolution.

(c)

On a show of hands, a declaration by the chairperson is conclusive evidence of the result.
Neither the chairperson nor the minutes need to state the number or proportion of the
votes recorded in favour or against.

Matters on which a
(a)

A poll may be demanded on any resolution.

(b)

A poll cannot be demanded on any resolution concerning:
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the election of the chairperson of a meeting; or

(ii)

the adjournment of a meeting.
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(c)

18.9

A demand for a poll may be withdrawn.

When a poll is effectively demanded (Section 253l)
(a)

(b)

At a meeting of Members, a poll may be demanded by:
(i)

at least fNe (5) Members present entitled to vote on the resolution; or

(ii)

Members present with at least 5% of the votes that may be cast on the
resolution on a poH; or

(iii)

the chairperson.

The poH may be demanded:
(i)

before a vote is taken; or

(ii)

before the voting results on a show of hands are declared; or

(Hi)

immediately after the voting results on a show of hands are declared,

(c)

The percentage of votes that t4embers have is to be worked out as at close of business
on the day before the poll is demanded.

(a)

A Manager must keep minute books in which it records within one month:

(b)

(i)

proceedings of meetings of Members; and

(ii)

resolutions of meetings of Members.

The Manager must ensure that minutes of meeting are signed within a reasonable time
after the meeting by the chairperson of the meeting or the chairperson of the next

meeting.
(c)

(d)

The Manager must keep the minute books at:
(i)

its registered office; or

(ii)

its principal place of business in Australia; or

(iii)

another place approve<! by the Commission.

A minute that is so recorded and signed is evidence of the proceeding or resolution to
which it relates/ unless the contrary is proved.

Members'
(a)

The Manager must ensure that the minute books for the meetings of Members are open
for inspection by Members free of charge.

(b)

A tiJember may ask the Manager in writing for a copy of any minutes of a meeting of the
il!embers or an extract of the minutes.

(c)

The Manager is entitled to charge a Member a copying fee of not more than $2.50 per
page or an amount not exceeding any amount prescribed, whichever is the lesser.

(d)

If the Manager requires payment for the copy1 the Manager must send it:
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2.0
20.1

Power to Amend
The Constitution may be modified, or repealed and replaced with a new constitution:

20.2

(a)

by special resolution of the Members; or

(b)

by the Manager if the r-1anager reasonably considers the change will not adversely affect
Members' rights.

lodgement of Amendment

The Manager must lodge with the Commission a copy of the modification or the new Constitution.
The modification/ or repeal and replacement/ cannot take effect until the copy has been lodged.

(a)

(b)

21.2

Subject to clause 21.5, the:
(i)

rl!anager is entitled to be paid out of the Income of the Scheme a management
fee of up to 1.5% per annum of the Gross Asset Value of the Scheme; and

(ii)

the fee is caiculated and payable monthly in arrears.

The Manager's management fee must be paid up to the date of completion of the fina!
winding up of the Scheme.

Custodian's
If a custodian is appointed, the
and expenses.

21.3

Dis;putes

M!:>t... ~,.,,::>r

shall be responsible for

n:::.\1'/Y\OnT

of the custodian's fees

between the Mana!;;Jer and Members

A Member claiming that a dispute has arisen must notify the Manager giving details of the dispute
in writing (Including by email) or by telephone.

(a)

On receipt of a dispute from the Member, the Manager shall promptly reply (within 5
Business Days) acknowledging receipt of the notice of dispute.

(b)

The designated dispute resolution officer of the Manager shall immediately investigate the
complaint and If necessary correspond directly with the complainant Member in relation
to the disputed matter.

(c)

The dispute resolution officer shall within 30 Business Days of receipt of the notice of
dispute from the Member seek to finalise its investigation of the dispute and report In
writing to the Member the result of the dispute.

(d)

Where the f'.1anager has been unable to substantially respond to the complaint within 45
days the dispute resolution officer will report in writing to the Member advising them
reasons for the delay, when a response can be expected and referring them to the
external dispute resolution scheme.

(e)

The t-1anager is entitled to be reimbursed from the Assets its reasonable costs incurred in
complying with this clause.
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21.5

Priority
Income distributions from the Scheme are to be conducted in the following order:

(a)

the Income Warranty (if any) has been paid;

(b)

expenses of the Scheme;

(c)

payment to each Member a distribution up to their Benchmark Return;

(d)

the t4anager will pay any management fee;

(e)

as provided in clause 8.5(d).

(a)

If the Manager wants to retire, it must call a r.l!embers'
to explain its reason for
wanting to retire and to enable the Members to vote on an extraordinary resolution to
choose a new Manager.

(b)

If the Members choose a manager and that person has consented, in
becoming the Scheme's Manager:

to

(i)

as soon as practicable and in any event within 2 Business Days after the
resolution is passed, the current f'.1anager must lodge a notice with the
Commission asking it to alter the record of the Scheme's registration to the name
of the new Manager;

(ii)

if the current Manager does not lodge the notice required by paragraph (b )(i) the
person chosen by the Members to be the new Manager may lodge that notice.

(c)

If the Members do not choose a person to be the new tJ!anager, or the person they
choose does not consent to becoming the Scheme's Manager, the current Manager may
apply to the court for the appointment of a temporary Manager under section 601FP of
the Law.

(a)

If the Members want to remove the Manager, they must take action under clause 13.2 for
the calling of a Members' meeting to consider and vote on:

(b)
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(i)

an extraordinary resolution that the current Manager should be removed; and

(ii)

an extraordinary resolution choosing a person to be the new Manager.

If the Members vote to remove the Manager and, at the same meeting, choose a person
to be the new Manager that consents, In writing, to becoming the Scheme's iVIanager:
(i)

as soon as practicable and in any event within 2 Business Days after the
resolution is passed, the Manager must lodge a notice with the Commission
asking it to alter the record of the Scheme's registration to name the person
chosen as the Scheme/s Manager; and

(ii)

if the current Manager does not lodge the notice required by paragraph (b)(i),
the person chosen by the Members to be tt,e new Manager may lodge that
notice.
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23.1

Former Manager to
(Section 601FR)

hand

over

books

and

provide reasonable assistance

If the Manager of the Scheme changes, the former Manager must;

23.2

(a)

as soon as practicable give the new Manger any books in the former Manager's
possession or control that the Law requires to be kept in relation to the Scheme; and

(b)

give other reasonable assistance to the new Manger to facilitate the change of manager.

Rights, obligations and liabilities of former Manager (Section
(a)

If the rV'Ianager of the Scheme changes the rights, obligations and liabilities of the former
Manager in relation to the Scheme become rights, obligations and liabilities of the new
Manager.

(b)

Despite paragraph (a), the following rights and liabilities remain rights and liabifities of
the former Manager:
(i)

any right of the former Manger to be paid fees for the performance of its
functions before it ceased to be the manager; and

(ii)

any right of the former Manager to be indemnified for expenses It incurred before
it ceased to be the manger; and

(Iii)

any right,
Scheme; and

(iv)

any liability for which the former Manager could not have been
the Property if it had remained the Scheme's manager.

or liability that the former

had as a Member of the
out of

Notices given under or for the purpose of this Constitution must be written in the
language.
Notices to the

Mana~~;Jer

Notices to the Manager may be
to its principal
Prospectus or notified to l'v1embers from time to time.

of business as disclosed in

Joint Members
Notices to a joint Member may be addressed to the one of them whose name first appears in
Register, at that one's address shown in the Register, and may be served at that address.

24.4

Form

Notlce

A notice may be delivered

by

post or by facsimile transmission.

Time
If, before 5 pm. local time on a Business Day in the place of

a

(a)

by hand; or

(b)

by facsimile transmission and the party completes transmission,

delivers a notice:

the notice will be taken as given on the day of de!ivel)' or transmission and in any other case on
the next following Business Day.
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24.6

Notices by post
If a party gives a notice by prepaid post the notice will be taken as given on the second Business
Day after the notice is posted.

24.7

Incomplete facsimile transmission
If a party gives a notice by facsimile transmission and the transmission is not fully legible, the
party giving the notice may not rely on this clause to prove the giving of the notice.

24.8

Facsimile transmission reasonably believed to be unintelligible
A facsimile transmission may not be relied upon if the party giving the notice has reason to
believe that the transmission or part of the transmission is lllegible1 or not an accurate
representation of the original document.
Requ.~

for re-transmission

A party is not entitled to object to a facsimile transmission as b-eing not fully legible or accurate
unless the party requests re"transmission within 2 hours (being hours between 9 am. and 5 pm
local time on a Business Day at the place of receipt) of completion of transmission; if a facsimile
transmission Is made within 2 hours before 5 pm on a Business Day and is unintelligible, the
receiving pat1:1 has until 10 am local time on the next Business Day at the p!ace of receipt to
request re~transmission.

24.10
A notice given by the Manager must be signed

an Officer of the Manager.

24.11 Address of Ap.pU!:ants
Tne address for service of an
is the address shown in its APt)liu:itic'n until it notifies the
Manager of another address in accordance with this clause.
l:lnnii"':~C!e1

of Members

The address for service of a Member is the address shown in the Register, or in the case of jolnt
Members, the address shown in the Register of the joint Member who is first named in the
Register.

service of the

Mana!~er

The Manager may
notice to the Commission, change its address or facsimile number for
service under this clause.

A financial report and directors/ report for the Scheme must be prepared for each Financial Year
ln accordance with the requirements of the Law.
C01mpliar1ce with l'\\,:1t..ut.nn.m"" Sb!mdan:ls

25.3

(a)

The financial report for a Financial Year must comply with the Accounting Standards.

(b)

The financial report must comply with any further requirements in the Regulations,

True

Fair

The Financial Statements and notes for a financial year must give a true and fair view of:

(a)

the financial position and performance of the Scheme; and

(b)

if consolidated Financial Statements are required -the financial position and performance
of the consolidated entity.
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25.4

Audit of annual financial report {section 301)

Each Scheme must have the financial report for the Financial Year audited in accordance with
division 3 of part 2M.3 of chapter 2M of the Law and obtain an Auditors report.
25.5

Annual Financial Report to Members (Section 314)

(a)

The Manager must report to Members for a Financial Year by either:
(i)

(ii)

sending Members copies of:

(A)

financial report for the year; and

(B)

the directors' report for the year (see sections 298 - 300 of the Law); and

(C)

the Auditors report on the financial report; or

sending Members a concise finandal report for the year the complies with the

Law.
(b)

A Scheme must report to its Members within 3 months after the end of the Financial
Year.

Members choices

(a)

Annual Financial Information {~:ctJlon

A Member may request the Manager:
(i)

not to send them the annual financial

to send them a fuil financiai

or

and the directors'

and Auditors

A request may be a standing request or for a particular Financial Year. The Member fs
not entitled to a report for a financial year earlier than the one before the financial year
in which the
is made.
under paragraph (a)(ii) is:

(b)
(I)

7 days after the request is received; or

(ii)

3 months after the end of the Financial Year;

whichever is later.
(c)

A full financial report, directors'
and Auditors report are to be sent free of
unless the fl.1ember has
received a copy of them free of charge.

Suppi!Yirlg information to the Auditor

The Manager must supply the Auditor with any information the Auditor
necessary for the performance of the duties of the Auditor.

and which is

Accounts of other Members

(a)

The Manager must not prepare the financial
of the Scheme in such a way as to
make it apparent to others reading the financial report (inciuding
the details of
individual Members Interest.

(b)

Nothing in this Constitution ls to be read as requiring the Manager to send or make
available reports of Member's Interests and to any person other than the Member
concerned (or the Member's authorised agents).

(c)

The t+lanager may disclose details of the Members Interests to those involved in the
preparation and auditing of the Scheme.

(d)

This clause is subject to any requirements imposed on the Manager by law.
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26.1

Appointment
(a)

The Manager will appoint the Auditor and the auditor of the Compliance Plan. The
appointments will be a registered company auditor according to the provisions of the

Law;
(b)

26.2

The appointee may be the auditor of the Manager unless otherwise restricted by the Law.

Removal or Retirement of Auditor
(a)

The Manager may remove the Auditor or auditor of the Compliance Plan at any time.

(b)

The auditors may retire after giving notice to the Manager. The auditors must give at
least one month's notice unless otherwise agreed with by the Manager.

Pa,rme!nts to Members
Any money payable by the Manager to a Member under this Constitution may be paid
means as directed by the Member from time to time and, in the absence of a direction,
made by direct Bank transfer or by crossed not negotiable cheque payable to the rv!o''""'"'''"" or
order and sent through the post to the Member at its address in the Register/ or in the case of
joint holders made payable to the joint holders or bearer and sent to the Members at the address
shown in the register of the joint holder who is first named in the Register. Payment of a
drawn and posted in accordance with this clause is in full satisfaction of the monies
the Member and a good discharge to the Mar1aa1er

Retention

documents

The Manager is to
and make available to the auditor for inspection
for a period of at least 7 years from their respective dates, the following:
(a)

Applications;

(b)

cancelled Certificates; and

(c)

instruments of transfer and transmission.

reasonable

of this Constitution
A copy of this Constitution must be held by the
at its
office and registered
office and made available during normal business hours at those
for inspection by
Members. A Member is entitled to a copy of this Constitution upon payment to the
of
the reasonable costs and expenses of preparing a copy.
Gn•Lt~rnin:n

law and jurisdictiton

This Constitution is governed by and is to be construed in accordance with the laws of the State
of Queensland. Each party and the Members and Applicants irrevocably and unconditionally
submits to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Queensland and courts entitled to hear
appeals from those courts.
No Waiver

The failure of a party at any time to require full or
performance of any provision of this
Constitution shall not affect in any way the full right of that party to require that performance
subsequently. The waiver by any party of a breach of a provision of th!s Constitution shall not be
deemed a waiver of all or part of that provision or of any other provision or of the right of that
party to avail itself of its rights subsequently. Any waiver of a breach of this Constitution shaH be
in writing signed by the party granting the waiver, and shall be effective only to the extent
specifically set out in that waiver.
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28.1

Complaints Handling System
The Manager shall establish a complaints handling framework that complies with AS ISO 100022006 Customer satisfaction - Guidelines for complaints handling in organizations (ISO
10002:2004, MOD) for the handling of disputes under this Constitution.

28.2

Essential Elements

The complaints handling process shall have as a minimum requirements for:
(a)

(Commitment}.
complaints.

(b)

(Fairness). The complaints handling process shall recognise the need to be fair to both
the complainant Member and the Manager.

(c)

There shall be adequate resources for complaints handling with sufficient
of delegated authority.

(d)

(Visibility). The complaints handling process shall be well publicised to Members and
staff of the Manager and shall include information to Members about the right to

There shall be a commitment to efficient and fair resolution of

complain.
(e)

{Access). The complaints handling process shall be assessable to all Members and
information shaH be readily available on the details of making and resolving complaints.

(f)

{As1sistar1ce). Assistance shall be available for Members in a formulation and lodgement
of complaint.

Complaints shall be dealt with

(g)

and the tl!embers shall be

treated courteously.

28.3

(h)

Complaints handling shall be at no charge to the
complaining
Member. The Manager shaH be entitled to be reimbursed for its costs from Scheme
assets in dealing with the particular complaints.

(i)

(Remedies). The
implement remedies,

0)

There shall be appropriate
Members and their outcome.

(k)

[Sy·stE!m21tiC and recurring
Complaints shall be classified and
identification and rectification of systematic and recurring problems.

(I)

There shall be appropriate reporting on the
complaints handling process against documented performance standards.

(m)

The complaints handling process shall be reviewed annually to ensure that it
Is sufficiently delivering effective outcomes.

Dis>putes between the

handling process shan have the capacity to determine and
of complaints
::1n~''""'"r1

of the

and Members

A Member claiming that a dispute has arisen must notify the t-1anager giving details of the
dispute in writing.
Best

(a)

On receipt of the written notice of dispute from the M"''"""'~~... the Manager shall promptly
reply (within 7 Business Days) acknowledging
of the nctlce of dispute,

(b)

The designated dispute resolution officer of the M~r"':::ln.:u· shall immediately investigate the
complaint and if necessary correspond directly with
complainant Member in relation
to the disputed matter.
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(c)

The dispute resolution officer shall within 30 Business Days of receipt of the notice of
dispute from the Member finalise its investigation of the dispute and report in writing to
the Member the result of the dispute.

(d)

Where the dispute is not resolved to the satisfaction of the Member the Member shall
have 30 days from receipt of the report of the dispute resolution officer to refer the
matter to the Managers compliance committee if a compliance committee exists or
alternatively the board of the Manager.

(e)

The Manager's board or compliance committee shall meet within 21 Business Days of
receipt of a written complaint by a member, received pursuant to paragraph (j) to
consider the dispute.

{f)

The Member shall be entitled to be present at the meeting of the board or compliance
committee with or without legal representation and to be heard either in person or
through the Member's legal representative.

(g)

Subsequent to hearing the Member's complaint the board or compliance committee shall
have a maximum of 14 Business Days within which to consider the complaint and either
or resolve the dispute.

(h)

The board or compliance committee must notify the Member within 21 Business
the hearing under paragraph (e), of its decision.

(i)

If the Member is dissatisfied with the determination of board or
then the Member may refer the complaint to the Dispute Resolution Service.

G)

The Manager is entitled to be reimbursed from the Assets its reasonable costs incurred in
complying with this clause.

where:
(a)
(b)

Current Interest
Current

(d)

Gross Asset Value;

(e)

Income;
Issue Price;

(g)

Issue Provision;

(h)

Uabllities;

(i)

Market Value;

(j)

Net Income;

(k)

Redemption Prlce;

(i)

Redemption

(m)

Authorised Investments;

(n)

Scheme;

(o)

Value; or
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(p)

similar terms or phrases fthe Items),

(q)

are used for the purposes of calculating:

(r)

the issue or redemption price of Interests;

(s)

the fees payable to the Manager, any agent of the Manager or any custodian who holds
Scheme property;

(t}

the extent of any limitation on borrowings or on investment of Scheme property; or

(u)

the amount of a distribution payable to Members,

(v)

the Items are to be calculated by reference to generally accepted accounting principles or
accounting standards as generally accepted or in force immediately before 1 January

2005.
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EXECUTED as a Deed Poll

Signed sealed and delivered
lTD ACN 061 383 944

/20/ i

A

A
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EQUITITRUST PRIORITY CLASS INCOME FUND
REPLACEMENT CONSTITUTION
THIS DEED POLL is made on
BY

30 November 2010

EQUITITRUST LIMITED ACN 061 383 944 of 67 Thomas Drive,
Chevron Island in the State of Queensland

('Manager')
RECITAlS
A.

The Manager is the responsible entity of the Equititrust Priority Class Income Fund
ARSN 089 079 729 established by Deed Poll dated 9 August 1999 (Original Deed')
as amended from time to time Cthe Former Constitution').

B.

Pursuant to Clause 20.1(a) of the Former Constitution, the sole Member of the
Scheme approved the amendments to the Former Constitution contained in this
Deed
in accordance
the requirements of
Australian Securities and
Investments Commission Class Order 09/552 on 30 November 2010.

C.

With effect from the date of this Deed Poll the Former Constitution is replaced with
this Deed Poll including amending the name of the Scheme from the Equititrust
Income Fund No. 2 to the Equititrust Priority Class Income Fund.

D.

From time to time
Manager may invite persons to invest in the Scheme and
anyone who wants to participate in the Scheme may invest by completing and
sending the Application and Application Money to the Manager.

E.

This Constitution is made with the intent that the Manager and each Member will be
bound by

In this Constitution unless the context otherwise requires:

Standards' has the meaning given to that term in section 9 of the
Law;
means a person who has completed and lodged with the Manager an
Application, pursuant to a Offer Document, and has paid the Application Money to
which the Application refers, and includes their successors in title and permitted
assigns;
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'Application' means a duly completed and signed application to invest in a
Scheme, lodged with the Manager and accompanied by payment of the Application
Money;
'Application Account' means the Bank account established by the Manager under
clause 3.3;
'Application Money' means all money paid by the Applicant pursuant to a Offer
Document accepted by the Manager and held by the Manager in the Application
Account;
'Approved Valuer' means any person or firm appointed by the Manager,
value
any property and who is independent of the t-1anager and includes a person
employed or engaged by a company or firm and who:
(a)

is authorised under any law of the State or Territory where
takes place to practice as a valuer; and

(b)

has at least 2 years continuous experience of valuation.

valuation

means all
and liabilities of the Scheme which are, or
as assets or liabilities
the Scheme by the application
generally
accepted accounting principles;
'Associate' means an associate as defined in Division 2 of Part 1.2 of the Law;
required

means
auditor for the Scheme, appointed by
the Law;

'Authorised

means:

(a)

Mortgage Investments;

(b)

loans of any kind including a loan to Equititrust Limited as the responsible
entity of the Equititrust Income Fund ARSN 089 079 854 secured by a fixed
and floating charge or such other appropriate security;

(c)

deposits at call or for a term with any Bank;

(d)

bills of exchange (including commercia! bills) issues, drawn accepted or
endorsed by any Bank or negotiable certificates of deposit issued by any
Bank; and

(e)

any authorised investment as defined in section 21 of the Queensland Trusts
Ad 1973.

'Bank' has the meaning given to that term in section 5 of the Banking Ad 1959
and also includes a bank constituted by or under a law of the State or Territory and
a 'foreign bank' as that term is defined in section 5 of the Banking Ad 1959,
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Benchmark Return' is the relevant distribution hurdle rate for each Member (as
nominated by the Manager when the Member invests in the Scheme) which that
Member must receive from their investment in the Scheme before the Manager is
entitled to receive the management fee referred to in clause 14. The Benchmark
Return is not a forecast or a representation that the Member will receive this return
or indeed any return from their investment in the Scheme;
'Borrower' means a person who borrows or is lent funds from the Manager under
a Mortgage Investment or other loan which forms an Authorised Investment;
'Business Day' means any day on which trading banks on the Gold Coast are
generally open for business;

'Cash' includes cheques, currency notes, bank cheques, bank transfers and bank
drafts in the lawful currency of Australia or another country;

'Certificate, means a certificate or document issued by the Manager to the
Applicant evidencing the acceptance by the Manager of the Application;
'Class' has the meaning given to that term by clause 2.8.
'Commencement Date' means the date on which the Constitution was registered
by the Commission;
'Commission' means the Australian Securities and Investments Commission;
'Compliance Plan' means the compliance plan for the Scheme and registered by
the Commission and includes any approved amendments to the compliance plan
from time to time;

'Constitution' means this Deed, and prior to thereto, shall where the context
permits, also include the Former Constitution;

'Current Interest Value' means:
(i)

in relation to an Interest for the purpose of determining the Issue Price, the
value of an Interest at the relevant time computed by dividing the Current
Value of the Scheme by the total number of Issued Interests at that time;
and

(ii)

in relation to an Interest for the purpose of determining the Redemption
Price, the value of an Interest at the relevant time computed by dividing the
Current Value of the Scheme by the total number of Issued Interests at that
time;

'Current Liabilities, includes all of the Liabilities of the Scheme that would in the
ordinary course of business be due and payable within 12 Months from the date on
which they are ascertained;
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'Current Value' means in relation to the Scheme the amount derived by deducting
from the Value of the Assets of the Scheme:
(a)

all amounts borrowed for the purpose of the Scheme and remaining owing;

(b)

the amount of all actual Liabilities of the Scheme (other than interest and
those referred to in paragraph (a) of this definition) owing but unpaid;

(c)

such amounts as the Manager thinks necessary to provide for all accrued and
contingent outgoings and Liabilities of the Scheme (other than those referred
to in paragraphs (a) to (c) of this definition);

(d)

such amounts which the Manager thinks necessary or desirable to provide or
allow for depreciation or the writing down or replacement of any Authorised
Investments of the Scheme (including provision for amortising leasehold
property) or for any other provisions or allowances; and

(e)

all other amounts which the Manager considers should be deducted for the
purposes of making a fair and reasonable determination, in accordance with
Accounting Standards, of the Current Value of the Scheme;

'Default' means and includes any event of default under a document that secures
a Mortgage Investment or loan which forms an Authorised Investment ;
'Dispute Resolution Service[ means the dispute resolution service approved by
the Commission which the Manager nominates from time to time;
'Distributable Amount' means, in relation to the Scheme, any amounts
determined by the Manager from time to time to be distributed to Members
including:
(a)

the Net Income of the Scheme;

(b)

other Income of the Scheme; and

(c)

any amount of capital of the Scheme,

up to that Member's Benchmark Return.

'Distribution Period' is the regular period, being either monthly, quarterly, yearly
or some other regular period, as agreed between the· Manager and Member that
Income from the Scheme will be distributed to Members.
'Expert/ includes solicitors, barristers, accountants, bankers, financial advisers and
other professionally qualified consultants;
'Financial Statements' has the meaning given to that term in section 9 of the
Law;
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'Financial Year' means the period of 12 Months ending on 30 June in each year
during the continuance of this Constitution and includes the period commencing on
the Commencement Date and expiring on the next succeeding 30 June and any
period between 30 June last occurring before the termination of the Scheme;
'Former Constitution' means the Deed Polls dated 9 August 1999 and 6
September 1999 made by the Manager and referred to in the Recitals;
'GST' has the meaning given to that term by the GST Act;

'GST Act' means A New Tax System (Goods & Setvices Tax) Act 1999 as amended;

'Income' means all amounts which are, or would be recognised as, income by
application of generally accepted accounting principles;

'Interest' means the beneficial interest of a Member in the Scheme;

'Issue Price' means in relation to the issue of an Interest, an amount equal to the
Current Interest Value of the Interest at the time of Issue.

'Issued Interests' means all Interests for the time being created and issued and
not cancelled;

'Land' means a freehold estate or interest in real property in any part of the
Commonwealth of Australia or any State or Territory thereof and includes buildings,
fixtures and fittings (including furnishings) and other improvements erected or
installed thereon;
'Lawf means the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth);

'Liabilities' in respect of the Scheme includes:
(a)

unpaid administrative costs and expenses, including fees of the Manager;

(b)

accrued charges in respect of or owing in relation to any Asset of the
Scheme;

(c)

amounts required to meet present liabilities of the Scheme;

(d)

amounts of all borrowings of the Scheme;

(e)

any provisions for Taxes which, in the opinion of the Manager, should be
taken into account; and

(f)

any other amounts required to meet liabilities or other expenditure which, in
the opinion of the Manager, should be taken into account and which have
not otherwise been taken into account in determining the amount of the
liabilities in any of the preceding paragraphs of this definition;
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'Manager/ means Equititrust Limited ACN 061 383 944 or any other person for the
time being acting as manager, provided that at all times the Manager is the
responsible entity of the Scheme as defined in section 9 of the Law;
'Margin Feel has the meaning given to that term under Clause 14.
'Market Value' of an investment means the current market value determined in
accordance with a method agreed between the Manager and an Approved Valuer or
Expert. If there is a dispute between the Manager and the Approved Valuer, the
decision of the Approved Valuer shall prevail;
'Member' means a person whose Application is accepted and for the time being is
registered under the provisions of this Constitution as a member of the Scheme and
includes persons jointly so registered;
'Month/ means calendar month;
means a loan secured
any other Security Property;

a registered mortgage over

means in relation to the Scheme, 'net income' as that
defined in section 95 Tax Act 1936 as calculated each Financial Year;

is

'Officer! means a person who is a director, secretaty or executive officer of the
rv1anager;
'Offer
means a offer document
the Scheme established by the Constitution;

Applications or

to join

'Quarter/ means each period of 3 Months ending on the last days of March, June,
September and December in each year;
'Redemption Amount' means in respect to a Member, the
of Interests
held by the Member which are to be redeemed multiplied
the Redemption Price
calculated at the time of redemption;
'Redemption
Interests;

means the date the Manager agrees to redeem a Members'

'Redemption
means in relation to the redemption of an Interest, an
amount equal to the Current Interest Value of the Interest at the time of
redemption.
'Register' mean the register of Members to be established and kept by the
Manager under clause 11.2;
means the Corporations Regulations 2001 (Cth);
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'Related Party' means a related party as defined in Part SC. 7 of the Law;
'Scheme' means the scheme established in accordance with this Constitution;
'Scheme Accounts' means the Scheme's bank account;
'Security Property' means the property offered as security by a Borrower;

'Tax Act' means the Income Tax Assessment Acts of 1936 and 1997 (Cth) and the
regulations made thereunder from time to time;

'Taxes/ includes, without limitation, any:
(a)

present or future stamp or documentary taxes, or any other excise or
property taxes, GST, charges or similar levies, interest, penalties, fees or
other amounts (if any) imposed, levied, collected, withheld or assessed
which arise from any payment made to or by
Manager under this
Constitution or any other instrument delivered hereunder or which are
imposed on the Manager in respect of the Scheme or any of the Authorised
thereof;

(b)

taxes, levies, imposts, duties, deductions or withholdings (however called),
charges,
or other amounts (if any) imposed,
interest1 GST,
levied, collected, withheld or assessed of any nature whatever, whensoever
and howsoever imposed, and all liabilities with respect thereto which arise
from any
made to or by the Manager under this Constitution or any
other instrument delivered hereunder; or

(c)

taxes, interest, penalties, charges, GST, fees or other amounts (if
imposed, levied, collected, withheld or assessed upon:

(i)

Application Money;

(ii)

the Scheme, Scheme Accounts, or the Income{ capital gains/ profits,
transactions, accounts{ accruals, receivables or any change in the
worth or value of the Scheme, the Assets or the Authorised
Investments; or

(iii)

the Manager in its capacity as manager of the Scheme,

all such taxes and imposts to include, without limitation/ all imposts made pursuant
to the Tax Act, financial institutions duty, debits tax, withholding tax, GST1 stamp or
documentary taxes, or any other excise or property taxes, charges or similar levies
(howsoever called) imposed, levied, collected withheld or assessed by Australia or
any political subdivision in, or of, Australia or any other jurisdiction from, or to,
which a payment is made by, or on behalf of a Member or pursuant to any
legislation enacted, proclaimed or otherwise brought into operation by any of
foregoing;
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'Value' of an Asset when the value of that Asset is required to be ascertained or
taken into account under this Deed or the Scheme shall mean its Market Value as
last determined.

'Withdraw Offer' means a withdraw offer made by the r"'lanager in accordance
with Part 5C.6 Corporations Act.

'Withdrawal Request Form' means the request form prescribed by the Manager
in accordance vvith clause 10.

Interpretation
In this Constitution, unless the context otherwise requires:
(a)

words expressing the singular include the plural and vice versa;

(b)

words denoting a natural person include corporations and body corporates
and vice versa;

(c)

words denoting gender include both genders;
a reference to a part, clause, paragraph or schedule is a
clause, paragraph or schedule of this Constitution;

to a

this Constitution as

(e)

references to this Constitution are references
amended, supplemented or varied from time to time;

(f)

a reference to writing includes printing, engraving, typewriting, lithog
photography and any other mode of reproducing words in a visible form;

(g)

a reference to a thing or matter includes a reference to a
matter;

(h)

headings are included for convenience only and do not affect interpretation;

(i)

references to a party to this Constitution include the partis successors and
permitted assigns;

U)

references to a document or agreement include references to the document
or agreement as amended, novated, supplemented, varied or replaced from
time to time;

(k)

a reference to a statute includes a reference to or citation of all enactments
amending or consolidating the statute and to an enactment substituted for
the statute;

(I)

references to dollars and'$' refer to amounts in Australian currency;

(m)

the schedules to this Constitution form part of this Constitution; and

the thing or
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(n)

where any word or phrase is given a defined meaning in this Constitution,
any other part of speech or other grammatical form of that work or phrase
has a corresponding meaning.

2.

CONSTITUTION AND DURATION

2.1

Equititrust Priority Class Income Fund
This trust established by the Original Deed is now called the Equititrust Priority
Class Income Fund, which commenced on the Commencement Date.

Assets of Scheme
The Manager declares that it holds and will at all times hold Assets on
Members of the Scheme subject to the provisions of the Constitution and the Law.

2.3

Manager to act as responsible entity of the Scheme
The appointment of the Manager as manager of the Scheme is hereby confirmed
and the Manager agrees to manage the Scheme upon and subject to the terms and
conditions contained
the Constitution.

Manager to establish
The Manager shall, on the execution of the Constitution, lodge and hold the sum of
one hundred dollars ($100) to establish and constitute the Scheme.
Manager
may, from time to time, cause or cause to be received more cash by
addition to the Scheme to be held upon the trusts of the Constitution.

Interests
(a)

The beneficial interest in the Scheme shall be divided into Interests.

(b)

Subject to this Constitution, each Interest represents an undivided part
beneficial interest in the Assets of the Scheme as a whole and not any
particular Asset.

(c)

The Manager must issue an Interest at the Issue Price.

Fractional Interests
The Manager may
its discretion create a fractional Interest in 100 parts for an
amount less than a whole dollar notwithstanding any other provision of this
Constitution, the expression 'Interest' shall, where the context will allow, be
deemed to include such a fractional Interest and such fractional Interest shall carry
with it the rights and obligations which attach to a whole Interest but be limited to
the proportion of those rights and obligation which the number of 100ths in such
fractional Interests bears to 1. A fractional Interest may also be created by the
redemption of part of a whole Interest.
9
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2.7

Nature of Beneficial Interest
A Member shall be entitled under this Constitution or as provided by the Law to a
specific beneficial interest in the Scheme but such interest shall not entitle the
Member other than as provided by this Constitution:

2.8

2.9

(a)

to interfere with the rights or powers of the f\1anager in its dealings with the
Scheme or any part thereof; or

(b)

to exercise any rights, powers or privileges in respect of any Authorised
Investment.

Classes of Interest
(a)

The Manager may create and issue Interests with different rights and
restrictions as contained in an Offer Document or as otherwise determined
by the Manager (Class).

(b)

Subject to the rights and restrictions of a Class as provided in paragraph (a)
each Interest confers on its holder identical rights to those conferred by each
Interest of that Class.

(c)

The Manager

divide issued

Binding Effect of Constitution
The Constitution operates as a deed and is binding on
and
Member and all persons claiming through them as if they were parties to the
Constitution, and each Applicant by signing the Application, acknowledges being so
bound.

10 Minimum Investment Amounts and Holdings
The Manager may at any time determine minimum amounts which may be invested
and accepted as Application Moneys in the Scheme including any minimum holding
of Interests in the Scheme.

3.

APPLICATION

3.1
The Manager may, in accordance with the proviSions of the Law and this
Constitution, invite investment in the Scheme and issue a Offer Document in
relation to such an invitation.
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3.2

Applications
A person who wishes to invest in the Scheme must make an Application in the
manner specified in the Offer Document and pay the Issue Price associated with
the Application Money payable.

3.3

Application Account
Unless otherwise required by the Law, the Manager must establish and maintain a
Bank account in the name of the Manager to be designated the Application Account
for the Scheme. The Application Account must be established and operated in
accordance with the requirements of the Law.

3.4

Application Money to be paid to Manager
The Manager must, in each Offer Document and other representations relating
the Scheme, direct how all cheques and other payment orders in respect of
Applications are to be drawn on account of the Scheme.

Application

with

Where the fv1anager receives Application Money
a completed
relating to a current Offer Document, the Manager must pay the Application
into the Application Account as soon as practicable after its receipt, but no later
than the close
business on the next Business Day after the day of receipt.

3.6

Application

without completed Application

Where the Manager receives Application Money that is not accompanied by a
completed Application relating to a current Offer Document it will, as soon as
practicable, return the Application Money to the Applicant or:

3.7

to obtain the Application from the Applicant;

(a)

attempt

(b)

pay the Application Money into the Application Account; and

(c)

if interest accrues while the Application Money is held in the Application
Account, ask the Applicant, in writing, whether the Applicant wants the
interest to be dealt with as additional Application Money or to be paid to the
Applicant.

Dealing with ............ ,.................. ,.~

If the Manager pays the Application Money into the Application Account under
clause 3.6, the Manager will:
(a)

hold the Application Money on trust for the Applicant, until the Application is
received; and
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(b)

(c)

if the Application is received by the Manager within 30 days after the
Application Money is received:

(i)

apply the Application Money to the Scheme Accounts as soon as
practicable after receiving the Application; and

(ii)

deal with any interest accrued while the Application Money was held
by the l\1anager in the Application Account in the manner disclosed in
the Offer Document; and

if the Application has not been received by the Manager within 30 days after
the Applic.ation Money was received, return the Application Money and
interest (if any) to the Applicant as soon as practicable.

Manager's discretion
The Manager has the sole discretion to determine whether
accept or reject an
Application in whole or in part without giving reasons. Where the Manager
determines to reject an Application, it must give written notice to the Applicant
within a reasonable time after receipt of the Application. The Manager
a further 10 Business Days after the notice
rejection is given, refund
Applicant the Application f\1oney, subject to clearance of the Application Money.

3.9

Manager may withdraw Offer Document
The Manager may in its sole discretion determine at
to
Document. The Manager within 5 Business Days after
notice
Offer Document is given, repay to all Applicants their Application
pursuant to that Offer Document and held in the Application Account. Any interest
that has accrued on Application Money in the Application Account shall be dealt with
as disclosed in the Offer Document.

Manager

3.

Confirm Acceptance

(a)

Once the Application is accepted the Manager must enter the Applicant on
the Register as a Member.

(b)

The Manager must transfer the Application Money of the fv1ember
Scheme Accounts and issue Interests to the Member at the Issue Price.

Issue Price
Interests are issued at the Issue Price.

3.12 Certificates
The Manager
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(a)

may issue to each Member a Certificate as evidence of the Interest held by a
Member; and

(b)

may cancel existing Certificates and reissue new Certificates where the
f\1anager has been supplied with evidence to the satisfaction of the Manager
that the existing Certificate has been lost, or stolen.

3.13 Form of Certificate
The Certificate is to be in the form as determined by the Manager.

3.14 Joint Members
In the case of joint Members, only the person whose name appears first
Register is entitled to a Certificate relating to that Interest.

Replacement Certificates
Replacement Certificates
conditions as determined by

issued in the circumstances
Manager.

(a)

The Scheme Accounts may pool individual Member/s funds.

(b)

The Manager shall at all
Investments.

invest

subject to

Scheme Accounts in

AND

4.1

Exercise

powers of the Manager

(a)

Subject to the provisions of this Constitution and the Law, the Manager has
absolute and uncontrolled discretion as to the exercise of its powers,
authorities and duties, in relation to the manner, mode and time of exercise
of those powers/ authorities and duties.

(b)

a body corporate,
The Manager has all the powers of a natural person
including the power to invest and to borrow or raise money for the purposes
of a Scheme and on security of the relevant Assets.

Power

Appoint Agent (Section 601FB(2))

(a)

The Manager has power to appoint an agent, or otherwise engage a person/
to do anything that it is authorised to do in connection with the Scheme.

(b)

For the purpose of determining whether:

(i)

there is a liability

the Members; or
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(ii)

the Manager has properly performed its duties for the purposes of
section 601GA(2) of the Law;

the Manager is taken to have done (or failed to do) anything that the agent
or person has done (or failed to do) because of the appointment or
engagement, even if they were acting fraudulently or outside the scope of
their authority or engagement.

4.3

Authority for Agent (Section 601FB(3))
An agent appointed, or a person othervvise engaged, by:
(a)

the agent or person referred to in clause 4.2; or

(b)

a person who is taken under this clause to be an agent of the Manager;
to do anything that the Manager is authorised
in connection with a
Scheme is taken to be an agent appointed
the Manager to do that thing
for the purposes of clause 4.2.

Liability

Agent (Section 601FB(4))

If:
(a)

an agent holds any Assets on behalf of the Manager; and

(b)

the agent is liable to indemnify the

against any loss or

(i)

the Manager suffers as a result of a wrongful or negligent
omission of the agent; and

(ii)

relates to a failure by the Manager to ""'"'"' . .+'"'"" ..... its duties in
Scheme;

that:
or

to a

then any amount recovered under the indemnity forms part of the Assets.

5
Each person who completes an Application accepted by the Manager or acquires an
Interest, appoints the Manager and any director, officer, attorney or substitute
nominated by the Manager severally for this purpose as its attorney with the rights
and powers to:
(a)

sign complete or otherwise arrange any mortgage, loan, charge and all other
documents required by the Manager in respect of any Authorised
Investment;

(b)

sign a Withdrawal Request Form on behalf of the person/Member to facilitate
that Members withdrawal from the Scheme;
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(c)

appoint substitutes or otherwise delegate its powers (including this power of
delegation);

(d)

execute any document or take any action in the Managers opinion it is
reasonably necessary to protect the interests of the Member, Members or the
Manager in respect of any Authorised Investment;

(e)

conduct or deal with any Security Property provided in respect of a
Authorised Investment where the Borrower Defaults;

(f)

exercise any rights (including its right to exercise a power of sale) pursuant
to any mortgage and/or the Property Law Act 1974/

(g)

subject to any mortgage documentation, execute any document or
instrument required for conducting any power of sale, transfer, lease or other
disposition partial or in full the property offered as security for the Authorised
Investment;
may incur any debts in relation to any property offered as security for a
Authorised Investment and generally manage the Scheme property on behalf
ofthe
and

(i)

without limiting the aforementioned, do everything and anything which in
attorneys reasonable opinion is necessary or expedient to enable the
exercise of any rights of the fv1anager, the Member or the Members
the Authorised Investment in relation to any Authorised Investment or
Scheme property.
BURSEMENTS OF

Indemnity
The Manager is indemnified out of the Assets for all debts, liabilities, damages,
costs, taxes, charges, expenses and outgoings reasonably and properly incurred by
lt in the proper performance of its functions and duties and exercising its powers
under this Constitution or
law, except in the case of debts, liabilities, damages,
costs, taxes, charges, expenses or outgoings incurred or payable in respect of or as
a result of gross neglect, deceit or a material breach of covenant of the Manager.

5.2

limitation of liability
Except in the case of a failure to exercise care and diligence, the Manager will not
be liable to account to nor to indemnify the Scheme, or a Member or person
claiming under or on behalf of a Member, for anything done in good faith in the
performance of its functions and duties and the exercise of its powers under this
Constitution or at law including:
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(a)

a failure to perform or do an act or thing which or the Manager is hindered,
prevented or forbidden from doing or performing by reason of any present or
future law (statutory or otherwise);

(b)

payments made by the Manager in good faith to a duly empowered fiscal
authority of the Commonwealth, a State or Territory for Taxes or other
charges on the Scheme, an Authorised Investment or a Certificate, or with
respect to any transaction reasonably and properly entered into under this
Constitution, although the payment as a matter of law ought or need not
have been made;

(c)

anything done in good faith relying upon advice from an Expert instructed or
appointed by the Manager and independent of the Manager;

(d)

anything done in good faith by the Manager in respect of an Application or
notice on which there is a forged signature or inaccurate details provided
matter or thing no
that there were at the time of the doing of the
reasonable grounds to believe that the signature or detail was not genuine or
accurate; or
any other action taken
the Manager in
Manager has acted in good faith.

5.3

Further limitation of liability of the Manager
Except in the case of the Manager's failure to exercise care
diligence,
Manager is not liable to Members to any extent greater than the extent of the
Assets vested in the Manager or received and/or held by it in accordance with
provisions of this Constitution.

Transactions

Scheme

Subject to the Law and the Manager's duties to Members, the Manager is entitled, .
in any capacity other than as manager of the Scheme, to contract with a Member, a
Scheme or any Authorised Investment or any property proposed to be acquired as
an Asset, without any liability to account to the Members of that Scheme only if:

5.5

(a)

the transaction is not in breach of any covenant contained in this
Constitution; and

(b)

the Manager acts in the transaction with good faith to the Members.

Further indemnity
If the Manager acquires an Asset the holding of which exposes or may expose the
Manager to personal liability or if the Manager enters into any contract, credit
facility or other transaction on behalf of a Scheme which exposes or may expose
the Manager to any personal liability, the Manager has a right of indemnity out of
the Assets in respect of that liability.
16
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5.6

Dealings by the Manager
Nothing in this Constitution prevents the Manager or any person associated with the
Manager from being a Member.

6.

INVESTMENT

6.1

Investment Management
It is the role of the Manager to invest funds held in the Scheme Account in
Authorised Investments for Members.

6.2

Investment in Authorised Investments
The Manager subject to the terms of this Constitution has complete and unfettered
discretion to invest Members' funds in Authorised Investments.

The ~'lanager shall implement practices, systems and procedures to monitor
performance of Authorised Investments made by it and shall where considered
prudent and appropriate take whatever action as may be necessary
protect the
capital value of the Authorised Investments of the Scheme including institution of
any recovery action under Mortgages or other securities held in respect of
Authorised Investments made in order to recover or maximise recovery
the
capital and any unpaid income component of any Authorised Investment.

INCOME
1

THE SCHEME

Manager to
The Manager will receive and collect the Income of the Authorised Investments
will pay it into the Scheme Accounts. The Manager will make all payments relating
to the Scheme from the Scheme Accounts.

7.2

Decision of Manager final
The decision of the Manager as to whether any item amount to be distributed to
Members is Income or capital shall be final.

7.3

Distribution of Income
The Manager must distribute to each Member, that Member's Income entitlement,
accrued pursuant to clause 7.4 not less than 14 days after the end of the
Distribution Period.

Distribution Period
The Distribution Period for

Member shall be:
17
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7.5

(a)

quarterly, monthly, half yearly, or yearly as disclosed by the Manager in the
Offer Document; or

(b)

if the Manager so provides, as agreed between the Member and the Manager
at the time the Members Application is accepted.

Distribution Surplus
Notwithstanding any other provision in this Constitution, following each Distribution
Period the Distributable Amount shall be paid in the following order of priority and
subject to the provisions of clauses 2.8 and 14.5:
(a)

payment to each Member a distribution up to their particular Benchmark
Return;

(b)

paymentof

(c)

payment of Scheme expenses; then

(d)

a further distribution to Members commensurate with
Interests they hold.

Manage(s management
balance

keep separate accounts
The Manager may keep separate accounts of different categories
Income and allocate the Income from any category or source to any

7.8

(a)

The Manager may invite Members in
Scheme to reinvest any or all of
their distribution by way of application for additional Interests in
Scheme.
The terms of any such invitation will be determined by the Manager and may,
amongst other things, provide that unless a Member otherwise directs the
Manager, that Member will be deemed to have elected to reinvest all or part
of their distribution. Any invitation may be withdrawn or varied by the
Manager.

(b)

Interests so applied for will be deemed to have been issued on the first day
of the Distribution Period immediately following the Distribution Period in
respect of which the distribution has accrued or such other date determined
by the Manager.

Members presently entitled to Distributable Income
In accordance with clause 7.5, at the end of each Distribution Period the Members
will be presently entitled (within the meaning of the Tax Act) to all distributable
income derived during the relevant Distribution Period in proportion to the Interests
of which they are registered as the holders at such time.
18
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8.

TERMINATION OF THE SCHEME

8.1

Termination of a Scheme
Subject to clause 8.2, the Scheme will terminate 80 years from the Commencement
Date unless othervvise specified in the Offer Document for the Scheme.

8.2

Defined Event of Winding Up
The Manager must wind up the Scheme or cause the Scheme to be wound up on
the occurrence of any one of the following circumstances:

8.3

(a)

The Scheme is without a Manager for whatever reason;

(b)

The Manager uses the mechanism provided for in Section 601NC of the Law;

(c)

The Members decide in a meeting called in accordance with this Constitution
and the Law
wind up the Scheme;

(d)

The Scheme comes to the end of its term (as set out in clause 8.1);

(e)

Any of the circumstances set out in Section 601NE of the Law
that the Manager is required to wind up the Scheme; or

(f)

A court orders the Scheme to be wound up pursuant to Section 601ND of the
Law.

Procedure for Winding
(a)

Unless otherwise required by the Law, the Manager is responsible for
winding up the Scheme.

(b)

The Manager must convert to money all Authorised Investments, deduct all
proper costs and then distribute to each Member funds in proportion to the
number of Interest held by a Member divided by the total number of
Interests on issue. The Manager may make interim distributions during the
winding up process.

(c)

The Manager must proceed with the winding up efficiently, diligently and
without undue delay. The Manager must complete the winding up process
within such time frame as it considers is available to do so, whilst complying
with its duties under this Constitution.

(d)

The Manager may retain from the proceeds of winding up:

(i)

sufficient funds to meet future obligations which the Manager
reasonably believes will fall due after a distribution is made to
Members; and
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(ii)

to pay its own remuneration expenses for work to be done following
the realisation of Members' Funds.

(e)

During the winding up of the Scheme, the Manager may terminate any other
agreements or arrangements it has entered into with Members which relate
to the Scheme. The Manager must give notice to the rvtembers of the
termination of those agreements or arrangements.

(f)

Once the Manager believes the winding up is complete,
Manager must
engage a registered company auditor to audit the final accounts of the
Scheme. The Manager must send a copy of any report made by the auditor
to Members within 30 days after the Manager receives the report from the
auditor.

9.

TRANSFER AND TRANSMISSION OF MEMBERS, INTERESTS

9.1

General principles when dealing with Members' Interests
(a)

A Member may transfer their Interests only in accordance

the provisions

of this Constitution and, ln particular:

(i)

the transferee must
Constitution; and

(ii)

a transfer of the Interests in the Scheme must be delivered to the
Manager together
or Certificates
any) in
of the Interests to

to

by the

of this

(b)

The Manager will not be required to effect any transaction or dealing in any
Interest on behalf of or for the benefit of or at the request of any Member
unless the Member has paid or otherwise provided for, to the Managerls
satisfaction, all duties, Taxes, governmental charges, transfer fees,
registration fees, brokerage fees and other charges (whether similar to
foregoing or not) which may have become or may be payable in respect of
the transaction or dealing. The Manager is entitled, if it thinks fit, to pay and
discharge all or any of those duties and charges on behalf of the rVlember
concerned and retain the amount so paid out of any moneys to which the
Member may be, or become, entitled.

(c)

The Manager may decline to register any transfer during the period that the
Register is dosed pursuant to clause 11.6.

(d)

Every instrument of transfer of an Interest which is registered will be
retained by the Manager for such period as the Manager may determine,
after which (subject to the provisions of any law or this Constitution to the
contrary) the Manager may destroy it.
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(e)

Where the Manager refuses to register any instrument of transfer, within 2
Months after the date on which the instrument was deposited with the
Manager, the Manager will give notice of the refusal to the person who
deposited it and any instrument of transfer which the Manager refuses to
register will (except in the case of suspected fraud) be returned to the
person depositing it upon request by such person within 2 Months of the
giving of the notice.

(f)

The Manager may refuse to register or fail to register or give effect to any
transfer of an Interest without assigning a reason.

(g)

Upon the registration of a transfer of any Interest, the Manager will within
one Month after the date of such registration issue to the transferee or
transmittee written confirmation of the transfer or transmission.

form of transfer
The transfer of an Interest shall be
in the nominated by the Manager. The
form will have regard
the need for the transferee to be bound to this Constitution
and any
arrangements which go to the integrity of the Scheme.

Transmission
Subject to the provisions

this Constitution:

(a)

case of the death of any Member
survivor or survivors (where the
in
executors or administrators (where
deceased was a joint holder) or
deceased was the sole holder) are the only persons recognised by the
in the
Manager as having any title to or interest in the Interests
deceased's name;

(b)

any person becoming entitled to any Interests in consequence of the death
or bankruptcy of a Member may upon:

(i)

producing to the Manager evidence of the capacity in which they
propose to act under the provisions of this clause or of their title to
the Interests as the Manager deems sufficient;

(ii)

in the case of the death of the Member, producing to the Manager
evidence of payment of any duties the Manager may require; and

(iii)

delivering up to the Manager for cancellation the Certificate for the
Interests,

be registered as the holder of the Interests and the Manager shall cancel the
existing Certificate for Interests and issue a new Certificate for Interests in
their name;
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(c)

10.

any person becoming entitled to any Interests because of the death or
bankruptcy of a Member may give a good and sufficient discharge to the
Manager for any money paid to them but are not entitled to receive notices
of or to attend or vote at any meetings of Members until they have become
registered as a Member in respect of such Interests.

WITHDRAWAL

10.1 Withdraw Offers
(a)

Members will only be able to redeem their Interests under a Withdraw Offer
made by the Manager in accordance with Part 5C.6 of the Law.

(b)

The Manager may, in its absolute discretion, determine whether or not to
make a Withdraw Offer and the Manager may determine that the Withdraw
Offer apply to Members in a specific Class of Members.

10.2 Form of a Member's request
a VVithdrawal

(a)

The Manager will prescribe from time

Form.

(b)

The f\1anager must keep a supply (either hard copy or on computer) of
Withdrawal Request Forms at its registered office and principal place of
business.

(c)

The Manager must provide Members on
Request Form
of charge.

10.3 Accompanying evidence
Any Member who makes a
withdrawal must do so on the current
Withdrawal Request Form and also provide satisfactory evidence to the Manager of
the Member's title or authority to deal with the Member's Interest. The Manager
must act reasonably in determining what is satisfactory evidence.

No redemption obligation
The Manager is not obliged to cause the redemption of Interests in the Scheme in
any circumstances.

10.5 Staggering of Redemption Dates
Despite any provision of this Constitution, the Manager may determine more than
one Redemption Date for Interests to be redeemed pursuant to a Withdrawal
Request Form and such Interests will be redeemed over those days in such
proportions as the Manager determines, provided that all such Interests are
redeemed within the time specified in clause 10.1.
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10.6 Funding of redemption
To fund the redemption of Interests out of the Scheme, the Manager may apply or
realise part of the Assets, and/or raise or borrow money, either unsecured or
secured against Assets.

10.7 Resale and redemption of Interests by Manager
Where the tv1anager holds Interests for its own benefit1 it may redeem those
Interests out of the Scheme. This clause 10 will apply, with the necessary changes,
to that redemption.

10.8 Cancellation of Interests
Interests which have been redeemed out of the Scheme
Manager will record the cancellation in the Register.

be cancelled

10.9 Transfer of specific assets
The Manager may determine that the Redemption Amount will be satisfied wholly
or in part by the transfer of investments of the Scheme at their Market Value.
Expenses incurred in
of the transfer must be paid
the Member.

10.10Compulsory redemption
The Manager may compulsorily redeem any Members
a Withdraw
Offer provided they are paid the relevant Redemption Amount for their redeemed
Interests.

(a)

Unless the Manager otherwise notifies a Member whose Interests are
redeemed, the Redemption Price paid to that Member will comprise capital
only. The Manager may notify a Member that the Redemption Price
comprises part capital and part Income. Where the Redemption Price paid to
a Member comprises Income and capital, the Member will be presently
entitled (within the meaning of the Tax Act) to the Income component and
the Manager must notify the Member of the Income component of the
Redemption Price paid to them. This notice may be given at the time of
redemption but must in any case be given within 3 months of the end of the
Financial Year of the Scheme in which the redemption occurs.

(b)

Where an Interest is redeemed after a right to a distribution/ whether income
or capital, has accrued in respect of that Interest, that distribution may be
paid to the holder of the Interest at the time of payment of the applicable
Redemption Price notwithstanding that the distribution has not been paid at
that time to holders of other Interests.
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10.12No required disposal
A Member is not required to dispose of its Interests except as otherwise provided in
this Constitution and the Corporations Law.

11.

REGISTERS

11.1 Member Register
The Manager covenants that it will keep and maintain an up-to-date Register at the
registered office or principal place of business of the Manager in such form and
containing such particulars as are required by the Law or any declaration,
exemption or ruling granted or made thereunder, and such
particulars as
Manager may from time to time considers appropriate.

11.2 Details on
Subject to clause 11.3,

(a)

the names

entered in

Register:

addresses of the Members from

Interests held by each Member from time to time;

(b)

on which the name of each Member was entered in the Register,

(c)
and
(d)

the

on

a

any

The information relating to a Member (or any of it) may
from the
Register at any time after the first day of the Financial Year occurring 7 years
Member ceased to be a Member.
the Financial Year in which

1
The Manager need not allow inspection of the Register or any part thereof by any
person except where:
(a)

the person seeking inspection is a Member or representative of a Member
and the inspection relates to that part of the Register that contains
particulars relating to the Member; or

(b)

the person provides to the Manager a written undertaking duly signed by the
person and to the effect that inspection of the Register will not be used for
any purpose other than the purpose of:

(i)

calling a

of Members;
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(ii)

notifying a Member of a matter relating to the carrying out by the
Manager of its functions and duties under the provisions of the Law or
this Constitution; or

(iii)

any other purpose approved in writing by the Commission.

11.5 Copies of Register
(a)

If any person has the right to inspect the Register then that person also has
the right to obtain copies of those parts of the Register inspected. The costs
of copying and handling will be a rate set by the Manager but shall not
exceed $2.50 per page.

(b)

Paragraph (a) does not require the Manager to make available or provide
copies of the Register in excess of its obligations to do so under the Law
having regard to any declaration or exemption made or given by
Commission.

11.6 Closure of Register
The Manager may
or part of the Register for
or times
the Register may be closed for more than 30 days in the
but so that no part
aggregate in each calendar year.

Change of

Details

Each Member will
Manager notice of any change of name or address on
the part of such Member and the Manager, upon receiving such notification, will
alter the Register accordingly.
M

12.1 Managers Power to call Members Meeting
The Manager may call a meeting of the Members at any time.

Meeting process
Meetings of Members are to be called and conducted in the manner prescribed by
the Law.

CHANGING THE CONSTITUTION
1 Power to Amend
The Constitution may be modified, or repealed and replaced with a new
constitution:
(a)

by speciar resolution of the Members; or
25
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(b)

by the Manager if the Manager reasonably considers the change will not
adversely affect Members' rights.

13.2 Lodgement of Amendment
The Manager must lodge with the Commission a copy of the modification or the
new Constitution. The modification, or repeal and replacement, cannot take effect
until the copy has been lodged.

14.

REMUNERATION OF MANAGER
Manager's Fee Payable
Subject to any restrictions contained in the Offer Document, the Manager is entitled
to claim from the Assets a fee of up to 0.15°/o of the gross value of the assets of
the Scheme for managing the Scheme.

14.2 Custodian's fees:
a custodian is appointed/ the Manager shaH be
custodian's fees and

payment of the

Manager's
The Manager will be paid or reimbursed on a full
for all expenses and liabilities which the Manager
relevant Scheme or in performing
obligations or
Constitution including but not limited to the following:
(a)

all costs, charges and expenses incurred in connection
the acquisition,
maintenance, improvement, custody, transfer, financing or disposal
Assets, including commissions, procuration
brokerage, legal fees,
Taxes, Bank charges and stamp duty;

(b)

the fees and expenses of the auditors;

(c)

stamp duty on cheques;

(d)

all costs, charges and expenses incurred in connection with the borrowing of
money on behalf of the Scheme or in connection with the Assets including
stamp duty, Taxes, establishment fees, legal fees and interest together with
discount and acceptance fees in respect of bill facilities;

(e)

all Taxes (save those payable in respect of the Income of the Manager)
whether payable or which may become payable in respect of the Scheme;

(f)

fees and charges of any regulatory authority including, without limitation,
local government, titles office, stamps office and the Commission;
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(g)

fees and expenses of any Approved Valuer and of any Expert from time to
time employed by the Manager in the discharge of its duties under this
Constitution but no reimbursement of the fees and expenses of such Expert
will be paid from the Scheme where such expert is appointed to perform the
functions of the Manager;

(h)

all costs, charges and expenses of and incidental to the preparation/
execution and stamping of any deeds supplemental hereto;

(i)

the costs of convening and holding any meeting of Members;

U)

costs of printing, postage and other fees in respect of all electronic transfers
or cheques/ accounts, distribution statements, notices and other documents
provisions of
posted to all or any Members in accordance
Constitution including envelopes enclosing same;

(k)

all costs charges and expenses incurred in relation to the preparation/ a
the distribution of any periodical or other report or document required by
to be prepared in
of the Scheme or prepared by the Manager in
of
Scheme;
faith in

(!)

expenses in connection with the keeping and maintaining of
and registers (including the Register);

(m)

agents~

and expenses;

(n)

of
costs incurred by
Manager in taking necessary action in
Authorised Investment made on behalf of a Member (eg. legal proceedings
instituted against a Borrower in default);

( o)

costs and disbursements incurred by or on behalf
the Manager in
connection
the retirement of or
appointment
a substitute
responsible entity or agent;

(p)

costs and disbursements incurred by the Manager in the initiation, conduct
and settlement of any court proceedings to enforce any provisions of the
Constitution;

(q)

insurance premiums involved in insuring any Asset;

(r)

costs .and disbursements incurred in the preparation and lodgment of returns
under the law or any other statute;

(s)

costs of acquiring, establishing and developing computer software systems
required for the administration of the Scheme;

(t)

all other costs and disbursements and outgoings in connection
management and administration of the Assets and the performance of
functions and duties of the Manager under the Constitution;
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(u)

all costs, charges and expenses associated with the establishment and
maintenance of the Compliance Plan, compliance committee and a dispute
resolution service for the Scheme; and

(v)

all costs, charges and expenses (including legal, accounting, tax, financial
and other services) of establishing the Constitution including all costs of
preparation, execution and stamping of this Constitution and any constitution
supplemental thereto/ and including the preparation, due diligence,
registration, promotion and distribution of the Offer Document and the
preparation 1 registration, distribution, due diligence and promotion of any
other document prepared in respect of the Constitution, or the Scheme.

14.4

and Services
If any supply made by the Manager to the Members under this Constitution or any
variation to it is a taxable supply for the purposes of the GST Act:
(a)

then in addition to any amount or consideration expressed as payable to the
Manager elsewhere in this Constitution, but subject to issuing a valid tax
invoice/ the Manager shall be entitled to recover from the Members an
additional amount on account of GST, such amount to be equal to the
amount of the Manager's GST liability in respect of each supply and shall be
recoverable at the same time as the amount or consideration is payable for
such supply;

(b)

the Manager will review in good faith the terms of this Constitution, other
than the timing of the recovery of GST, and make such amendments (if any)
as are necessary to ensure that, having regard to paragraph (a), neither the
Manager nor the Members are unfairly disadvantaged (nor advantaged) by
the consequences of the GST and associated measures (such as the
decreasing or removal of existing taxes, duties, levies and excise by the
Commonwealth, State or Territory);

(c)

in the event that Members by way of ordinary resolution resolve that the
amendments proposed under clause 14.3(b) are not in accordance with that
clause then the changes to the arrangement will be determined by a person
with expertise in goods and services tax and its application nominated by the
president of the Institute of Chartered Accountants;

(d)

the Manager and the Members acknowledge and agree that each supply
made by the Manager under this Constitution is made:

(i)

on a progressive or periodic basis;

(ii)

for consideration that is to be provided on a progressive or periodic
basls; and
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(iii)

each progressive or periodic component of the supply is to be treated
as a separate supply.

14.5 Priority
Notwithstanding any other provision in this Constitution, Income (which unless the
Manager determines otherwise will exclude capital) from the Scheme is to be
applied in the following order:
(a)

payment to each Member a distribution up to their Benchmark Return;

(b)

payment of any management fee;

(c)

expenses of the Scheme; and thereafter

(d)

a further distribution
Interests they hold.

RETIREMENT, REMOVAL

(a)

Members commensurate with the number of

LIQUIDATION OF MANAGER

If the

wants to retire, It must call a r"'1embers' meeting to
n
reason for wanting to retire and to enable the Members to vote on an
extraordinary resolution to choose a new Manager.
If the Members choose a manager and that person has consented{ in writing,
to becoming a Scheme's Manager:

(c)

(i)

as soon as practicable and in any event within 2 Business
resolution is passed, the current Manager must lodge a notice
the Commission asking it to alter the record of the Scheme's
registration to the name of the new Manager;

(ii)

if the current Manager does not lodge the notice required by
paragraph (b)(i) the person chosen by the Members to be the new
Manager may lodge that notice.

If the Members do not choose a person to be the new Manager, or the
person they choose does not consent to becoming the Scheme's Manager,
the current Manager may apply to the court for the appointment of a
temporary Manager under section 601FP of the Law.

15.2 Removal of
(a)

Manager

Members

If the Members want to remove the Manager, they must take action under
clause 12.2 for the calling of a Members' meeting to consider and vote on:
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(b)

(i)

an extraordinary resolution that the current Manager should be
removed; and

(ii)

an extraordinary resolution choosing a person to be the new Manager.

If the Members vote to remove the ~"lanager and, at the same meeting,
choose a person to be the new Manager that consents, in writing, to
becoming the Scheme's Manager:

(i)

as soon as practicable and in
the resolution is passed 1 the
Commission asking it to alter
to name the person chosen as

(ii)

if the current Manager does not lodge the notice required by
paragraph (b )(i), the person chosen by the Members to be
new

any event within 2 Business Days after
Manager must lodge a notice with the
the record of the Schemes registration
the Scheme's Manager; and

Manager may lodge

MANAGER

hand over books and provide

If

of the Scheme changes, the former

must:

(a)

as soon as practicable give the new Manger any books in the former
be kept in
Manager's possession or control that the
requires
to the Scheme; and

(b)

give other reasonable assistance to the new Manger
of manager.

2 Rights, obligations

facilitate the change

liabilities

(a)

If the Manager of
Scheme changes the rights, obligations and liabilities
the former f"lanager in relation to the Scheme become rights, obligations and
liabilities of the new Manager.

(b)

Despite paragraph (a), the following rights and liabilities remain rights and
liabilities of the former Manager:

(i)

any right of the former Manger to be paid fees for the performance of
its functions before it ceased to be the manager; and

(ii)

any right of the former Manager to be indemnified for expenses it
incurred before it ceased to be the manger; and

(iii)

any right, obligation or liability that the former Manager had as a
Scheme; and
Member of
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(iv)

17.

any liability for which the former Manager could not have been
indemnified out of the Property if it had remained the Schemes
manager.

NOTICES

17.1 Notices to be in writing
Notices given under or for the purpose of this Constitution must be written in the
English language.

17.2 Notices to the Manager
Notices to the Manager may
addressed to its principal place of business as
disclosed in the Offer Document or notified to Members from time to time.

Joint Members
Notices to a joint Member may
addressed to
one of them whose name first
one's address shown in the Register, and may
appears in
Register, at
CL.l.-~'"'-'" at that address.

A notice may

delivered by hand, by prepaid post or by facsimile transmission.

delivery
If, before 5
delivers a notice:

on a Business Day in

delivery,

(a)

by hand; or

(b)

by facsimile transmission and the party completes transmission,

the notice will be taken as given on the day of delivery or transmission and in
other case on the next following Business Day.

Notices

post

If a party gives a notice by prepaid post the notice will be taken as given on the
second Business Day after the notice is posted.

Incomplete facsimile transmission
If a party gives a notice by facsimile transmission and the transmission is not fully
legible, the party giving the notice may not rely on this clause to prove the giving of
the notice.
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17.8 Facsimile transmission reasonably believed to be unintelligible
A facsimile transmission may not be relied upon if the party giving the notice has
reason to believe that the transmission or part of the transmission is illegible, or not
an accurate representation of the original document.

17.9 Request for re-transmission
A party is not entitled to object to a facsimile transmission as being not fully legible
or accurate unless the party requests re-transmission within 2 hours (being hours
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. local time on a Business Day at the place of receipt) of
completion of transmission; if a facsimile transmission is made within 2 hours
before 5 p.m. on a Business Day and is unintelligible, the receiving party has until
10 a.m. local time on the next Business Day at the place of receipt to request
re-transmission.

10Signatures
A notice given by the Manager must be signed by an Officer of the Manager.

11Address

Applicants

The address for service of an Applicant is
address shown in its Application until
it notifies the Manager of another address in accordance with this clause.

12Address of Members
The address for service of a Member is the address shown in
Register, or in the
case of joint Members, the address shown in the Register of the joint Member who
is first named in the Register.

Changes

address for service of the Manager

The Manager may by notice to the Commission, change its address or facsimile
number for service under this clause.

18.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS

1 Preparation

Financial Statements (Section

A financial report and directors/ report for a Scheme must be prepared for each
Financial Year in accordance with the requirements of the Law.

Compliance with Accounting Standards and Regulations (Section
(a)

The financial report for a Financial Year must comply with the Accounting
Standards.
·

(b)

The financial report must comply with any further requirements in the
Regulations.
32
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18.3 Annual Financial Report to Members (Section 314)
(a)

The Manager must report to Members for a Financial Year by either:

(i)

(li)

(b)

sending Members copies of:
(A)

financial report for the year; and

(B)

the directors' report for the year (see sections 298 - 300 of the
Law); and

(C)

the Auditors report on the financial report; or

sending Members a concise financial report for the year
with the Law.

complies

A Scheme must report to its Members within 3 Months after the end of the
Financial Year.

19.

1 Appointment
(a)

The Manager will appoint the Auditor and the auditor of the Compliance Plan.
The appointments will be a registered company auditor according to the
provisions of the Law;

(b)

The appointee may be the auditor of the Manager unless othervvise restricted
by the Law.

19.2 Removal or Retirement

20.

Auditor

(a)

The Manager may remove the Auditor or auditor of the Compliance Plan
any time.

(b)

The auditors may retire after giving notice to the Manager. The auditors
must give at least ,one Month's notice unless otherwise agreed with by the
Manager.

GENERAL

20.1 Payments

Members

Any money payable by the Manager to a Member under this Constitution may be
paid by any means as directed by the Member from time to time and, in the
absence of a direction/ may be made by direct Bank transfer or by crossed not
negotiable cheque payable to the Member or order and sent through the post to the
Member at its address in the Register, or in the case of joint holders made payable
to the joint holders or bearer and sent to the Members at the address shown in
register of the joint holder who is first named in the Register. Payment of a cheque
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drawn and posted in accordance with this clause is in full satisfaction of the monies
payable to the Member and a good discharge to the Manager.

20.2 Retention of documents
The Manager is to retain, and make available to the auditor for inspection at
reasonable times, for a period of at least 7 years from their respective dates, the
following:
(a)

Applications;

(b)

cancelled Certificates; and

(c)

instruments of transfer and transmission.

20.3 Copies of this Constitution
A copy of this Constitution
registered office and made
for inspection by Members.
payment to the Manager of

must be held by the Manager at its principal office and
available during normal business hours at those places
A Member is entitled to a copy of this Constitution upon
the reasonable costs and expenses of preparing a copy.

20.4 Governing law and jurisdiction
This Constitution is governed by and is to be construed in accordance with the laws
of the State of Queensland.
Each party and the Members and Applicants
irrevocably and unconditionally submits to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the
courts of Queensland and courts entitled to hear appeals from those courts.

20.5 No Waiver
The failure of a party at any time to require full or partial performance of any
provision of this Constitution shall not affect in any way the full right of that party to
require that performance subsequently. The waiver by any party of a breach of a
provision of this Constitution shall not be deemed a waiver of all or part of that
provision or of any other provision or of the right of that party to avail itself of its
rights subsequently. Any waiver of a breach of this Constitution shall be in writing
signed by the party granting the waiver, and shall be effective only to the extent
specifically set out in that waiver.

21.

RESOLUTION OF

21.1 Complaints Handling System
The Manager shall establish a complaints handling framework that complies with
the Law and the Regulations.
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21.2 Essential Elements
The complaints handling process shall have as a minimum requirement for:
(a)

(Recognition of complaint) The framework shall recognise that a
complaint is an expression of dissatisfaction made to the Manager, related to
its products or services, or the complaints handling process itself, where a
response or resolution is explicitly or implicitly expected.

(b)

(Commitment).
There shall be a commitment to efficient and fair
resolution of complaints.

(c)

(Fairness). The complaints handling process shall recognise the
fair to both the complainant Member and the Manager.

(d)

(Resources). There shall
adequate resources for complaints handling
with sufficient levels of delegated authority.

(e)

(Visibility). The complaints handling process shall be well publicised
Members and
the t"lanager and shall include information to
about
complain.

to

{Access).
complaints handling process shall be assessable to all
Members and information shall be readily available on the details of making
and resolving complaints.
(Assistance).
lodgment

Assistance shall be available for
complaint.

in a

(h)

(Responsiveness).
Complaints shall be dealt with quickly and
Members shall
treated courteously.

(i)

(Charges). Complaints handling shall be at no charge to the particular
complaining Member. The Manager shall be entitled to be reimbursed for its
costs from Scheme assets in dealing with the particular complaints.

(j)

(objectivity) The Manager shall ensure complaints are treated in an
equitable, objective and unbiased manner.

(k)

(confidentiality) The framework shall recognise that personally identifiable
information about Members should be available when needed but used only
to the extent necessary, and be actively protected from disclosure, unless a
Member expressly consents to the disclosure.

(I)

(customer-focused approach) The framework shall have a customerfocused approach, facilitate the receipt and collection of feedback and foster
commitment to resolving complaints which is demonstrated by the Manager's
actions.
35
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(m)

(Remedies). The complaints handling process shall have the capacity to
determine and implement remedies.

(n)

(Data collection). There shall be appropriate systematic recording of
complaints by Members and their outcome.

(o)

(Systematic and recurring problems). Complaints shall be classified and
analysed for the identification and rectification of systematic and recurring
problems.

(p)

(Accountability). There shall be appropriate reporting on the operation of
the complaints handling process against documented performance standards.

(q)

(Review). The complaints handling process shall be reviewed annually to
ensure that it is sufficiently delivering effective outcomes.

21.3 Disputes

the Manager and

A Member claiming that a dispute
arisen
of the dispute in writing (including by email) or by

details

21.4 Best Efforts to Resolve the Dispute
(a)

On receipt of the written notice
dispute from the Member, the Manager
shall promptly reply (within 7 Business Days) acknowledging
of
notice of dispute.

(b)

Manager shall immediately
The designated dispute resolution officer of
directly with the
investigate the complaint and if necessary
complainant Member in relation to the disputed matter.

(c)

The dispute resolution officer shall within 30 Business Days of receipt of the
notice of dispute from the Member finalise its investigation of the dispute and
report in writing to the Member the result of the dispute.

(d)

Where the dispute is not resolved to the satisfaction of the Member the
Member shall have 30 days from receipt of the report of the dispute
resolution officer to refer the matter to the board of the Manager.

(e)

The Manager's board shall meet within 21 Business Days of receipt of a
written complaint by a Member, received pursuant to paragraph (d) to
consider the dispute.

(f)

The Member shall be entitled to be present at the meeting of the board with
or without legal representation and to be heard either in person or through
the Member's legal representative.
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(g)

Subsequent to hearing the Member's complaint the board shall have a
maximum of 14 Business Days within which to consider the complaint and
either accept, reject or resolve the dispute.

(h)

The board must notify the Member within 21 Business Days of the hearing
under paragraph (e), of its decision and what avenues are available to the
Member to pursue the complaint further, including referring the Member to
the Dispute Resolution Service.

(i)

If the Member is dissatisfied with either:
(i)

(ii)

the dispute resolution officer's report; or
determination of board or compliance committee,

then the Member may

U)

the complaint to the Dispute Resolution Service.

The Manager is entitled to be reimbursed
costs incurred in complying with this clause.

the

its reasonable

as a
sealed and delivered
by
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DEED POLL
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061

DEED POLL

Made on i3 December 2010

Equititrust Limited ACN 061 383 944 of 67 Thomas Drive) Chevron Island in
the State of Queensland

BY

('Manager)

BACKGROUND
A.

Equititrust
Income
was
Equitiloan Inc01ne Fund No.2 under a Deed Poll dated 9 August 1999 and has
amended
to time by

B.

this

OPERATIVE PROVISIONS
RESOLUTION OF DISPUTES.

L Clause 21.4 of the

'1../V,~,."'~'"~"·vJ.-<

is . . ..., ..... ~,..,.. m

(a)

On
Member,
(within 5 Business Days) acknowledging

(b)

designated
resolution officer of the Manager
investigate
complaint and if
conespond
relation to the disputed matter.

(c)

dispute
notice of
and report

(d)

Where the tv1anager has been unable to substantially respond to the cotnplaint
within
days
dispute resolution officer will rep01i in writing to
advising them reasons for the delay, when a response can be expected and
referring
to the external dispute resolution scheme.

(e)

The
is entitled to be reimbursed
incuned in con1plying with this clause.

officer
30 Business
Member seek to t1nalise
investigation
of the dispute.
Member the

the Assets its reasonable costs

CONFIRJviATION
2. The Trustee
save
provisions of the Constitution

Deed
made by
force
effect and that by

amendments the Trustee is not resettling or redeclaring the Trust nor are such
amendments removing or changing the rights of Unit Holders to vote or receive
distributions in respect of a Unito1~ Option.

EFFECTIVE DATE
3. In accordance with section 601 GC (2) of the Corporations Act 2001, the amendments to
the Constitution contained in this Deed Poll will take effect when a copy of this Deed
Poll is lodged with ASIC.

SIGNED SEALED AND DELIVERED BY
EQUITITRUST LIMITED ACN 061 383

)

)
in accordance with its constitution in the )
presence of:
)

uthorised person

\

SUPREME COURT OF QUEENSLAAl)

tic ate

REGISTRY: BRISBANE
BS 10478 OF 2011

~TUMBER:

IN THE MATTER OF EQUITITRUST LIMITED ACN 061383 944

EQUITITRUST LIMITED ACN 061 383 944

Applicant:

AND
THE MEM:BERS OF THE EQUITITRUST INCOME FUND ARSN
089 079 854 AND THE MEMBERS OF THE EQUITIRUST
PRIORITY CLASS INCOME FUND ARSN 089 079 729

Respondents:

ORDER
Before:

Justice Dalton

Date:

In this order, "Receiver~' means Mr David Whyte, in his
as receiver of the property
Income Fund ARSN 089 079 854 (ElF) and as the person responsible for ensuring the
ElF is wound up in accordance with its constitution pursuant to the Orders of Justice Applegarth of
21 November 2011 and 23 November 2011 in these
(Orders),
THE COURT DIRECTS THAT:

l.

Without
""",.."'""'"'"~-

(a)

in any way from the Receiver's ,,..,r"''.,..,,.,..,., 0 .,.., 7 or the Receiver's powers
to the Orders, the Receiver is authorised to:

take all steps necessary to ensure the realisation of property of EIF held
of the EIF
as RE of the
Equititrust Limited as Responsible
exercising any legal right of EL as RE of the EIF in relation to the ""'""""""".,."'
including but not limited to:

(i)

providing instructions to solicitors, valuers, estate agents or other
consultants as are necessary to negotiate and/or finalise the sale of the
property;
providing a response as appropriate to matters raised by receivers of
property ofEL as RE of the EIF to which receivers have been appointed;
dealing with any creditors with security over the property of the EIF
including in order to obtain releases of security as is necessary to ensure
the completion of the sale of property;
GADENS LA w'YERS

Level 25, 240 Queen Street

Z9 FEB 20'2
BN"EDOCS Order

further amended by Counsel

BRISBANE QLD 4000
TelNo.: 073231 1666
Fax No: 07 3229 5850
SZC:JSK:201110996

(iv)

appointing receivers, entering into possession as mortgagee or exercising
any power of sale; and

(v)

executing contracts, transfers, releases, or any such other documents as are
required to carry out any of the above;

(b)

bring, defend or maintain any proceedings on behalfofEIF in the name ofEL as is
necessary for the winding up of the EIF in accordance with clause 9 of its
constitution, including the execution of any documents as required and providing
instructions to solicitors in respect of all matters in relation to the conduct of such
proceedings including, if appropriate, instructions in relation to the settlement of
those actions;

(c)

take all steps necessary to effect the implementation of a NAB bank guarantee
facility and the replacement of the existing CBA bank guarantee facilities
including:
(i)

providing instructions to solicitors as are necessary to negotiate and
finalise the facilities and/or the security documentation required for a
replacement bank guarantee facility from the NAB and the repayment of
the CBA facilities and the release of any security held by the CBA;

(ii)

dealing with NAB and CBA direct to provide for the replacement of the
bank guarantees and finalise the documentation in relation to same; and
executing any and all facility and/or security documentation on behalf of
EL as RE of the EIF or all such other legal documents as are necessary to
ensure the security documentation is finalised and the CBA bank
facilities replaced by the NAB bank guarantee facility.

THE ORDER OF THE COURT IS THAT:

2.

That the parties appearing on this application, save for ASIC, the National Australia Bank
and the receivers Messrs Colwell and Moloney, be paid their costs of and incidental to this
Application, to be assessed on the standard basis, out of the EIF.

Signed:

DEPUTY REGISTRAR

BNEoocsorder (as further amended by Counsel29_02_12) (29_02_2012)_3628796_8
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061 383 944

EQUITITRUST LIMITED

ABN

061 383 944
74 061 383 944

KeiJISl:erE~d

Date

in

QLD

'-''"'''"''"'1·n.-,-,r~

Review Date

DOCUMENT NO.

993
18-Aug-2016

Current
Name

EQUITITRUST LIMITED

Name Start

25-Jan-2002

Status

EXTERr~ALL Y

7E4277681

ADMINISTERED

For information about this status refer to the documents listed under the heading
"External Administration and/or Appointment Controller", below.

Type

AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC COMPANY

Class

LIMITED BY SHARES

Subclass

UNLISTED PUBLIC COMPANY

Disclosing

NO

Ceased/Former
Details Start

25-Jan-2002

Details End

14-Feb-20 12

Name

EQUITITRUST LIMITED

Name Start

25-Jan-2002

Status

REGISTERED

Type

AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC COMPANY

Class

LIMITED BY SHARES

Subclass

UNLISTED PUBLIC COMPANY

Disclosing Entity

NO

Details Start

22-0ct-1996

Details End

24-Jan-2002

Name

EQUITILOAN LTD

Name Start
Status

994
REGISTERED

015946604

Type

AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC COMPANY

Class

LIMITED BY SHARES

Subclass

UNLISTED PUBLIC COMPANY

Disclosing Entity

NO

Details Start

28-Sep-1996

Details End

21-0ct-1996

Name

EQUITILOAN LTD

Name Start

11-Apr-1994

Status

STRIKE-OFF ACTION IN PROGRESS

Type

AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC COMPANY

Class

LIMITED BY SHARES

Subclass

UNLISTED PUBLIC COMPANY

Disclosing

NO

Details Start

005257655

994

Details End

27 -Sep-1996

Name

EQUITILOAN LTO

Name Start

1

Status

REGISTERED

Type

AUSTRALIAN PUBLIC COMPAr'-lY

Class

LIMITED BY SHARES

Subclass

UNLISTED PUBLIC

COf\~PANY

NO
Details Start

11-Mar-1994

Details End
Name

005261696

0-Apr-1994
EQUITILOAN PTY LTO

Start
Status

11-Mar-1
REGISTERED
AUSTRALIAN PROPRIETARY COMPANY

Class

LIMITED BY SHARES

Subclass

EXEMPT PROPRIETARY COMPANY

Disclosing Entity

NO

Details Start

993

Details End

10-Mar-1994

Name

M C MORTGAGE MANAGEMENT PTY LTO

Name Start

18-Aug-1993

Status

004329320

REGISTERED
AUSTRALIAN PROPRIETARY COMPANY

Class

LIMITED BY SHARES

Subclass

EXEMPT PROPRIETARY COMPANY

Disclosing

NO

Address

65-67 THOMAS DRIVE, SURFERS PARADISE,

Start Date

1

4217

015950413
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Ceased/Former Registered Office

Start Date

PKF WORLDWIDE, 'LEVEL 4, WATERSIDE EAST', HOLDEN
PLACE, BUNDALL, OLD, 4217
01-Dec-1999

End Date

11-May-2000

Address
Start Date

PANNELL KERR FORSTER, LEVEL 4 TOWER 1 WATERSIDE
OFFICE PARK, HOLDEN PLACE, BUNDALL, OLD, 4217
8-Jun-1997

End Date

30-Nov-1999

Address
Start Date

LEVEL 1, 65-67 THOMAS DRIVE, SURFERS PARADISE, OLD,
4217
21-Jun-1994

End Date

17-Jun-1997

Address
Start Date

MCIVOR COGHLAN SOLICITORS, 1150 GOLD COAST
PALM BEACH, OLD, 4221
27 -Oct-1993

End Date

20-Jun-1994

Address

C/- TOP SHELF COMPANY SERVICES, SUITE 1, 31 CROMBIE
OLD, 4217

Address

014891088

061383941
(AR 1998)

005246398

005947086

004329320

Start Date
End Date

26-0ct-1993

Address

65-67 THOMAS

Start Date

11-Jun-1997

Address

65-67 THOMAS

SURFERS

QLD, 4217

06138394G

1

SURFERS PARADISE, QLD, 4217

Start Date

0-0ct-1996

End Date

10-Jun-1997

Address
Start Date

MCIVOR COGHLAN SOLICITORS, 1150 GOLD COAST
HIGHWAY, PALM BEACH, OLD, 4221
31-Dec-1994

End Date

09-0ct-1996

011666628

06138394Z
1994)

Executive Officer
Officer Name

MARK MCIVOR

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

27-Mar-1956 DALBY QLD

Address

67 JEFFERSON LANE, PALM BEACH, QLD, 4221

Cease Date

08-Dec-1995

009156517

15-May-1995
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Current Director

Officer Name

ROSS JAMES HONEYMAN

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

02-Apr-1957 SYDNEY NSW

Address

UNIT 13, 3508 MAIN BEACH PARADE, MAIN BEACH, OLD, 4217

. Appointment Date

7E4106959

21-Nov-2011

Officer Name

MARK MCIVOR

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

27-Mar-1956 DALBY OLD

Address

1 SOUTHERN CROSS DRIVE, CHEVRON ISLAND, OLD, 4217

Appointment Date

21-Nov-2011

Officer Name

DAVID HICKlE

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

21-Sep-1951 MELBOURNE VIC

Address

UNIT 5, 78 QUEEN ROAD, MELBOURNE, VIC, 3004

Appointment Date

12-Jan-20 12

7E41 06959

7E4245817

Ceased/Former Director
Officer Name

STACEY BLYTHE MCIVOR

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

02-Mar-1971 SYDNEY NSW

Address

1 SOUTHERN CROSS DRIVE, CHEVRON ISLAND, OLD, 4217

Appointment Date

21-Nov-2011

Cease Date

16-Dec-2011

Officer Name

JEFFREY IAN MCDERMID

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

05-Feb-1951 BAr'-JGALOW NSW

Address
Appointment Date

UNIT 2604, 159 OLD BURLEIGH ROAD, BROADBEACH, OLD,
4218
17-Oct-20 11

Cease Date

21-Nov-2011

Officer Name

TROY BINGHAM

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

17-Jan-1969 DURBAN SOUTH AFRICA

Address

12 PORTOBELLO DRIVE, MERMAID VVATERS, OLD, 4218

Appointment Date

12-0ct-2011

Cease Date

21-Nov-20 11

Officer Name

WARWICK POWELL

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

01-Nov-1969 HONG KONG CHINA

Address

69-77 KlLLIGREW ROAD, TAMBORINE, OLD, 4270

Appointment Date

11-0ct-2011

7E4106959

7E4034319

7E4034319

7E4034319
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Cease Date

21-Nov-2011

Officer Name

PAUL JAMES VINCENT

ABN

Not available

7E4044308

Birth Details

06-Apr-1957 BRISBANE QLD
15 MCGREGOR STREET, CLAYFIELD, QLD, 4011

Address
Date

24-0ct-2011

Cease Date

21-Nov-2011

Officer Name

JOHN ALEXANDER GODDARD

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

14-Jun-1950 SYDNEY NSW

Address

3 ELLWOOD COURT, HIGHVALE,
Date

17-0ct-201

Officer Name

DAVID JOHN SANDFORD JACKSON

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

02-Feb-1955 BRISBANE QLD
23 KAMBER
Date

Cease Date

4520

12-0ct-201 0

Cease Date

Address

7E3283588

7E3844445

4065

28-Jul-201
17-0ct-2011

Officer Name

CRAIG GRANVILLE TREP.,SURE

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

21-Dec-1962 BRISBANE QLD

fl.,ddress

3018 THE BOULEVARDE, BENOVVA,
Date

16-0ct-2011

Officer Name

HARVEY PARKER

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

16-Nov-1943 MACKAY OLD

7E4034319

76 WOODSIDE AVENUE,
Date

4217

12-0ct-2010

Cease Date

Address

7E3283613

VIC, 3199

11-0ct-2011
12-0ct-20 11

Cease Date
Officer Name

DAVID ROBERT WALTER TUCKER

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

23-0ct-1967 MELBOURNE VIC
29 SASSAFRAS

Address
Date

THE

4061

03-Sep-201 0

Cease Date

11-0ct-2011

Officer Name

DAVID JOHN KENNEDY

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

24-Dec-1968 BRISBP.,NE QLD

Address

7E3191967

7E3099509

3 SIR BRUCE SMALL BOULEVARD, BENOWA, OLD, 4217
Date

Cease Date

14-Jun-20 11
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Officer Name

MARK MCIVOR

1F0208790

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

27 -Mar-1956 DALBY OLD

Address

1 SOUTHERN CROSS DRIVE, CHEVRON ISLAND, OLD, 4217

Appointment Date

01-Jul-1995

Cease Date

13-Jun-2011

Officer Name

THOMAS JOHN HANEY

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

01-Dec-1956 MOUNT !SA OLD

Address

25 MIDSHIPMAN COURT, SURFERS PARA.DISE, OLD, 4217

015943136

03-Jul-2000
Cease Date

03-Sep-201 0

Officer Name

WAYNE MCIVOR

ABN

Not available

Birth Details
Address

7E2388579

954 VVARWlCK OLD
79 RIVER CRESCENT, BROADBEACH WATERS, OLD, 4218

Appointment Date

10-Aug-2000

Cease Date

14-May-2010

Officer Name

LESLIE WAYNE PETERS

014228497

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

25-Dec-1959 HUGHENDEN OLD

Address
Appointment Date

UNIT A10-3 RlVAGE
SOUTHPORT, OLD, 4215
15-Sep-1999

Cease Date

10-Aug-2000

Officer Name

MARK THOMAS DIXON

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

24-Apr-1956 GYMPIE OLD

Address

9 HYTHE STREET, MIAMI, OLD, 4220

Appointment Date

15-Sep-1999

Cease Date

03-Jul-2000

Officer Name

JOHN LEONARD BENNETTS

75 BRIGHTOt--J

014228497

013833932

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

07-Dec-1962 BRISBANE OLD

Address

UNIT 23 CARRINGTON CRT, 3576 MAIN BEACH PARADE,
MAIN BEACH, OLD, 4217
10-Mar-1998

Cease Date

15-Sep-1999

Officer Name

WAYNE MCIVOR

06138394H

ABN

Not available

(AR 1997)

Birth Details

07-May-1954 WARWICK OLD

Address

UNIT 124 GRAND MARINER, 12 COMMODORE DRIVE,
SURFERS PARADISE, OLD, 4217
18-Aug-1993

Appointment Date
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Cease Date

15-Sep-1999

Officer Name

KERRY ARTHUR O'MEARA

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

24-May-1958 ROTORUA NEW ZEALAND

Address

92 AMALFI DRIVE, SURFERS PARADISE, QLD, 4217

Appointment Date

28-Nov-1996

Cease Date

10-Mar-1998

Officer Name

ROSS DONALD JANETZKI

011680137

005257634

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

25-Jun-1968 PRAHRAN VIC

Address

UNIT 5, 28 PANORAMA DRIVE, CURRUMBIN, QLD, 4223
23-Feb-1994

Cease Date

28-Nov-1996

Officer Name

JOHN RICHARD MCIVOR

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

005947087

930 WARWICK QLD

Address

2 RAZORBACK ROAD, TWEED HEADS, NSW, 2485

Cease Date

01-Jul-1995

Officer Name

FROLA SHANEENE GILL TRAP

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

19-May-1949 BRISBANE QLD

Address

16 DOUBLEVIEW DRIVE, ELANORA,

1

993

004329337

4221

18-Aug-1993
Cease Date

18-Aug-1993

Officer Name

GEORGE STEPHENSON GILL TRAP

004329337

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

20-Feb-1949 ROTORUA NEW ZEALAND

Address

16 DOUBLEVIEW DRIVE,
1

QLD, 4221

993

Cease Date

18-Aug-1993

Officer Name

ROSSJAMESHONEYMAN

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

02-Apr-1957 SYDNEY NSW

Address

UNIT 13, 3508 MAIN BEACH PARADE, MAIN BEACH, QLD, 4217

Appointment Date

17-0ct-2011

Officer Name

DAVID JOHN KENNEDY

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

24-Dec-1969 BRISBANE QLD

7E4034319

7E3737048
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Address

3 SIR BRUCE SMALL BOULEVARD, BENOWA, OLD, 4217

Appointment Date

14-Jun-2011

Cease Date

17-Oct-2011

Officer Name

SIDNEY SUPER

7E2388579

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

29-Jan-1956 DURBAN SOUTH AFRICA

Address

'48 DEVILLE APARTMENTS', 3645 MAIN BEACH PARADE, MAIN
BEACH, QLD, 4217
16-Jan-2004

Date
Cease Date

01-Jul-2011

Officer Name

LYNDELL RUTH EASTON

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

17-Dec-1962 NARRABRl NSW

Address

UNIT 1, 21 VENICE STREET, MERMAID
Date

06138394M
2002)
QLD, 4218

15-Sep-1999

Cease Date

15-Jan-2004

Officer Name

WAYNE MCIVOR

ABN

Not available

Birth Details

06138394H

WARVviCK OLD

Address
Date

UNIT 124 GRAND MARINER, 12 COMMODORE DRIVE,
SURFERS PARADISE, QLD, 4217
.1
993

Cease Date

999
004329336

GEORGE STEPHENSON GILLTRAP

Officer Name
ABt\l

Not available

Birth Details

20-Feb-1949 ROTORUA NEW ZEALAND

Address

16 OOUBLEVIEW DRIVE,

OLD, 4221

Date
Cease Date

Current
Officer Name

KPMG

Number

024510530

ABN

Not available

Address

'CORPORATE CENTRE ONE LEVEL 11', CNR BUNDALL &
SLATER AVENUE,
OLD, 4217
06-Jun-2001

Date

024300137

Ceased/Former
Officer Name

PRlCEWATERHOUSECOOPERS

015497012

Number

083013423

(FR 1999)

ABN

Not available

Address

LEVEL 11 WATERFRONT PLACE, 1 EAGLE STREET,
BRISBANE, OLD, 4000
31-Dec-1994

Date

of

28-Jun-2001

Cease Date

Current Receiver Manager
Officer Name

WILLIAM MARTIN COLWELL

7E4286099

ABN

Not available

Address

FERRIER HODGSON (QLD), ROYAL & SUN ALLIANCE
BUILDING LEVEL 7, 145 EAGLE
BRISBANE, QLD,
4000
16-Feb-20 12

Appointment Date
Officer Name

GREGORY MICHAEL MOLONEY

ABN

Not available

Address
Appointment Date

FERRIER HODGSON (QLD), LEVEL 7, 145 EAGLE
BRISBANE, QLD, 4000
16-Feb-2012

Officer Name

MICHAEL RICHARD PELDAN

ABN

Not available

7E4686885

Address

LEVEL 8, 102 ADELAIDE

Appointment Date

27-Aug-2012

Officer Name

CHRISTOPHER RICHARD COOK

ABN

Not available

Address

LEVEL 8, 102 ADELAiDE
Date

7E4286099

BRISBANE,

4000

7E4686885

4000

27-Aug-201

Officer Name

WILLIAM JAMES HARRIS

ABN

Not available

028033519

LEVEL 14, 145 EAGLE

Address

BRISBAr~E,

QLD, 4000
21-Feb-2012
Cease Date

2

Officer Name

JOSEPH DAVID HAYES

ABN

Not available

Address

MCGRATHNICOL, LEVEL 14, 145 EAGLE
4000
21-Feb-2012

Appointment Date
Cease Date

028033519

2

Officer Name

JOHN PATRICK CRONIN

ABN

Not available

Address
Appointment Date

MCGRATHNICOL, LEVEL
QLD, 4000
21-Feb-2012

Cease Date

27-Aug-2012

028033519

145 EAGLE

Current Petitioner

9

Officer Name

027770829

IAN DAVID LAZAR

ABN

Not available

Address

4 MOROTAI CRESCENT, CASTLECRAG, NSW, 2068

Appointment Date

21-Sep-20 11

Court details affecting role
Court Type

Federal

Court State

New South Wales

Court application No

1614

Court application year

2011

Current Appointed Liquidator (Creditors Voluntary Winding up)
Officer Name

BLAIR ALEXANDER PLEASH

ABN

Not available

Address

HALL CHADWICK, LEVEL 40, 2-26 PARK STREET,
2000
2

Date
Officer Name

BLAIR ALEXANDER PLEASH

ABN

Not available

7E5846751

7E5846751

LEVEL 40, 2-26 PARK STREET,

Address
Date
Officer Name

RICHARD ALBARRAN

Address

HALL
NSW, 2000

7E5846853

Not available
LEVEL 40, 2-26 PARK

2
Officer Name

RICHARD ALBARRAN

ABN

Not available

Address

HALL CHADWICK, LEVEL 40, 2-26 PARK STREET,
2000
2

7E5846853

Ceased/Former
Officer Name

GLEN PETER OLDHAM

ABN

Not available

Address

LEVEL 19, 144 EDWARD STREET, BRISBANE, OLD, 4000
Date

20-Apr-2012

Cease Date

17 -Jul-20 13

Officer Name

GLEN PETER OLDHAM

AB~~

Not available

Address

LEVEL 19, 144 EDWARD STREET, BRISBANE, OLD, 4000
Date

Cease Date

7E4412884

trr.tH-L. u

7E4412913

2

17-Jul-2013

Ceased/Former Administrator of a
Officer Name

RICHARD ALBARRAN

7E4277681

10 of

ABN

Not available

Address
Appointment Date

HALL CHADWICK, 'ST MARTINS TOWER' LEVEL 29, 31
MARKET STREET, SYDNEY, NSW, 2000
15-Feb-2012

Cease Date

20-Apr-2012

Officer Name

BLAIR ALEXANDER PLEASH

ABN

Not available

Address
Appointment Date

HALL CHADWICK, 'ST MARTINS TOVVER' LEVEL 29, 31
MARKET STREET, SYDNEY, NSW, 2000
15-Feb-2012

Cease Date

20-Apr-2012

Officer Name

GLEN PETER OLDHAM

ABN

Not available

Address

LEVEL 19, 144 EDWARD

Appointment Date

15-Feb-2012

7E4277681

7E4277681
BRISBANE,

4000

Cease Date

Current Issued
Type

Current

06138394G

Class

ORO

(AR 1

ORDINARY SHARES
Number of Shares/Interests issued
Total amount

500

to be

Total amount due and

$0.00

Ceased/Former
Type

Ceased/Former

Class

c

1F0077488

CLASS C SHARES
Number of Shares/Interests issued

1

Total amount paid/taken to be

.00

Total amount due and payable
Note: For each class of shares issued
a proprietary company, ASIC records the details of the
members
of the class (based on shareholdings ). The details of any other members holding the same number of shares as
the twentieth ranked member will also be recorded by ASIC on the database. Where available, historical records
show that a member has ceased to be ranked amongst the
members. This may, but does not necessarily
mean, that they have ceased to be a member of the company.

This extract may not list all documents relating to this status. State and territory records should be searched.

Received

Form

Processed

No.

Effective

14-Sep-2015
524
14-Sep-2015
5
15-Aug-2015
7E7300645
524N
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF RECEIVER
&

MANAGER

11 of

28-Aug-2015
524
28-Aug-2015
12
26-Aug-2015
7E7254326
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF RECEIVER
524N

&
MANAGER
10
19-Apr-2015
19-May-2015
524
19-May-2015
524J
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF
CREDITORS'
VOLUNTARY WINDING UP

7E6965131

12
26-Feb-2015
7E6786737
11-Mar-2015
524
11-Mar-2015
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF RECEIVER
524N

&
MANAGER
11
15-Feb-2015
7E6768288
04-Mar-2015
524
04-Mar-2015
524N
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF RECEIVER
&

MANAGER
13-Nov-2014
524
13-Nov-2014
10
19-0ct-2014
524J
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF
CREDITORS'
VOLUNTARY WIND!~JG UP

7E6519562

12-Sep-2014
524
12-Sep-2014
11
15-Aug-2014
7E6363601
524N
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF RECEIVER
&
MANAGER
11
26-Aug-2014
7E6320910
27-Aug-2014
524
27-Aug-2014
524N
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF RECEIVER
&
MANAGER
11
1
19-May-2014
524
1
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF
524J
CREDITORS'
VOLUNTARY WINDING UP

4

7E6058531

25-Mar-2014
524
25-Mar-2014
12
26-Feb-2014
7E5935182
524f\J
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF RECEIVER
&
MANAGER
07-Mar-2014
524
07-Mar-2014
11
15-Feb-2014
7E5891185
524N
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF RECEIVER
&

MANAGER
18-Feb-2014
506
18-Feb-2014
7
18-Feb-2014
506L
NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS OF NOTICE OF CHANGE OF

7E5846853

ADDRESS OF EXTERNAL ADMINISTRATOR(ELEC)
18-Feb-2014
506
18-Feb-2014
7
18-Feb-2014
506L
NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS OF NOTICE OF CHANGE OF

7E5846853

ADDRESS OF EXTERNAL ADMINISTRATOR(ELEC)
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18-Feb-2014
506
18-Feb-2014
7
18-Feb-2014
506L
NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS OF NOTICE OF CHANGE OF

7E5846751

ADDRESS OF EXTERNAL ADMINISTRATOR(ELEC)
18-Feb-2014
506
18-Feb-2014
7
18-Feb-2014
506L
NOTIFICATION OF CHANGE OF ADDRESS OF NOTICE OF CHANGE OF

7E5846751

ADDRESS OF EXTERNAL ADMINISTRATOR(ELEC)
29-Nov-2013
5011
29-Nov-2013
3
21-Nov-2013
5011A
COPY OF MINUTES OF MEETING OF MEMBERS, CREDITORS,

7E5683783

CONTRIBUTORIES OR COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION OTHER THAN UNDER
S.436E OR S.439A
11
19-0ct-2013
18-Nov-2013
524
18-Nov-2013
524J
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF
CREDITORS'
VOLUNTARY WINDING UP
u-'--''GLr<:_v

524N

524N

7E5654848

3
524
1
3
11
1
3
7E5501261
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF RECEIVER
&
MANAGER
3
524
3
22
3
7E5486813
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMEi'-JT ACCOUNTS OF RECEIVER
MANAGER

1500

3
1500
12-Nov-2013
ANNUAL REPORT TO CREDITORS

30-Jul-2013
5011
30-Jul-2013
5011A
COPY OF MINUTES OF MEETING OF

18

6

3

19-Jul-2013

CONTRIBUTORIES OR COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION OTHER

028646601

7E5405281

UNDER

S.436E OR S.439A
30-Jul-2013
5011
30-Jul-2013
5011A
COPY OF MINUTES OF MEETING OF

4

26-Jul-20 13

7E5405273

CONTRIBUTORIES OR COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION OTHER THAN UNDER
S.436E OR S.439A
17-Jul-20 13
505
17-Jul-20 13
2
505R
NOTIFICATION OF RESIGNATION OR REMOVAL OF

17-Jul-2013

7E5377606

LIQUIDATOR/PROVISIONAL LIQUIDATOR
11
1
20-May-2013
524
3
524J
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF
CREDITORS'
VOLUNTARY WINDING UP

5011A

3
5011
1
3
8
1
COPY OF MINUTES OF MEETING OF MEMBERS, CREDITORS,

3

7E5229723

3

7E5221441

CONTRIBUTORIES OR COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION OTHER THAN UNDER
S.436E OR S.439A
3

5011

3

3

3

7E5221439

13 of

5011A

COPY OF MINUTES OF MEETING OF MEMBERS, CREDITORS,
CONTRIBUTORIES OR COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION OTHER THAN UNDER
S.436E OR S.439A

11
26-Feb-2013
7E5081061
12-Mar-2013
524
12-Mar-2013
524N
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF RECEIVER

&
MANAGER
11-Mar-2013
524
11-Mar-2013
8
15-Feb-2013
7E5076287
524N
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF RECEIVER
&
MANAGER
21-Jan-2013
5011
21-Jan-2013
7
21-Dec-2012
5011A
COPY OF MINUTES OF MEETING OF MEMBERS, CREDITORS,

7E4970710

CONTRIBUTORIES OR COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION OTHER THAN UNDER
S.436E OR S.439A
19-Nov-2012
524
19-Nov-2012
8
19-0ct-2012
524J
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF
CREDITORS'
VOLUNTARY WINDING UP

7E4857222

11
16-Feb-2012
7E4785713
16-0ct-2012
507
16-0ct-2012
507G
REPORT AS TO AFFAIRS FROM MANAGING CONTROLLER WHO IS ALSO
RECEIVER/MANAGER
21-Sep-2012
507
21-Sep-2012
11
27-Aug-2012
7E4733772
507G
REPORT P.,S TO AFFAIRS FROM MANAGING CONTROLLER WHO lS ALSO
A
RECEIVER/MANAGER
17-Sep-2012
524
2
9
2
028211192
524N
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUNTS OF RECEIVER

&
MANAGER
17-Sep-2012
524
28-Sep-2012
6
27-Aug-2012
524P
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT FINAL ACCOUNTS OF

028211191

RECEIVER & MANAGER
Altered

028 749 955

03-Sep-2012
524
03-Sep-2012
11
15-Aug-2012
7E4693473
524N
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT ACCOUf\lTS OF RECEIVER
&

MANAGER
30-Aug-2012
504
30-Aug-2012
4
27 -Aug-2012
504B
NOTIFICATION OF APPOINTMENT OF A RECEIVER AND MANAGER

028216061

30-Aug-2012
505
30-Aug-2012
2
5058
NOTIFICATION OF APPOINTMENT OF RECEIVER AND MANAGER

2

7E4686885

28-Aug-2012
505
28-Aug-2012
2
27 -Aug-2012
505L
NOTIFICATION OF RECEIVER MANAGER CEASING TO ACT

7E4681504

25-May-2012
5011
25-May-2012
19
20-Apr-2012
5011 B
COPY OF MINUTES OF MEETING OF MEMBERS, CREDITORS,

7E4478241

CONTRIBUTORIES OR COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION UNDER S.436E OR
S.439A
Altered by 028 468 193
08-May-2012
5011
08-May-2012
5
16-Apr-2012
5011A
COPY OF MINUTES OF MEETING OF MEMBERS, CREDITORS,

7E4441212

CONTRIBUTORIES OR COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION OTHER THAN UNDER
S.436E OR S.439A
02-May-2012
524
02-May-2012
8
20-Apr-2012
7E4428908
524Z
PRESENTATION OF ACCOUNTS & STATEMENT PRESENTATION OF FINAL
ACCOUNTS OF ADMINISTRATOR
24-Ap~2012

505Y

505
24-Ap~2012
2
20-Ap~2012
NOTIFICATION OF RESIGNATION OR REMOVAL OF ADMINISTRATOR OF

7E4412932

COMPANY UNDER ADMINISTRATION UNDER S.436E(4), 449B OR 449C
2

7E4412913

2
20-Apr-2012
24-Apr-2012
509D
24-Apr-2012
509DA
NOTICE UNDER S.446A OF SPECIAL RESOLUTION TO WIND UP
COMPANY
RESOLVED THAT COMPANY BE WOUND UP UNDER 439C(C)

7E4412884

5011
02-Apr-2012
44
27-Feb-2012
02-Apr-2012
5011 B
COPY OF MINUTES OF MEETING OF MEMBERS, CREDITORS,

7E4374020

24-Apr-2012
505
24-Apr-2012
2
505J
NOTIFICATION OF APPOINTMENT OF LIQUIDATOR (CREDITORS'
VOLUNTARY WINDING UP)

CONTRIBUTORIES OR COMMITTEE OF INSPECTION UNDER S.436E OR
S.439A
22-Mar-2012
507
10-Apr-2012
8
21-Feb-2012
028013819
507G
REPORT AS TO AFFAIRS FROM MANAGING CONTROLLER WHO IS ALSO

A
RECEIVER/MANAGER
24-Feb-2012
504
27-Feb-2012
4
16-Feb-2012
504B
NOTIFICATIOr\1 OF APPOINTMENT OF A RECEIVER AND MANAGER

028033729

22-Feb-2012
505
24-Feb-2012
3
21-Feb-2012
505B
NOTIFICATION OF APPOINTMENT OF RECEIVER AND MANAGER

028016776

22-Feb-2012
504
23-Feb-2012
4
21-Feb-2012
504B
NOTIFICATION OF APPOINTMENT OF A RECEIVER AND MANAGER

028033519

20-Feb-2012
505
20-Feb-2012
2
16-Feb-2012
505B
NOTIFICATION OF APPOINTMENT OF RECEIVER AND MANAGER

7E4286099

15-Feb-2012
505
15-Feb-2012
2
15-Feb-2012
505U
NOTIFICATION OF APPT OF ADMINISTRATOR UNDER S.436A, 436B,

7E4277681

436C, 436E(4), 4498,
03-0ct-2011

519

), 449C(4) OR 449(6)
21-Nov-2011

3

21-Sep-2011

027770829
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519A

NOTIFICATION OF FILING OF APPLICATION FOR WINDING UP ORDER

09-May-2011
519
09-May-2011
3
06-May-2011
519C
NOTIFICATION OF DISMISSAL OF APPLICATION FOR WINDING UP

027527066

ORDER

Charges
ASIC Charge Number
Date registered

470140
13-Dec-1994

Charge

Both Fixed &

Date Created

08.-Dec-1994

Chargee

Satisfied
10:15:00

NATIONAL AUSTRALIA BANK LIMITED
004 044 937

Lodged

Processed

Form

11-Dec-2002
312
312
NOTIFICATION OF
312A

Charge status
Time registered

No. Pages

11-Dec-2002

018191480

DISCHARGE
90911
11-Dec-2002

status
Time registered

Satisfied
10:42:00

Both Fixed
Date Created

05-Dec-2002

Chargee

CAPITAL
069 663 136

Lodged

Form

Processed

04-Jun-2007
312
312
NOTIFICATION OF
312A

08-Jun-2007

023773940

DISCHARGE

ASIC Charge Number
Date

1066324
28-Jul-2004

Charge type

Both Fixed & ~...,,....,.,t"-'"

Date Created

28-Jul-2004

Satisfied
15:30:00

COMMONWEALTH
123 123 124

Lodged

Processed

Form

312

312
NOTIFiCATION OF

312A

DISCHARGE

ASIC Charge Number
Date registered

2105255
20-Dec-201 0

Charge

Both Fixed &

Date Created

13-Dec-20 10

Chargee

No. Pages

OF AUSTRALIA

No.
020494250

Charge status
Time registered

Satisfied
14:59:00

1-ll"\-::.r ..-,n

ECG FUNDS MANAGEMENT LTO AS CUSTODIAN
AGENT FOR EQUITITRUST LTD AS RESPONSIBLE ENTITY
FOR THE EQUITITRUST PRIORITY CLASS INCOME FUND

1 of 24

152

147 968 741
Lodged

Form Type

26-Aug-2011
312
312
NOTIFICATION OF
312A

Processed

No. Pages

04-0ct-2011

2

Processed

No. Pages

027621512

DISCHARGE

Document Details
Form Type

Received

Effective

11-Nov-2014
FS67
01-Dec-2014
FS67
Order Suspending Afs Licence

11-Nov-2014

027719889

3

2

028749955

28

2

028468193

05-Dec-2012

027719067

31-Jan-2012

7E424581

20-Dec-201

7E4173170

14-Dec-201

026082473

22-Nov-20 11

7E4107256

3
or Cessation of A

22-Nov-2011

7E4106959

2
or Cessation of A

26-0ct-2011

7E4044308

21-0ct-2011
21-0ct-2011
484
2
Change to Company Details Appointment or Cessation of A
484E

21-0ct-2011

7E4034358

21-0ct-20 11

7E4034319

15-Jan-2014
16-Jan-2014
902
Supplementary Document
902
Alters 028 211 191
3
902

902
Supplementary Document

3

Alters 7E4 4 78 241
05-Dec-20 12
07-Dec-2012
FS67
FS67
Order Suspending Afs Licence
31-Jan-2012
484E

484
to

31-Jan-2012
Details

2

2
or Cessation

A

Officeholder
20-Dec-2011
484E

484
to

Details

Cessation of A

Company Officeholder
14-Dec-2011
FS67
14-Dec-2011
FS67
Order Suspending Afs Licence
22-Nov-2011
484
484E
Change to

22-Nov-2011
Details

3

or Cessation

Company Officeholder
22-Nov-2011
22-Nov-2011
484
Change to Company Details
484E
Company Officeholder
26-0ct-2011
484
Change to Company Details
484E
Company Officeholder

Company Officeholder
21-0ct-2011
484
21-0ct-2011
4
484E
Change to Company Details Appointment or Cessation of A
Officeholder
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26-Aug-2011
04-0ct-2011
312
Notification of Discharge
312A

2

2
28-Jul-20 11
28-Ju!-20 11
484
484E
Change to Company Details Appointment or Cessation of A

26-Aug-20 11

027621512

28-Jul-2011

7E3844445

15-Jun-2011

7E3737048

Company Officeholder
15-Jun-20 11
Details

15-Jun-2011
484
484E
Change to

2
or Cessation of A

Company Officeholder
027211980

3

519
Notification of

519G

Under S.

462 or464
27-Apr-2011
FS02

23

FS02
of
Licence

27-Apr-2011

07-Feb-2011
07-Feb-2011
FS90
07-Feb-201
Notice That a Product in a Pds Has Ceased to Be AvailableFS90A

7E3456767

Afs Licensee
07 -Feb-2011
07-Feb-2011
07-Feb-2011
FS90
FS90A
Notice That a Product in a Pds Has Ceased to Be Available -

7E3456753

Licensee
21-Dec-201 0
20-Dec-201 0
309
Notification of Details of a
309A
15-Dec-2010
Afs Licensee

FS88
15-Dec-201 0
FS88A
Pds In-Use Notice09-Nov-201 0
484E

Details

0

3

02741

15-Dec-201 0

7E3366502

0

7E3283613

0

7E3283588

0

027362052
2010)

Cessation

Officeholder
09-Nov-201 0
484E

Details

Cessation of A

Officeholder
dlJ-cJ<::;LI-LU

388A

0
388
Financial

08-Nov-201 0
58
-Public
Financial

Disclosing Entity

484E

·,-,rr.,n"'r"'

24-Sep-201 0
2
Details nnr"ni"lr'rlCI!rtt or Cessation of

7E3191967

Company Officeholder
3-Sep-201 0
FS02

FS02
of Afs Licence

11-Aug-2010
484
484A 1
Change to
484A1

13-Sep-201 0

23

11-Aug-2010
2
Details Change Officeholder Name Or

13-Sep-201 0

OL0308402

11-Aug-2010

7E3099509

CHANGE TO COMPANY DETAILS CHANGE OFFICEHOLDER NAME OR
ADDRESS

8

21-May-201 0
484
21-May-201 0
2
21-May-201 0
484E
CHANGE TO COMPANY DETAILS APPOINTMENT OR CESSATION OF A

7E2908272

COMPANY OFFICEHOLDER
18-Jan-2010
FS02
18-Jan-2010
FS02
COPY OF AFS LICENCE

22

18-Jan-2010

OL0502165

30-Sep-2009
388
28-0ct-2009
60
30-Jun-2009
388A
FINANCIAL REPORT FINANCIAL REPORT- PUBLIC COMPANY OR

025950974
(FR 2009)

DISCLOSING ENTITY
6
21-Sep-2009
21-Sep-2009
5120
22-Sep-2009
5120
NOTICE OF EXEMPTION RE MANAGED INVESTMENT SCHEME

024768053

25-Aug-2009
484
25-Aug-2009
2
25-Aug-2009
484A1
CHANGE TO COMPANY DETAILS CHANGE OFFICEHOLDER NAME OR

7E2388579

ADDRESS
11-Feb-2009
FS88
11-Feb-2009
3
FS88A
PDS IN-USE NOTICE- BY AFS LICENSEE

06-Feb-2009

6
28-Dec-2008
28-Dec-2008
FS90
05-Jan-2009
FS90A NOTICE THAT A PRODUCT IN A PDS HAS CEASED TO BE AVAILABLE-

7E2032162

024857933

BY AFS LICENSEE
25-Nov-2008
5120
26-Nov-2008
6
14-Nov-2008
5120
NOTICE OF EXEMPTION RE MANAGED INVESTMENT SCHEME

024668943

25-Nov-2008
5122
26-Nov-2008
5
14-Nov-2008
5122
NOTICE OF DECLARATION RE MANAGED INVESTMENT SCHEME

024668944

31-0ct-2008
388
06-Jan-2009
60
30-Jun-2008
388A
FINANCIAL REPORT FINANCIAL REPORT PUBLIC COMPANY OR

025343802
(FR

DISCLOSING ENTITY
05-Sep-2008
484
484A1
CHANGE TO

05-Sep-2008
05-Sep-2008
DETAILS CHANGE OFFICEHOLDER NAME OR

1F0208790

ADDRESS
21-Apr-2008
FS55
21-Apr-2008
1
FS55
ORDER ISSUED PURSUANT TO S1 020E(2)

018714168

11
18-Apr-2008
FS53
11-Jun-2008
FS53A
NOTIFICATION OF USE OF PDS- BY AFS LICENSEE

024614380

20-Mar-2008
FS55
20-Mar-2008
2
FS55
ORDER ISSUED PURSUANT TO S1020E(2)

20-Mar-2008

018714080

28-Sep-2007
388
23-0ct-2007
41
30-Jun-2007
388A
FINANCIAL REPORT FINANCIAL REPORT PUBLIC COMPANY OR

024300137
(FR 2007)

DISCLOSING ENTITY
01-Aug-2007
FS53
07 -Sep-2007
11
FS53A
NOTIFICATION OF USE OF PDS- BY AFS LICENSEE

31-Jul-2007

024030038

05-Jul-2007

05-Jul-2007

023936368

350

09-Jul-2007
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350

CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH STAMP DUTIES LAW BY
PROVISIONAL CHARGE
Alters 023 956 177

350
09-Jul-2007
1
05-Jul-2007
05-Jul-2007
350
CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH STAMP DUTIES LAW BY

023936367

PROVISIONAL CHARGE
Alters 023 956 176
26-Jun-2007
311
26-Jun-2007
2
311A
NOTIFICATION OF ASSIGNMENT OF CHARGE

04-Jun-2007

023084888

15-Jun-2007
309
18-Jun-2007
38
309A
NOTIFICATION OF DETAILS OF A CHARGE

13-Jun-2007

023956176

13-Jun-2007

023956177

15-Jun-2007
312
18-Jun-2007
3
312C
NOTIFICATION OF RELEASE OF PROPERTY

15-Jun-2007

023956178

15-Jun-2007
312
18-Jun-2007
3
312C
NOTIFICATION OF RELEASE OF PROPERTY

15-Jun-2007

023956179

04-Jun-2007
312
08-Jun-2007
2
312C
NOTIFICATION OF RELEASE OF PROPERTY

04-Jun-2007

023773941

15-Mar-2007
FS56
15-Mar-2007
1
FS56
REVOCATION OF STOP ORDER S1 020E(5)

15-Mar-2007

023083091

15-Mar-2007
FS53
05-Apr-2007
11
FS53A
NOTIFICATION OF USE OF PDS- BY AFS LICENSEE

15-Mar-2007

023103489

01-Mar-2007
FS53
15-Mar-2007
11
FS53A
NOTIFICATION OF USE OF PDS- BY AFS LICENSEE

16-Feb-2007

023099191

27-Feb-2007
FS54
06-Mar-2007
1
FS54
INTERIM ORDER ISSUED PURSUANT TO S1020E(5)

27 -Feb-2007

023083052

23-Jan-2007
484
23-Jan-2007
484
CHANGE TO COMPANY DETAILS

23-Jan-2007

1F0001132

02-Nov-2006

022523692

01-Nov-2006
388
28-Nov-2006
47
30-Jun-2006
388A
FINANCIAL REPORT FINANCIAL REPORT- PUBLIC COMPANY OR

023394275
(FR 2006)

Altered

023 936 367

15-Jun-2007
309
18-Jun-2007
38
309A
NOTIFICATION OF DETAILS OF A CHARGE
Altered by 023 936 368

6

484A1

CHANGE OFFICEHOLDER NAME OR ADDRESS

484G

NOTIFICATION OF SHARE ISSUE

4840

CHANGES TO SHARE STRUCTURE

484N

CHANGES TO (MEMBERS) SHARE HOLDINGS

02-Nov-2006
FS55
10-Nov-2006
1
FS55
ORDER ISSUED PURSUANT TO S1020E(2)

DISCLOSING ENTITY
16-0ct-2006

FS54

19-0ct-2006

16-0ct-2006

022523542
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FS54

INTERIM ORDER ISSUED PURSUANT TO S1020E(5)

21-Jul-2006
484
21-Jul-2006
484
CHANGE TO COMPANY DETAILS
484H
4840

3

21-Jul-2006

022876207

NOTIFICATION OF SHARE CANCELLATION- REDEEMABLE
PREFERENCES
CHANGES TO SHARE STRUCTURE

1
27-Jan-2006
27-Jan-2006
350
27-Jan-2006
350
CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH STAMP DUTIES LAW BY

019271258

PROVISIONAL CHARGE
Alters 022 351 727
24-Jan-2006
312
07 -Feb-2006
2
312C
NOTIFICATION OF RELEASE OF PROPERTY

24-Jan-2006

022691023

24-Jan-2006
312
07-Feb-2006
2
312C
NOTIFICATION OF RELEASE OF PROPERTY

24-Jan-2006

022691002

484
24-Jan-2006
23-Dec-2005
484
CHANGE TO COMPANY DETAILS

23-Dec-2005

1F0077488

14-Dec-2005

022351727

01-Dec-2005

022353958

03-0ct-2005
388
26-0ct-2005
25
30-Jun-2005
388A
FINANCIAL REPORT FINANCIAL REPORT- PUBLIC COMPANY OR

022285929
(FR

484G

NOTIFICATION OF SHARE ISSUE

4840

CHANGES TO SHARE STRUCTURE

3

22-0ec-2005
309
22-Dec-2005
309A
NOTIFICATION OF DETAILS OF A CHARGE
Altered by 019 271 258
08-Dec-2005
FS53
10-Jan-2006
1
FS53A
NOTIFICATION OF USE OF PDS- BY AFS LICENSEE

DISCLOSING ENTITY
03-0ct-2005
484
09-Nov-2005
484
CHANGE TO COMPANY DETAILS

06-0ct-2005

022285487

6
07-Feb-2005
FS53
09-Feb-2005
FS53A
NOTIFICATION OF USE OF PDS- BY AFS LICENSEE

09-Nov-2004

020981780

25-0ct-2004
484
25-0ct-2004
484
CHANGE TO COMPANY DETAILS

25-0ct-2004

020745645

24
30-Jun-2004
30-Sep-2004
388
26-Nov-2004
388A
FINANCIAL REPORT FINANCIAL REPORT- PUBLIC COMPANY OR

020866482
(FR 2004)

484G

NOTIFICATION OF SHARE ISSUE

4840

CHANGES TO SHARE STRUCTURE

484N

CHANGES TO (MEMBERS) SHARE HOLDINGS

3

484A 1

CHANGE OFFICEHOLDER NAME OR ADDRESS

484A2

CHANGE MEMBER NAME OR ADDRESS

DISCLOSING ENTITY
19-Aug-2004
350
19-Aug-2004
1
19-Aug-2004
350
CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH STAMP DUTIES LAVV BY

020496816

PROVISIONAL CHARGE
Alters 020 503 332
19-Aug-2004
350
19-Aug-2004
1
19-Aug-2004
350
CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH STAMP DUTIES LAW BY

020496815

PROVISIONAL CHARGE
Alters 019 654 728
12-Aug-2004
312
12-Aug-2004
1
312C
NOTIFICATION OF RELEASE OF PROPERTY

12-Aug-2004

020501228

12-Aug-2004
312
12-Aug-2004
1
312C
NOTIFICATION OF RELEASE OF PROPERTY

12-Aug-2004

020501229

1
06-Aug-2004
STAMP DUTIES LAVv BY

020501044

06-Aug-2004
350
06-Aug-2004
350
CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE
PROVISIONAL CHARGE
Alters 020 496 010

03-Aug-2004
309
03-Aug-2004
26
309A
NOTIFICATION OF DETAILS OF A CHARGE

020503332

Altered by 020 496 816
28-Jul-2004
309
28-Jul-2004
26
309A
NOTIFICATION OF DETAILS OF A CHARGE
Altered

019654728

21-Jul-2004

020496010

020 496 815

27-Jul-2004
309
27-Jul-2004
33
309A
NOTIFICATION OF DETAILS OF A CHARGE
Altered

28-Jul-2004

020 501 044

26-Feb-2004
02-Mar-2004
4
25-Feb-2004
484J
CHANGE TO COMPANY DETAILS NOTIFICATION OF SHARE
CANCELLATION
-COMPANY BUY-BACK

020058392

06-Feb-2004
280
10-Feb-2004
2
280
NOTICE OF MEETING AND DOCUMENTS RE BUY-BACK

06-Feb-2004

020053042

484
06-Feb-2004
7
15-Jan-2004
23-Jan-2004
484E
CHANGE TO COMPANY DETAILS APPOINTMENT OR CESSATION OF

020045260

COMPANY OFFICEHOLDER
15-Dec-2003
309
15-Dec-2003
49
309A
NOTIFICATION OF DETAILS OF A CHARGE

28-Nov-2003

019674836

12-Nov-2003
5120
14-Nov-2003
1
12-Nov-2003
5120
NOTiCE OF EXEMPTION RE MANAGED INVESTMENT SCHEME

017914658

14-0ct-2003
FS02
14-0ct-2003
FS02
COPY OF AFS LICENCE

14-0ct-2003

OL0200526

26-Sep-2003
388
13-0ct-2003
29
30-Jun-2003
388A
FINANCIAL REPORT FINANCIAL REPORT- PUBLIC COMPANY OR

019777182
(FR 2003)

19

DISCLOSING ENTITY
02-Apr-2003

FS50

3

018172296

22 of 24

FS50

PDS OPT-IN NOTICE

23-Jan-2003
766C
23-Jan-2003
2
23-Jan-2003
766C
SUPPLEMENTARY DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT FOR MANAGED
INVESTMENT
SCHEME

017914312

Alters 017 937 276
15-Jan-2003
7113
17-Feb-2003
1
15-Jan-2003
7113
NOTICE OF DECLARATION RE FUNDRAISING CHAPTER 6D

017914326

18-Dec-2002

06138394M
(AR 2002)

05-Dec-2002

017885826

21-Nov-2002
211
11-Dec-2002
1
09-May-1996
211
RETURN SHOWING DIVISION OR CONVERSION OF SHARES INTO
CLASSES

018618125

30-Sep-2002
388
06-Jan-2003
30
30-Jun-2002
388A
FINANCIAL REPORT FINANCIAL REPORT- PUBLIC COMPANY OR

018250503
(FR 2002)

316
20-Dec-2002
316
ANNUALRETURN

30-Dec-2002

4

316P

CHANGE OF NAME OR ADDRESS OF OFFICEHOLDER

316G

ANNUAL RETURN- UNLISTED PUBLIC COMPANY

11-Dec-2002
309
11-Dec-2002
36
309A
NOTIFICATION OF DETAILS OF A CHARGE

DISCLOSING ENTITY
11-Feb-2002
766C
11-Feb-2002
1
11-Feb-2002
766C
SUPPLEMENTARY DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT FOR MANAGED
INVESTMENT
SCHEME

017944744

Alters 017 937 276
11-Feb-2002
754H
11-Feb-2002
42
11-Feb-2002
754H
REPLACEMENT SHORT FORM PROSPECTUS FOR MANAGED
INVESTMENT
SCHEME

017944743

Alters 017 937 276
05-Feb-2002
7109
05-Feb-2002
1
13-Feb-2002
7109
NOTICE OF EXTENSIOr\l OF EXPOSURE PERIOD UNDER SECTION 727

016702403

Alters 017 937 276
29-Jan-2002
764H
29-Jan-2002
41
06-Feb-2002
764H
SHORT FORM PROSPECTUS FOR MANAGED INVESTMENT SCHEME

017937276

Altered by 016 702 403
Altered by 017 944 743
Altered by 017 944 744
Altered by 017 944 744
Altered by 017 914 312
Altered by 017 914 312
25-Jan-2002
205
25-Jan-2002
4
24-Jan-2002
205A
NOTIFICATION OF RESOLUTION CHANGING COMPANY NAME
23-Jan-2002

316

0 1-Feb-2002

4

15-Jan-2002

015946604

06138394L
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(AR 2001)

ANNUAL RETURN- UNLISTED PUBLIC COMPANY

316G

1
21-Dec-2001
21-Dec-2001
24-Dec-2001
766C
766C
SUPPLEMENTARY DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT FOR MANAGED
INVESTMENT
SCHEME

017933781

Alters 016 700 170
THERE ARE FURTHER DOCUMENTS LODGED BY THIS COMPANY.
SELECT THE 'ORDER COMPANY DOCUMENTS' OPTION FROM THE
ORGANISATIONAL SEARCH SUMMARY SCREEN TO OBTAIN A
COMPLETE LIST OF COMPANY DOCUMENTS.

Annual Returns
Extended
Due Date

AGM
Due Date

Extended AGM
Due Date

AGM Held
Date

Outstanding

31-Dec-1994

N

15-Dec-1995

N

Year

Return
Due Date

1994

Unknown

1995

31-Dec-1995

30-Nov-1995

1996

31-Dec-1996

30-Nov-1996

31-Dec-1996

N

1997

31-Dec-1997

30-Nov-1997

25-Mar-1998

N

1998

31-Jan-1999

N

1999

31-Jan-2000

N

2000

31-Jan-2001

N

2001

31-Jan-2002

N

2002

31-Jan-2003

N

Financial Reports
Outstanding

Balance
Date

Report
Due Date

AGM
Due Date

Extended AGM AGM Held
Date
Due Date

30-J u n-1999

31-0ct-1999

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N

015497012

30-Jun-2000

31-0ct-2000

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N

016703322

30-Jun-2001

31-0ct-2001

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N

017677206

30-Jun-2002

31-0ct-2002

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N

018250503

30-Jun-2003

31-0ct-2003

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N

019777182

30..:Jun-2004

31-0ct-2004

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N

020866482

30-Jun-2005

31-0ct-2005

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N

022285929

30-Jun-2006

30-Nov-2006 Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N

023394275

30-Jun-2007

31-0ct-2007

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N

024300137

30-Jun-2008

31-0ct-2008

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N

025343802

30-Jun-2009

31-0ct-2009

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N

025950974

30-Jun-201 0

31-0ct-201 0

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

N

027362052

Section 146A of the Corporations Act 2001 states 'A contact address is the address to which
communications and notices are sent from ASIC to the company.'
Address

PO BOX 8111, GOLD COAST MC, QLD, 9726

Start Date

28-Jun-2003

*** End of Extract ***
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